
From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: wildonionyoga@live.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:24:19 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Cheryl Henley <Cheryl.Henley.245621983@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:26 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Cheryl Henley 
1203 Washington St
Evanston, IL 60202 

R  002602



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: crusso1957@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:26:29 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Carla Womack <Carla.Womack.16705911@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:29 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Carla Womack 
2010 Hickory Ridge Rd
Pomona, IL 62975 

R  002604



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: grmoss@ameritech.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:28:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Glen Moss <Glen.Moss.320913363@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:30 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Glen Moss 
1265 Deer Trail Ln
Libertyville, IL 60048 

R  002606



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: djkreiner2@comcast.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:31:34 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Dennis Kreiner <Dennis.Kreiner.230185038@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:31 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Dennis Kreiner 
2307 Arrow St
Carpentersville, IL 60110 

R  002608



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: EXT CraigEllen, eccraig
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:34:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: ellen craig <ellen.craig.88896155@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:37 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
ellen craig 
2970 N Lake Shore Dr
Chicago, IL 60657 

R  002610



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: krigger2014@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:36:29 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Kimberly Rigger <Kimberly.Rigger.320915271@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:38 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Kimberly Rigger 
1037 S Racine Ave
Chicago, IL 60607 

R  002612



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: lawrencefriedman@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:38:43 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Lawrence Friedman <Lawrence.Friedman.320915488@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:38 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Lawrence Friedman 
547 S Clark St
Chicago, IL 60605 

R  002614



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: wmheng01@mac.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:41:15 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: William Henggeler <William.Henggeler.286589192@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:41 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
William Henggeler 
1001 College Rd
Lebanon, IL 62254 

R  002616



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: albertlegzdins@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:43:50 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Albert Legzdins <Albert.Legzdins.16422726@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:50 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Albert Legzdins 
1457 W Cuyler Ave
Chicago, IL 60613 

R  002618



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: eculkin@adidam.org
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 1:46:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Eileen Culkin <Eileen.Culkin.320921139@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:58 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 
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The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Eileen Culkin 
2210 Old Glenview Rd
Wilmette, IL 60091 

R  002620



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: p-sporn@northwestern.edu
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:19:57 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Peter Sporn <Peter.Sporn.320921175@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:58 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Peter Sporn 
5830 S Stony Island Ave
Chicago, IL 60637 

R  002622



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: mcrystalpolitics@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:22:34 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Maya Crystal <Maya.Crystal.150425193@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 4:59 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Maya Crystal 
250 Vista Ct
Wilmette, IL 60091 

R  002624



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: ljsmith@northwestern.edu
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:24:40 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Lewis Smith <Lewis.Smith.218398324@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:00 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Lewis Smith 
1000 N Lake Shore Dr
Chicago, IL 60611 

R  002626



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: pat4nature@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:26:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Patricia Armstrong <Patricia.Armstrong.56743474@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:00 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Patricia Armstrong 
612 Staunton Rd
Naperville, IL 60565 

R  002628



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: rabble7rouser@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:29:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Kathleen Hamill <Kathleen.Hamill.320922282@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:02 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Kathleen Hamill 
9N639 Koshare Trail
Elgin, IL 60124 

R  002630



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: mhade@luc.edu
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:32:10 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Michaeline Hade <Michaeline.Hade.17016357@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:04 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Michaeline Hade 
2223 W Leland Ave
Chicago, IL 60625 

R  002632



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: jb9322@aol.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:35:10 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: John Butler <John.Butler.320923939@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:07 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
John Butler 
2084 Clearwater Way
Elgin, IL 60123 

R  002634



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: suebillgee@comcast.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:37:06 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Sue Crothers <Sue.Crothers.97116619@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:09 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Sue Crothers 
1819 N Howe St
Chicago, IL 60614 

R  002636



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: leecanel@sbcglobal.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:39:41 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Lee Canel <Lee.Canel.26789783@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:14 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Lee Canel 
2124 Birchwood Ave
Wilmette, IL 60091 

R  002638



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: tschmidt@illinois.edu
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:41:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Thomas Schmidt <Thomas.Schmidt.50319318@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:31 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Thomas Schmidt 
401 S Coler Ave
Urbana, IL 61801 

R  002640



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: reenie67@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:44:56 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Maureen Kelleher <Maureen.Kelleher.320931606@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:38 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Maureen Kelleher 
5011 S Marshfield Ave
Chicago, IL 60609 

R  002642



From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: ChiTownRosie@att.net
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:47:30 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Rosemary Nash <Rosemary.Nash.43044339@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 5:41 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
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age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Rosemary Nash 
5555 S Everett Ave
Chicago, IL 60637 

R  002644



From: Guy, Jeff
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Bcc: Amber.Sullivan.321039318@p2a.co; Angela.Baluk.132697192@p2a.co; Angela.Daidone.61050594@p2a.co;

Ann.Chen.321444868@p2a.co; Barbara.Cornew.320943784@p2a.co; Behn.Rudo.114746124@p2a.co;
Beth.Grunow.321053466@p2a.co; Bob.Schwartz.290008010@p2a.co; Brian.Holmes.321338046@p2a.co;
Brock.AuerbachLynn.68827397@p2a.co; Carole.Arett.74917840@p2a.co; Carolee.Kokola.321036636@p2a.co;
Catharine.White.26329288@p2a.co; Catherine.Palivos.322135077@p2a.co; Charles.Nadler.321933234@p2a.co;
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Subject: Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 9:08:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov
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Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any
time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois must step up
to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast
neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the
Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in 2015,
a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have shown time and
again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and regulations. What makes you
think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different? They have not shown themselves
worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national origin,
age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution.
Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to General
Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.
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From: Jessie Gotsdiner
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Thursday, June 11, 2020 10:16:05 AM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side. Air
pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at
any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood.

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust.

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that.

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Thank you for your consideration.

Regards, 
Jessie Gotsdiner 
360 W Illinois St
Chicago, IL 60654 
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From: Ann Chen
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 11:24:04 AM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side!

General Iron is a SERIAL POLLUTER that has consistently violated environmental law.
Their facilities experienced:
1) a fire in 2015
2) a city-ordered shut-down in 2016
3) a citation for air pollution in 2018 

General Iron has shown consistently that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental
rules and regulations. Why should they be permitted to move into the Southeast side?? They
have shown themselves not worthy of the public’s trust.

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that.

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.

The Illinois EPA MUST reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast
side. Their practices would significantly impact those who live and work in the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Ann Chen 
2231 N Monticello Ave
Chicago, IL 60647 
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From: Meryl Domina
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:05:44 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Meryl Domina 
1121 Loren Dr
Dekalb, IL 60115 
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From: Richard Stuckey
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:53:19 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side!

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust.

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that.

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

General Iron is now about half a mile from my house. They have been a bad neighbor for
years. They should not be allowed to move to another residential district.

Regards, 
Richard Stuckey 
1931 N Fremont St
Chicago, IL 60614 
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From: Meryl Domina
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:05:44 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Meryl Domina 
1121 Loren Dr
Dekalb, IL 60115 
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From: Ann Chen
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 11:24:04 AM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side!

General Iron is a SERIAL POLLUTER that has consistently violated environmental law.
Their facilities experienced:
1) a fire in 2015
2) a city-ordered shut-down in 2016
3) a citation for air pollution in 2018 

General Iron has shown consistently that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental
rules and regulations. Why should they be permitted to move into the Southeast side?? They
have shown themselves not worthy of the public’s trust.

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that.

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency.

The Illinois EPA MUST reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast
side. Their practices would significantly impact those who live and work in the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Ann Chen 
2231 N Monticello Ave
Chicago, IL 60647 
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From: Liam Kenny
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:22:44 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Liam Kenny 
2253 N Magnolia Ave
Chicago, IL 60614 
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From: Charlie Ryan
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:55:47 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Charlie Ryan 
622 W Patterson Ave
Chicago, IL 60613 
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From: Rebecca Brandtman
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:49:04 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Rebecca Brandtman 
4907 N Janssen Ave
Chicago, IL 60640 
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From: Jenna Miller
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:48:36 AM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Jenna Miller 
1834 W Armitage Ave
Chicago, IL 60622 
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From: Madison Olivieri
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 11:06:13 AM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Madison Olivieri 
807 Davis St
Evanston, IL 60201 
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From: Ryan Bailey
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 2:34:48 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Ryan Bailey 
1530 E 59th St
Chicago, IL 60637 
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From: Mark Kraemer
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 3:54:10 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Mark Kraemer 
430 Laurel Ave
Wilmette, IL 60091 
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From: Hillary Colby
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 3:59:06 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Hillary Colby 
1479 Sedona Ave
Aurora, IL 60504 
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From: Meredith West
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 4:07:31 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Meredith West 
911 N Wood St
Chicago, IL 60622 
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From: Jenny Kendler
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 4:18:16 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Jenny Kendler 
835 N Wood St
Chicago, IL 60622 
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From: KAREN NELSON
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 4:45:12 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
KAREN NELSON 
1024 Vine Ave
Park Ridge, IL 60068 
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From: Timothea Papas
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 5:00:21 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Timothea Papas 
729 Simpson St
Evanston, IL 60201 
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From: Mickie Weiss
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 5:02:51 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution at any time, especially not in
the midst of coronavirus. Hasn't this shown us that we humans (and all living beings) have
enough struggles and should not push for more; haven't we learned Something?! 

Illinois must step up to stop General Iron, a serial polluter and environmental law violator,
from compounding the problem in Chicago’s Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you
to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side!

As I'm sure you know, the Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population
should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental pollution. Moving the
General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side is a BLM and Latinx Community injustice,
an economic injustice, a potentially immediate danger to the people in the community, and a
longer-term environmental danger to all living beings.

As this would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency and an inevitable health danger for all Illinoisans, the Illinois EPA must reject General
Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Mickie Weiss 
Skokie, IL 60076
Skokie, IL 60076 
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From: Catharine White
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 5:12:07 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Catharine White 
5001 Golf Rd
Skokie, IL 60077 
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From: Wynne Coplea
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 5:41:26 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Wynne Coplea 
936 Cleveland Ave
Springfield, IL 62704 
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From: Georgia Shankel
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 6:50:14 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Georgia Shankel 
15 S Homan Ave
Chicago, IL 60624 
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From: Catherine Palivos
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 7:49:07 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Catherine Palivos 
1430 Mulford St
Evanston, IL 60202 
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From: Mary Shesgreen
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:15:22 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Mary Shesgreen 
402 Orange St
Elgin, IL 60123 
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From: Lynn Schmitt
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:42:06 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Lynn Schmitt 
1255 S State St
Chicago, IL 60605 
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From: Michael barkowski
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:51:19 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Michael barkowski 
1255 S State St
Chicago, IL 60605 
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From: Leticia Cortez
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 9:54:43 PM

Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Air pollution harms our health. No community should have to bear the burden of air pollution
at any time, but as coronavirus rates are skyrocketing in Chicago’s Latinx community, Illinois
must step up to stop polluters like General Iron from compounding the problem in Chicago’s
Southeast neighborhood. That's why I urge you to reject General Iron’s permit and stop their
move to the Southeast side! 

General Iron is a serial polluter that has consistently violated environmental law, with a fire in
2015, a city-ordered shut-down in 2016, and a citation for air pollution in 2018. They have
shown time and again that they cannot and will not adhere to environmental rules and
regulations. What makes you think that a move to the Southeast side will be any different?
They have not shown themselves worthy of the public’s trust. 

The Illinois legislature requires that no segment of the population, regardless of race, national
origin, age, or income, should bear disproportionately high or adverse effects of environmental
pollution. Moving the General Iron facility to Chicago’s southeast side would do just that. 

Taking this into account with General Iron’s track record of pollution, granting this permit to
General Iron would be a gross violation of the mission of the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side.

Regards, 
Leticia Cortez 
2104 S California Ave
Chicago, IL 60608 
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: herrsugarbeet@aol.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 11:50:26 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Your comments will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Rose Panieri <Rose.Panieri.272795468@p2a.co> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 6:56 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

Stop fucking up our water supply by dumping cyanide, ammonia and other toxic waste into Lake
Michigan. SERIOUSLY, just effing stop.

Regards, 
Rose Panieri 
645 W Cermak Rd
Braidwood, IL 60408 
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Margarita Mendoza
Subject: RE: [External] DENY General Iron’s PERMIT
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 11:56:59 AM

Hello,

Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will
prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, criticisms,
and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and final action. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.

Thanks,

Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Margarita Mendoza <mmendoza13@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 10:38 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] DENY General Iron’s PERMIT

Jeffrey Guy, 

I am writing you as a concerned resident of Chicago’s East Side neighborhood. I have lived here for the past 19
years and with every year, more and more environmental racism has been uncovered by our area residents. Poor air
quality caused by industrial pollutants can be seen via resident health issues, engulfing foul smells that meet our
noses as soon as one steps out or opens a window and a visible film of black ash strewn about our homes, parked
cars and outdoor furniture. All of these effects from other area industries make it clear that they do not respect our
community enough to enact stricter regulations. Perhaps, that is the reason both you and General Iron believed it
would go unnoticed as we are not as visible or predominantly white as the precious Lincoln Park neighborhood.
Only through litigation, have slight changes been forced upon these abusive industries. Knowing how much this
community has already been environmentally abused, it is imperative you revisit your decision to give General Iron
a permit to open immediately next to an already vulnerable population. I find it unethical that you would allow such
a company with such a poor record to continue its environmental chokehold on Chicago in one of its most
marginalized minority neighborhoods.

Regards,

Margarita Mendoza
11337 S Avenue H
Chicago, Il 60617
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Citlalli Garcia
Subject: RE: [External] General Iron
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:01:31 PM

Hello,

Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will
prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, criticisms,
and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and final action. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.

Thanks,

Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Citlalli Garcia <cagarcia19@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 10:51 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] General Iron

Jeff,

Do not allow the move of General Iron to the East side. We already have enough factories, pollutants, and lead in
our neighborhood. Stop risking our health for profit. I have lived here my whole life and growing up with a
disproportionate amount of factories right next door has made me quiet aware of the “subtle” intention of subjecting
already marginalized communities to health issues that cause long term damage rather than immediate, liable
sicknesses. How much more pollutants will you pump in our air for the sake of making a buck? As long as we aren’t
white people with money and power to hold over your heads and force you to move through their prioritized voices,
then putting General Iron here would be easy, quick, quiet, since our neighborhood is already so buried in smog.
Enough is enough. Don’t continue the cycle of oppressing minority neighborhoods through environmental racism.

Think it through,
Citlalli Garcia
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Cenia Mendoza
Subject: RE: [External] Deny general iron permit
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:07:16 PM

Hello,

Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will
prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, criticisms,
and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and final action. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.

Thanks,

Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Cenia Mendoza <migcit2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2020 11:08 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Deny general iron permit

Jeffrey Guy

I oppose that General Iron be allowed to further pollute and physically harm the residents in the Chicago East side.
This is environmental racism. I have lived here for almost 20 years. I am physically active and walk in the forest
preserve daily. The trees have become sparse and bare. Why?  There is black ash on my cars, not dust, black ash.
Why?  Since the pandemic started, I have been wearing my mask when I’m out and I actually don’t feel congested
or short of breath. Why?  Something is wrong with the air we are breathing in our neighborhood. Many elderly and
young children make up our population. Just their age makes them at risk to certain illnesses and can compromise
their immune systems. Have you collected any medical statistics, especially cancers and pulmonary diseases?  It is
unethical to not protect the lives of this neighborhood. There are already other industries that are dumping pollution.
Again, this is racism. Marginalized groups of people live in this area.

Cenia Mendoza
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: nicolekemerer@gmail.com
Subject: RE: [External] Please Reject General Iron"s Permit to Move to Chicago"s Southeast Side!
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:23:56 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello,
 
Thank  you  for  your  comments,  which  will  be  included  as  an  exhibit  with  the  hearing  record.  The
Agency  will  prepare  a  responsiveness  summary  that  will  include  a  summary  of  all  the  views,
significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and
final  action.  You  will  be  notified  of  the  final  decision  in  this  matter  and  of  the  availability  of  the
responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Nicole Kemerer <Nicole.Kemerer.321049588@p2a.co> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 2020 10:38 AM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] Please Reject General Iron's Permit to Move to Chicago's Southeast Side!
 
Dear Hearing Officer Jeff Guy,

It is unacceptable that a bunch of white people in lincoln park can cry about general iron so it'll
simply pick up and move to an area where people of color have to deal with it. At a time when we
are talking so much about white privilege, this is an example to exactly that. 

The Illinois EPA must reject General Iron’s permit and stop their move to the Southeast side. If it's
not good enough for Lincoln Park, it's not good enough for any other neighborhood.

Regards, 
Nicole Kemerer 
3250 S May St
Chicago, IL 60608
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Gu , Jeff 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello, 

Guy, Jeff <Jeff.Guy@lllinois.gov> on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom 
Friday, June 12, 2020 2:25 PM 
Rita Malfeo-Klein 
RE: [External] General Iron Permit Public Comment 

Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will 
prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, 
criticisms, and suggestions - in addition to the Agency's specific response and final action. You will be notified 
of the final decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary. 

Thanks, 

Jeffrey J. Guy 
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Office of Community Relations 
(217) 785-8724 
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov 

-----Original Message-----
From: Rita Malfeo-Klein <rmalfeo@att.net> 
Sent: Thursday, June 11, 202011:15 AM 
To: Guy, Jeff<Jeff.Guy@Illinois.gov> 
Cc: EP A.PublicHearingCom <EP A.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov> 
Subject: [External] General Iron Permit Public Comment 

Dear Mr. and Mr. 

We would like to add our voices to the public comments regarding the relocation of General Iron from Lincoln 
Park to the South East side. We are residents of the South Shore community and Rita has worked as a pediatric 
nurse on the south side of Chicago for 40 years. We have read extensively about this subject and have the folio 
wing comments: 

1. No matter what anyone says or promises, this type of business will add to the environmental pollution in the 
air, water and soil in the area. 

2. The rates of astluna and other chronic respiratory illnesses in the communities immediately surrounding the 
proposed site of the move are already significantly higher than in the general population. In some groups, as m 
uch as 75% higher. The most at risk for increase in these type of chronic debilitating, life-
threatening illnesses are the very young and the elderly. The relocation of General Iron to the South East side wi 
11 exacerbate this problem, for generations to come. 

3. Approving this permit during a pandemic in the very area where the rate of morbidity and mortality from the 
pandemic is among the highest seems especially unwise, cruel and irresponsible. 

1 
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4. The land surrounding the proposed site for General Iron relocation has been abused for decades by industry o 
fall types Just when it seemed there were some positive changes, these fragile improvements are being threaten 
ed by the proposed move of General Iron. 

5. General Iron has repeatedly shown a distain and blatant disregard for the law when it comes to both safety fo 
r its workers and the community surrounding them. As you are aware, the latest accident at their last site just a f 
ew weeks ago with the very equipment that General Iron uses to monitor what pollutants they are emitting into t 
he enviromnent was destroyed in an explosion, causing yet more pollution. The fines companies such, as Gener 
al Iron, pay when they break the law are minimal and therefore.wholly inadequate to serve as any kind of pnnis 
hment or deterrent. General Iron has no incentive to change their behavior, and they will continue to put profit 
before anything else. 

The orchestration of this plan, and continued manipulation of the structural systems by the power brokers backi 
ng this move to ensure that it comes to completion is the very definition of institutional racism. We are not sure 
what factors the IEP A is allowed to take into consideration when making the decision on whether to award this 
permit, but it is our hope that the people charged with making the decision honor the true mission of the IEPA a 
nd the wider EPA by doing the right thing for the citizens and the fragile ecosystem of this area, and not award 
this permit. 

Respectfully, 

Rita Malfeo-Klein 
Paul E. Klein 
7321 S. South Shore Drive, Unit I IA 
Chicago, IL 6649 
708-302-2274 
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Emile Garcia
Subject: RE: [External] General lron
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:00:02 PM

Hello,

Thank you for your comments, which will be included as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will
prepare a responsiveness summary that will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, criticisms,
and suggestions - in addition to the Agency’s specific response and final action. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.

Thanks,

Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

-----Original Message-----
From: Emile Garcia <garcia.emile@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 1:01 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] General lron

To Whom it may concern,

Please STOP General lron from entering our community...our lives matter!!

Respectfully,
Emilia Garcia
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From: Guy, Jeff on behalf of EPA.PublicHearingCom
To: Mark Weintraub
Subject: RE: Written Comments General III, LLC
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:08:12 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Mark,
 
I was able to install Dropbox and download the PDF file (1674 pages), which will be included
as an exhibit with the hearing record. The Agency will prepare a responsiveness summary that
will include a summary of all the views, significant comments, criticisms, and suggestions - in
addition to the Agency’s specific response and final action. You will be notified of the final
decision in this matter and of the availability of the responsiveness summary.
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Mark Weintraub <markweintraub@reserve-group.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:00 PM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>
Subject: [External] RE: Written Comments General III, LLC
 
Do you have access to Dropbox?
 

____________________
MARK WEINTRAUB / RESERVE MANAGEMENT GROUP
MARKWEINTRAUB@RESERVE-GROUP.COM
4550 DARROW RD, STOW, OH 44224
(O) 440-287-7209       (C) 216-217-1297

a reserve management group company
providing safe, responsible + sustainable recycling solutions for
our customers and the environment.

From: Guy, Jeff [mailto:Jeff.Guy@Illinois.gov] On Behalf Of EPA.PublicHearingCom
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Mark Weintraub <markweintraub@reserve-group.com>
Subject: RE: Written Comments General III, LLC
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Mr. Weintraub,
 
I was unable to access the file from your link– with the following error message: Invalid or
corrupted PDF file [PDF.js v2.1.266 (build: 81f5835c)
Message: Invalid PDF structure]. If possible, please email the actual PDF file. 
 
Thanks,
 
Jeffrey J. Guy
Hearing Officer, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Community Relations
(217) 785-8724
Jeff.Guy@illinois.gov

 
 
From: Mark Weintraub <markweintraub@reserve-group.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 11:22 AM
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom <EPA.PublicHearingCom@Illinois.gov>; 'Jeff.Guy@illinos.gov'
<Jeff.Guy@illinos.gov>
Subject: [External] Written Comments General III, LLC
Importance: High
 
In response to your letter of June 3, 2020 concerning the Hearing Order of General III, LLC and the
submission of Written Comments, please see the comments provided at the link below.
 
Here is the link to the Combined PDF File:
http://rmgbox.reserve-group.com/nextcloud/index.php/s/xi2f69m7pf5BjCE
 
 
Thank  you,
Mark A. Weintraub, Esq.

____________________
MARK WEINTRAUB / RESERVE MANAGEMENT GROUP
MARKWEINTRAUB@RESERVE-GROUP.COM
4550 DARROW RD, STOW, OH 44224
(O) 440-287-7209       (C) 216-217-1297

a reserve management group company
providing safe, responsible + sustainable recycling solutions for
our customers and the environment.

This e-mail contains privileged and confidential information which is the property of Reserve Management Group and its affiliates,
intended only for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized use or disclosure of this information is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If
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you are not an intended recipient, please immediately notify Reserve Management Group and its affiliates and destroy any copies of this
email. Receipt of this e-mail shall not be deemed a waiver by Reserve Management Group and its affiliates of any privilege or the
confidential nature of the information.

State of Illinois - CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this communication is
confidential, may be attorney-client privileged or attorney work product, may constitute inside information
or internal deliberative staff communication, and is intended only for the use of the addressee.
Unauthorized use, disclosure or copying of this communication or any part thereof is strictly prohibited
and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender
immediately by return e-mail and destroy this communication and all copies thereof, including all
attachments. Receipt by an unintended recipient does not waive attorney-client privilege, attorney work
product privilege, or any other exemption from disclosure.
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From: Mark Weintraub (via Dropbox)
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Mark Weintraub shared "GII Support Letters.pdf" with you
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:03:56 PM

Hi there,

Mark Weintraub (markweintraub@reserve-group.com) invited you to
view the file "GII Support Letters.pdf" on Dropbox.

Mark said:
"Jeff, Please advise if you are able to retrieve the letters from this method.
Thank you, Mark ____________________ MARK WEINTRAUB / RESERVE
MANAGEMENT GROUP MARKWEINTRAUB@RESERVE-GROUP.COM
4550 DARROW RD, STOW, OH 44224 (O) 440-287-7209 (C) 216-217-1297
a reserve management group company providing safe, responsible +
sustainable recycling solutions for our customers and the environment. "

View file

Enjoy!
The Dropbox team

Mark and others will be able to see when you view this file. Other files
shared with you through Dropbox may also show this info. Learn more in
our help center.

Report to Dropbox © 2020 Dropbox
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From: Mark Weintraub (via Dropbox)
To: EPA.PublicHearingCom
Subject: [External] Mark Weintraub shared "Illinois EPA Public Hearing" with you
Date: Friday, June 12, 2020 12:34:53 PM

Hi there,

Mark Weintraub (markweintraub@reserve-group.com) invited you to
edit the folder "Illinois EPA Public Hearing" on Dropbox.

Mark said:
"Jeff. I am re-sending to confirm your receipt of this. Thanks, Mark MARK
WEINTRAUB / RESERVE MANAGEMENT GROUP
MARKWEINTRAUB@RESERVE-GROUP.COM 4550 DARROW RD, STOW,
OH 44224 (O) 440-287-7209 (C) 216-217-1297 "

Go to folder

Enjoy!
The Dropbox team

Report to Dropbox © 2020 Dropbox
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https://secure-web.cisco.com/1RFAg-zoKYZaflvUkfT_JVVxTVWDQypphPIMuJTFrTZAIT2xmYuS4UIev3IH2eRjT4H1ZIONGKC4eDk30I_Cv2Yuaql-QBa0J3KF5TgZtPjPEu4rTe5KuB8SCqThfgdHrTPONX3LchwaocW5SVQibtg_yIlLqEW_iJcrchNaLW_P47qzVHAwymKfSiMlBEavUJXLjLJXbTXV6RcZUOiEs_Z-LUk2x7BYt1cvpSPu82EKo9qfv0sn_hVlD48d6Ie10tDIMqaB2AEUE5k5XnXNhHWyUsYQHki_xTs-SUcuBixnCIMoLcaaTi8l001m32QbU42ms_7sbzJfnpng-uVmPajjWt2k3JxlOYjs7fZYkCEJNiAeVbCVjrQcEQXQHwqUmiHiXOaNI_RxVz-ax0U_wAJcyCw4tDJHxgtj_06yHK6Kgv5GF_FHR6glSjNqgMvxD/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dropbox.com%2Fl%2Fscl%2FAAAUnCqZSYmEeOStjOXDe8rqRkv_9_-61AM
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1LRCmlc_QNJ_guSUsGQedw72cBRhiIYI7Bhz9HDvyARk_GNKZQ1no6Qd5-TE4yiQ35S1pXN1rWD3t2gmU1-6Phejs_GNlL-5RUYH_nZyovSLdPRuKYGjL1JZxClhQxUpfvSwYlZmM9pAR48P5YzJ-bbZOeKGsziF6zb3cfvnUIbCT2h-_v42gfLtS5xcfHs4vj2XRtQAYyi1gSra4DTiWCl8GRfzvTAfjqrMoZ5BvQ4Bpkhq8XuXtKwSlVU32nUAy7TjayQeIpB6FbPTzv9lAwPJjZAD6QYh9eXLA1CMalb0B5SNoMRV4Kz-cKa48ca30WtB2R6y5A6VXZopv8fJc7ODOKtKzst7_r2cRbP3BBVG8dAf9tG8gGi2Xsn3HiemPdQvg-V-0Lrjis3TrmkJ4WddrPowMnADu-6t5u37sFSJXjMtQaKCeySkA1C7-JcnD/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dropbox.com%2Fl%2FAADxpCK1vcgVIirKDIeSAwJUhvFppuwX4Hw%2Freport_abuse


R  002779

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jesse Ratzloff and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of Genera! m, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recyding also re!!eves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life ! try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Genera! Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaHabmty of these goods made from 

recycled mater!als in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group ls an important economic englne that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head•Of•household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabi!ity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General m, LLC. 

············~' 



R  002780

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kathryn Graham and! am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and construction of Genera! m, LLC at 11600 S. Burley /\venue on the Sou rt e<FJ c,1de of Chicago. 

The metals recycling mrlustrv 

streets. A commitment to rer:vrlmr 
and off of city 

rn:c1u,1e the need for 

virgin material in the manufactunng of rnN; gorn.h ln my life 1 !FV to and purchase 

products made from recyded materials such as Genera! rn, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of•househo!d jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to such jobs in the dty of 

Chicago rather than regu!ating them avJay to be moved to ,mother or reg10n 

Given Reserve Management Gr"-,,_ -;c, in supp; rnd 
economic growth, I want to reiterate rny full suppu 

Date 



R  002781

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Andrew DeMotte and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my full support for General m, LLC, 

Signature 



R  002782

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ____ Brittany Robson ________________ and I am writing to 

express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

_Brittany A Robson _________________ _ 

Signature 

_6.5.20 ____________ _ 

Date 



R  002783

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Weteska and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/ 

Signature / 

6/5/2020 



R  002784

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Bee.,\. I:;:\ .,___,st:,e/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002785

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I CL rt~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002786

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ b_o_,_y-=f:,:::..__b:..::...::._D~(~~rJ _____ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General lII, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out oflandfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
gro\,th, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002787

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~'--~q2~:3LA_:,,__....,:;, /_:_ ______ _ 
and [ am writing to express n;-;fs~ppoI'f--0fReserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my eve1yday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, hcad-of
household jobs. J believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002788

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamcis xco~~ fr>ff',5'J" 
and [ am \\Titing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General I][, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, hcad-of
houschold jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full suppo1t for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002789

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

'1,, · A--1 / - - / -:, II _,L-/ ,.J/ IV 1 nan1c IS.+// (-? v:~ . Jl; ,/ a• / • ,._ 

and I am wntmg to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and constrnction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life J try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. J believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, J want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/ "I 

Signllture 

I 

1. 

Date 



R  002790

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ..J".'::5.0V\ V' V e~JJ,_I..:..'\ -----
and I am writing to express my support rdr Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

TI1e metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General lll, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General IIl, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002791

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~y n~me is ZJ(:;v, M lillS'JW£1L22_=\b +-~ ---nd I <1m wntmg to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 1 l 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

!he metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General [I], LLC. 

Date / 



R  002792

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is-~~ ~ 6+1/-------
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC al 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of~ 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~l, 
Signature ~ 

Date 



R  002793

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ ·-
My name is 1:_ , l, L\, l V \\, / {l(" \ f 1J ) J( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling aiso relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life 1 try to recycie and purchase 

products made from recycled materiais. Companies such as General !!1 1 LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

\ 
Date 

i l 
I -

7 '>, 
/ I J L L 



R  002794

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tom Baker and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I 

Signature 

/ 

Date 



R  002795

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is .Jo.no <:>M,0-':,",tc,_and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

__ ,k~5j1-c:, ·-----
Date 



R  002796

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is '(,i::un""f l4,,,,~.and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

-1.cls l '4:>~---
oate 



R  002797

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Brad Taylor and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Fluid-Aire Dynamics, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sign~P/ 

Date 



R  002798

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isc~Go'::>f:TT I and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 7 I 



R  002799

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V1 I fr\ f::Jc \' \ CA '1Yct v1f- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve M~nagement Group a~ construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the --,---Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!e in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC 

S. / } 1gnature L/' 

Date 



R  002800

/ 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ri\_Q, irf ~\ ,( ±~1 ('.'.\, (~ £1 (4') ) (! /fl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General m, LlC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyc!ed materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!e in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 

Date 



R  002801

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

_ f,,h·1 K. r;:c V'Y/ '-,-, My name is - -- c. o-- 1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of i:mdfllis and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, Li.C and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a suppiy chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundceds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002802

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is , S Hr:.11 A A Ti;: II /\i T and I am writing to express my support 
' for Reserve Management Group and constrnction of General II!, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life I try to reoycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companles such as General m, U.C and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaiiabi!ity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in support,ng environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my foll support for General Ill, LLC 

Signature 

Date 



R  002803

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCER,N·r • . . f • 

· \ I · / ii' (\J\S\ ' 1/\ t! /) 
My name is -~x\l..\\tL1L Ci\, \L{C and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construc1ion of General Ill. LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A comrnitment to recycling also relieves stress o'n the environment by reducfng the ne-ed for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled matertals. Companies sue!~ as General!!!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the qontinued availability of these goods made from 

recycted materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an lmportant ecpnomic engine that prov[des hundreds of good 

paying, head·of•household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting ~nvlronmenta! responsibility, sustainability, and 
econo1n[c growth,! want to reiterate my ful! support foriGenerol !!!, LLC 

Date 



R  002804

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A Df'\IM. J oWf .Z...S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002805

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

S; M ~ JI---,°'\ My name is _________ f«._1c_"""'\J'--v ______ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signa e 

(o /z_ )Lo 
Date 



R  002806

TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,2. ll.. K C-4.ri'-e,,e,< ,md ! am writing to express my support 
for F!e-s-erve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at llG00 $, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chkago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets, A commltment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
vlr_gin material in the manufacturing of new _goods, In my everyday life l try to rncyde and purchase 
products made from recycled materials, Companles sw::h as General !1!1 LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a suppty chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reser,1e Management Group ls an important economic engine th.it provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of~househoid jobs, I believe it shoufd be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chkago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another dty or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General I!!, LLC. 

• Signature 



R  002807

TO WHOfvl IT fvlAY CONCER~J: 

iv1y rEime is --'W.-'--"--'--''-"~--'---=--'-"'--'-'-l-'--'-'---- and i nrn writing to express my support 
for Heserve fv1;111agNnent Group and construction of Genera! Iii, LLC at 11600 S, Buricy Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chic:igo. 

Tl1e mclJis indusLry amounts of obso!ete items out of IJndfilis and off of dty 
streets. A comrnitrnent to recycling also relieves stress on the environrnent by reducing the need fm 

material in the rnanufactming of new goods. in rny everyd;iy life i try to recycle and purchase 

products rnzide from recycled materials. Companies sucli as General l!I, LLC and Reserve fv1anagernent 

Group are vitai parts of a supply chciin that ensures the continued Jvallability of these goods made from 

rccycicd malcri,iis in lhc rndrketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of-household jobs, i believe il should be a high priorily to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating then, away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve fvtrnagernent Group's role in supporting environmentai responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fu!I support for General ill, LLC 

Signature 

Date 



R  002808

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /&f 11ey/v!o;J1rJA ffl(Wf:EflJ.A .. 'i, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulatinc them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002809

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Armond Groves and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reduetng the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

-- .-, . V 

Signature 

/! 
I 

Datf 



R  002810

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
c:·-. , c:: 

My name is ______ ,_:";l~_l_\J_, l_C_1'-__ '_.:X_·_~_.:_\_· ___ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002811

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is LO!l.to. a,JJ-ens. _____ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General m, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of. 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Ia.w~ Cf wmv} 
Signature 



R  002812

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ;5:f~ i•in . .t\ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the SoutJ1east Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in tJ1e manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

FurtJ1er, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine tJ1at provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in tJ1e city of Chicago ratJ1er than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General IJI, LLC. 

Date 



R  002813

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is t:\ 0-{' C '-" S ~C ~l.. t. V.... 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full supp011 for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Gls&'------
Date 



R  002814

TO \VHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1\-vv~~_\L.::::IL:::.l!..Lb:::::..:::__ ____ _ 
and I am writing to expres~y support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General JII, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of citv streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on th~ environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle mid purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. J believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002815

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
( J; I ' 

My name is~ ¢k/b-=cultec.J _________ _ 
and I am writing lo express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out oflandfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group arc vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Funher, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority lo keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  002816

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John G. McNamara and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General I II, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Sign,¾ 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  002817

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Judith Mooncotch and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of·household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Si 

June, 4th, 2020 

Date 



R  002818

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Susan Hayes and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of·household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

S
. I 
1gnature 

June 5, 2020 
Date 



R  002819

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Moll'-( Owe.n .s. 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industiy keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life J tiy to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, 1 want to reiterate my full suppmi for General III, LLC. 

~~ 
Signature 

Date 



R  002820

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Le c:. I; e. 12u"'---"'ec..!.../\..,__~ ___ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002821

TO WHOM IT l'vu\Y CONCERN: 

My name is f)oA;._;t,!C S ........ ie C)vt.l\ <, 

and l am writing lO express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
I I 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out oflandfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
nnd Reserve Management Group nre vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the rnarkctpluce. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of: 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority 10 keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, l want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

I 
Date 



R  002822

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Sell and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I have gotten to know the ownership of this group over the last several months and believe that they are 

committed to run their operation to the highest standards of environmental compliance and know that 

they will endeavor to do so at their new facility. These are good people in an industry with numerous 

environmental challenges and I have been very impressed with their commitment to do things the right 

way throughout their operations. 

The metals recycling industry relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material 

in the manufacturing of new goods. General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a 

supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the 

marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/2020 

Date 



R  002823

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Busby and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

~ • 4111 1 rv1 ___ 
1 -m~ . 

S~nature 

Date 



R  002824

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Trent Coleman and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC. 

L 
Signature 



R  002825

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Trent Coleman and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 011 the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  002826

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Peter Bennett and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

06/04/2020 
Date 



R  002827

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joan E. Trant and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  002828

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael Scotty and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  002829

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Meghan Scotty and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

06/04/2020 

Date 



R  002830

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -:Ji II 1Jonal ds""1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002831

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ts.NJ ~a r»:Y': and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslblllty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002832

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joseph Davy, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature\ '--.'S 

Date 



R  002833

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Samantha Becht and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, llC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economfc engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-housellold jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuil support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  002834

TO W1IOM IT MAY C~CER:.~: 1 
//4 I 1/6 //// _,,,,- // ,..._, 

M . /· .. ¼./~ .. ,;"" ·;. ,,;l'Jv ✓ y name IS / :-• ,: '/./- -v '-1 / : 

and I am writing to expfeSS my support for Reserve 
.\fanagemem Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC 
and Reserve lv!anagemem Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve lvianagement Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General ill, LLC. 

/.rzo 
Date 



R  002835

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ci. ;j Ovi 
and I am writing to e press my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

/ 
/ 

Signat 

Date I I 



R  002836

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

My name ls '::::---->C() CZY J-'.: Ll! ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycilng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life t try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for General II!, LLC. 

Signature 

L,)s/zo 
Date r; 



R  002837

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kirk Olson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

SJune 2020 

Date 



R  002838



R  002839



R  002840



R  002841

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is t:>o t:::\. ~ _30.s.~c_l£_~cfl_ CJ ~5 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full suppo1i for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002842

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -:::S 0 e.. I:;) ts;-J .') 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I tly to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital paiis of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full suppo1i for General III, LLC. 

L- /J~-
Signature 

Date 



R  002843

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ::::f c:, ~"" 'S "" -~ .1-f""' 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 



R  002844

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is CV.Pr- tV <? e_refS O ,) 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Jli,,_L_,o __ _ 
Date 



R  002845

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __j"'"-~"'-''"""' _V....,,"'--'-'_,,'--c=-"-· "-_c_~-----·----
and I am writing to express my supp01t for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full supp01t for General III, LLC. 

Siguature 

0-L/~;JO 
--------~---------

Date 



R  002846

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
I 

My name is _ 'Aw J/-' JJ,A.J, V1. G '1 
and I am writing to express my support for R erve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full supp01i for General III, LLC. 

{-Y- z~ 
------

Date 



R  002847

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~ ... r;1·1)~_:r1:2 .. 
and I am writing ttf express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Date 



R  002848

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is kvl} i l or :,~ .. "C.~((~--------
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002849

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is--~· _)~=,_/1,\_c-+J -~ __ 0
_'_

1 
"'_<_"_V\ _____ _ 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

) 

Date 



R  002850

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ '/ 
My name is •. V\., k-·Ue@k? 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General IH, LLC. 

Date 

/ 
(,:) -



R  002851

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~?e,=ta=vh""""/1,_1~i=4'c~"-''<~·--~---------
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002852

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _:VA~ , I> W ~~ G-IZ. 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

jCj/1/~./ /
1

_ --"/_/_,· ___ _ 

Signature · 

..... 0- '1- Ji,(} 
Date 



R  002853

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

" 
My name is C 4 U,£ W HI l l and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  002854

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L, "'b'-i•J: Ww,.,--e 
and I am writing to expr~s my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the envirorunent by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002855

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

rz A.-) w fn. -<t:: 
My name is---~--------------
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 

11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 

items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 

recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 

need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 

my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 

from recycled materials. Companies such as General ITT, LLC 

and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 

that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 

engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of

household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 

such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 

away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 

environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 

growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Date 



R  002856

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mark Howard and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  002857

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sean Hayes and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 5, 2020 
Date 



R  002858

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Nicole Hayes and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Signature 

June 5. 2020 
Date 



R  002859

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is DR AGAN $AV I c}I and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002860

TO \\11-IOM IT MAY 4f CEfu'JI, 1
: . 

• ; 1 i//C:: .r. ,,- i,t;,.r J v ✓., My name IS / ;{,' 1 'f1 ~ '-1 , , 

and I am \vTiting to exp;ess my support for Reserve 
.\.fa.TJagement Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availabilil:y of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve !vianagement Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

/f'-.z 0 
Date 



R  002861

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _w_.; _::v..:t--~=--=-----==.!'...1---------
and I am writing to e press my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signa 

Date l I 



R  002862

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mark Howard and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  002863

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /llflii..l''/ i, 'r-1 oS )Lt. 
and I am writing to 6xpress my support for Reserve ~-~ 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signat fe · 

Datl I 

/ 
/ 

/~ 



R  002864

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _D_'="-A-"'=0=--_rc_,_ro=-~'--"--1_/_;.(_-________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 

Signature 

Date 



R  002865

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

$:J,\tJ 
My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002866

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

-r·v~/,/\ 
My name is , I I" 1 C. ' ' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I 

Signa'ture 

Date 



R  002867

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _K_a_t_h_le_e_n_W_a_it_e ____________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/2020 

Date 



R  002868

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ Ka_t_h_le_e_n_w_a_it_e _____________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/2020 

Date 



R  002869

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

June 4 2020 
Date 



R  002870

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Qd-tlr1 Oci~-/ru and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Date 



R  002871

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f:,\ \ -~ ~~f\ Rtt f-z._. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002872

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JerJni-.f.c(· R,1.17 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  002873

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dfanc,{ (~a sfro and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of·household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002874

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es 6u tAda lupe 6C1m0\ v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de los 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  002875

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es &a (I (A. S( 0 ~ n::,,10\. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletes fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromise con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Creo que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 7 



R  002876

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es _ _,_lv\------'_Q __ 'f_l_·°'--=--6=·:_:_Q__:__0_C_;:_,f_•g,__,,__ ___ y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  002877

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es 'Tev-c:<;o, Va r-9 ct s y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y l~strucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de articulos obsoletos fuera de las 

vertederos y fuera de las ca lies de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 

sabre el media ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 

productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 

Empresas coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 

suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 

reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 

de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza-de-hogar. Crea que deberia ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 

trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a la responsabilidad ambiental, la 

sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pie no apoyo a General 111, LLC. 



R  002878

TO WHUlvi i~t r:: •... __ 

IVIY name IS ~ ~s b W, fr,.,,,.;:, ana I am wmm!! to exaress mv ::·· 
for Reserve Manaeement Groua anci construction of General Iii. LLC at 11600 5. Burlev Avenue on the 

":::?ast :,IQe OTt.mcae:o. 

The metals recvcline industrv keeos lame amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of citv 
streets. A commitmentto recvcline also relieves stress on the environment bv reducine tne neea ro, 
virgin material in the manutacturing ot new goods. In my everyday ure I try to recvc1e ana ourcnass 
oroducts made from recvcled materials. Comoanies such as General Ill. UC and Reserve Manaeement 
Grouo are vital carts of a suoolv chain that ensures the continued availabilitv of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further. Reserve Manaeement Grouo is an imoortant economic eneine that orovides hundreds of eood 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the citv of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or regior .. 

Given Reserve Manaeement Grouo's role in suooortim, environmental resoonsibilitv. sustainabilitv, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

"(,. / 01 J 2,ff2.t:) 
lJat£' -------'--I-,-------

I 



R  002879

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~~ A~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemen Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landf!Hs and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnab!llty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002880



R  002881



R  002882



R  002883



R  002884



R  002885



R  002886



R  002887

/ 

4-t4,t....,.i....W..--,,,t;.J,,'-f--f-,1-J::......:../ /Y~ ___ and I am writing to express my support 

A¥af1211:e,ment Group and construction or General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

of Chicago. 

ng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A mltment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin mate • I In the manufacturing of new goods. ln my everyday life I try to recyde and purchase 

prOducts m e from recycled materials. Companies such as General IH, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaffabillty of these goods made from 

recycled ma rials in the marketplace. 

Ras,!1-vt, Maruigement Group is an important economic engine that provides hUndreds of good 

'household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

than regulating them a~ to be moved to another city or region. 

Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslb!lity, sustalnab!lity, and 

, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, U.C. 



R  002888

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is S ALv.; A H 14 /1!{2. 1GB and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials ln the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: _,;l_c~....;...'...:•==·....;..he-tM..c::...;;:.· .,_·..,a,'"· .A:,:UJ::::l,=..,·---

Date: __ "_1 __ (o-i/f---3z~/_.;i._D __ _ 



R  002889

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --rt.,,,. J lltl'!f ', and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibfflty, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, UC. 

Signature: ~ ·, '\ 
0ate:_l_.r_)_-J._l'I _____ _ 



R  002890

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ re n Cq 4 u ct,,,, 0 l'J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vltal parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallabllity of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslbllity, sustalnabllfty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, UC. 

Signature:-< (lum,(}P 
Date: b~ 3~ dCIJtO 



R  002891

TO WHOM fT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is Terri Slalns and t am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps larce amounts of obsolete Items out of landliHs and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycllnfl also relleves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday lire I try to recycle and purcha5e 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaffablfltyof these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, hud-of•household jobs, I believe It should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicaao rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustillnabillty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: '\,,iA ,._, ·, ~ et ) 

Date: (; J '!> / :;;,, o~o 

Scanned with CamScanner 



R  002892

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is Suna Hassan and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to racvcllng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materiel In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a hlgh priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. • 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to relterat~f full support for General Ill, UC. 

Slgnature: ~ ~~ 
Date: ___ .....;06-3-20, ________ _ 



R  002893

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Shannon_Chrapkowski ___ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 

Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002894

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is SE:R-6 £0 ,4 , e, Vff ea. . and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

economic growth, I 
up's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

iterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: _.....J:~~=-.....clL ________ _ 

Date: 6/o 1/ d Q[). Q · 

11 1 • 1 · 



R  002895

June 1, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tom Phelan and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley 

Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of 

landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on 

the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made from 

recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of 

these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that 

provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be 

a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 

away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental 

responsibility, sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full 

support for General Ill, LLC. 

Regards, 

Thomas E. Phelan 

6th District Trustee 

Village of Oak Lawn 

708-499-77 46 



R  002896

TO WHOM IT MAY:ONCERN: 

My name is lr,!tf.faj/q_ bu.i/46rll and I am writing to express mv support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items our of landfills and off ol city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablll!y of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs Jn the cltv cf 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be m011ed to another cltv or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, UC. 

Signature: Yzdllt/! ~~ 
Date:_=?;._--4.,£__::-2._0~2-=Q;......_ 



R  002897

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Robert Sacha and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment lo recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products mode from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the conttnued availability of these 
goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of 
good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the 
city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, 
and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

s;goomm,~ 

Date: 6/3/2020 



R  002898

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is <y'.\cct:s; dC} ' \ <..$SS"Ss and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group ls an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ ~ 
Date: 0 6 /o4 / 'a:)ZQ. 



R  002899

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is 8"20 .$(J:5~t(;l// and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group ~d construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday fife I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vltal parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avarlabllity of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group ls an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabilfty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General !II, LLC. 

Signature: ;'J/'~ 
Date: 4/i;lw 



R  002900

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Peter Ciraulo and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue 
on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts ofobsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recydlng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and.purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. · 

further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting envfronmental responslbffity,.sustainabl!lty, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date: June.4, 2020 



R  002901

TO WHOM IT MA\' CONCERN: 

My name Is Paul Zens from LaBeau Bros Inc. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycllng also relleves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe ft should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responslblllty, sustalnablllty, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuU support for General Ill, UC. 

Signature:·~ 

Date: t'Y 0-. ,]yne, o'I~ 



R  002902

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ts Richard Siggins and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The m«tals recycling Industry keeps la111e amounts of obsolete Items out of landfflls and off of ctty 
streets. A tommltment to recycllng also re ff eves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
l!fll!in material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
pavln11, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economfc growth, I want to reiterate my fuU support for General Ill, LLC. 

Scanned with CamScanner 



R  002903

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis /J;, 2--J-:2-;'tJ~ andlamwrltlngtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Manageme Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycllng Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday llfe I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availabl!lty of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group ls an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I bell eve ft should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth,! want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002904



R  002905



R  002906



R  002907

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My nam1?- ii; Greg Carrier and I am writing to express my support tor Resen.re Management Group and 
C{)nstructicn at Gen,m,l Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Av<Snue on the sm,theast Side at Chicago. 

metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills Md off of cit·, 
5!rcc!s. A commitment to recycling also relieves mess 011 the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !11 my everyday life ! try to recycle and purd,ase 
prooucts made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, !..LC and Reser1te Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain !hat ermm:s !he conlim.md availability of these goods made from 
re-cycled materials in the marketplace. 

Fmthcr, Reserve Mana,i:ement is an important economic enPin,Pthat prO\lldes h1mt!reds of gooo 
paying, head -of household I believe it should be a priority to keeo such jobs in the city of 
Chit.igo rather th;in regul;iting them aw;iy to b;; moved to aoother my or region, 

Given Reservt? Management Group~1 role in supporting environmental rcs:pon:sibHity". s.ustainabmt·:;, and 
economic growth. 1 want to reiterate my foti ~upport for General !JI, LLC. 

Gregory f. Carrier 

/J}~{~~ t (1- fr E 



R  002908

fO Vv'HOl',1 IT MAY CONC!:RN: 

My name ,s Chnstv L Hichards and lam wntiog to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and construction of General Ill, LlC at 11&00 S. Burley Av,:,nuc on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Tne metals recycling industr,t keeps large amounts of obsnf~te Jt~m5'. our of landfills and off of 
streets, A commitment to recycling also reli,e11es stress on the environment by reducine the need for 
•✓1rgm material in the m.inufacturing of new goods. In my e,;eryday life I tty to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General m. lLC and Resi,rve Management 
Group art vital parts oi a supply chain thilt ensures the continutd av.iiiabi!ity of these goods madi, from 
recyderl materials in the marketplace" " 

rurther, Reserve Manage,me,nt Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head'Of-household I llelieve it should he a high priority to keep su,;h jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather ,han regulating rhem away to be moved to another clfy or region. 

Given Reserve Management Groupfs role in supporting cnvironmentai responsibifify; sustainability, and 
economic growth,! want to rtitera!e my foll support for Genera, m. llC 

Christy Richards 



R  002909

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /({J;pE/?.TJ4- rvJ-/t12 W and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002910

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V--.ykb i-1\i:,f(T( ,J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  002911

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~~\p\1.'\0 I I I,, I r 1 
{!1 r-My name is ill , . x. 1/'-J v, l ,.} \ \/ 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
G \ l\ ( 7JJ1Ji 



R  002912

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is DOl n \ ~ \ \t \fl! a \dry 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
householdjobs. I believe it should be a high priorily to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002913

TO \VHOM IT 1v1AY CONCERN: 

My name is Sot..~ (a,,,u;~ J±/4 Der J;( d-f/--
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital pa1ts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  002914

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sic\ne p \i\\ a \d e,I(' 
and I am writing1to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and constmction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supp01ting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

, (}J 

ijl/12020 
Dat I 
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R  002917

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is/.I6 I C E-l Jti:;L fi (.,{LL@ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, 1 want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

'7- 3-20 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 'diJ .'.'.;;;, ~ ,._) /v\.U / /e..J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~,t<-t71{ ]ll1 ~<-._, ~-3-a o 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ?C\.,aj Wu.\de C and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I wantto reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ CJ-,\A_{ <\ V\J oJ d t' ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
SoutheastSide of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

,A t2~ 
Si~ 

Date I 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :J)Q("f&i Ka..yz and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date / ( 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :;f V \ \ E:_, K 6-. '--) L and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability 9f these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l1L\,:n"1rr W ct Ider and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head•of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date l 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is s u..tl \.;t w a( d {(" and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management roup and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, UC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Randy J. Heinig and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Junes, 2020 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Randy J. Heinig and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

June 5, 2020 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ray Grzesiak and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support General lie. 

Raymond Grzesiak 

6/2/2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Nelida Casillas and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: .Nelida ~ill= 

Date: June 3, 2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Margie Sweeney and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: Margie Sweeney 

Date: 6/03/2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ____ Kate Sullivan _____ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: _Kate Sullivan_ 

Date: __ 06/04/2020_ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dulce Frausto and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

06-04-2020 
Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Michael Lustre _____________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Michael Lustre 

Signature 

06/04/2020 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jesus Felix and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

6-4-2020 
Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Samuel Martinez and I am writing to express my support for 

Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Samuel Martinez 

Signature 

6/4/20 

Date 
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\.. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J/11 R/,q }9. RIV s 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industiy keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I tty to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General III, LLC. 

Date 

.. 

• 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 1 ,cw,C1 (µo<., 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out oflandfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

~gnature 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Cecilia Martinez and I am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, lLC. 

Cecilia Martinez 
Signature 

6/4/20 
Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Hugo Martinez and I am writing to express my support for 

Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Hugo Martinez 

Signature 

6/4/20 

Date 
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My name Is -4----':::.Ji-!....::~==---=--...L,i..,j~-+..!--I- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve nagement Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast SI e of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avallablllty of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Liz,\. M ur\,nn and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General m, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast S!de of Chrcago. 

The metals recyciing Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete !terns out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
vlrgln material in the manufacturing of new goods. ln my everyday life I try to recyde and pun::hase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General m, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group arc vita! parts of a supply chaia that enmres- the continued avai!abUity of these goods made from 

recycled material, in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important uconomic engine that provide5 hundreds of goo<l 

paying, head-of-household jobs. ! believe it should be a high prlority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or reglon. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role. In supµorting environmental respoljsib!lity, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to rnlternte my full support for Genera! Ill, LLC ' 

., 

~ 
S!gn.atur, 

O\.o - 04 -1.~lCl 
D.1te 
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TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls lf'ha114 Ji Ji-flt /J}ov/i ,t ez_ and I am wrltlng to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals rocytHng lndw;try keeps large amount5 of obsolete items out of landfills and off of clty 
streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in th!? manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday Ufe I try to recyde and purchase 
products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vltal parts of a suppfy chain that ensures the continued avai!abi!1ty of these goods made from 

recydt.'1'.! materials ln the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an import.int economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head•of-household jobs. ! believe it should be a high prioritv to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chlcago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsib1!ity, sustain<1bi!lty, and 

cconom!c growth, ! w<mt to reiterate my ful! support for General l!I, LLC. 

l2wA, 
', 

Signature 

(/i;/i-DJ:o 
Date 

• 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls .(//i.,,•<!b ~./.,'bi '.i: andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Mlnagemcnt Group and construction of General l!I, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps luge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

street,,, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday Ufe I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. companies such as Gener,11111, llCand Re'ietve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that emu res the continued avai!abl!ity of these goods made from 

recycled mnter!als in the marketplace, 

further, Reseive Management Group is an important econom!c engine that provides hundreds of gootl 

paying, head.of.household Jobs, I believe It shoufd be a h!gh priority lo keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!at!ng them away to be moved to another city or region. 

G!ven Reserve Management Group's rofe In supportfnr, environmental responsibH!ty, su1tainabliity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General fl!, llC. 

-~ 

,,JI~~· / -/4- ~--------

&-o'/-102<;2 
Date 

/ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l ( 's +-e\ ·uc and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Andrea Martinez _____________ ,and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 

on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Andrea Martinez 

Signature 

06/04/2020 

Date 
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'" ,' ', '_' '', _-:-----: 
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T)iem;t,1s/eJc1Jng/i.°'clustr\l keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills 
. str',f';t?,Acq[""JltJT1e9tto f~cycling also Jelieves stress on the environment by 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

Mynameis Cielo Oviedo andlamwritingtoeJCJ)fessmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals rec.ycf~ industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LlC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of.tlousehold jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them awil'{ to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responst1>ility, sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate myfuH supportforGeneral Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/20 
Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is { r 6 'j ~ll f'\~t.p and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for G "t": er.o l r:,.,.,,._ 1.JJ f=-<lfvtJ J1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: _"~d\~....,~('-1;..~-,~-~-~=-~------
Date: __ {,_-_:J_-_.).o _____ _ 
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In my job wo Ing for H Cooper logistics Inc., I am proud to make my IMng working In and with the 
recycling ind . We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycllng 
purposes. M livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, U.C and Reserve Management 

the area. 

ing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
nvironment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

bservations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do business. They adhere to 

and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

understanding that the proposed new facility wlff have even more comprehensive 
Is and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycilng business In 

Gillen this co mitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fuU support for Reserve 
Managemen Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is BO h(' f, 0\t!J 1 j n mo Id ¥ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworldngforJE~S [Mi t 1ey · .!amproudtomakemyllving 
working In and with tlie recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amQunts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the.need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental ·compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have everi more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other:similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to n!iterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ...,G-w0
4

t'..._, l+-/ _________ _ 
I 

Date: l\ le I a 'i t l.o 'l.o 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Russell Brownfield and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Altom Transport Inc. I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date:_6/01/20 ____________ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

(\ '1 
My name is _ _,V"""~..u&<:.1J.t.1.Lj------"J..:.:....£:.._ ____ and I am writing to.express my support 
for Reserve Management Group a the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for B ..WT f V'OJVLS ~ffl VV\. (!.. • • I am proud to make my rtvlng 
working In and with the recycling industry. My liveHhood ls dependent upon companies llk:e General Ill, 
LlC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfacesare 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed Hmlts at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicl<ed up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wlH have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycllng business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_ Thomas Schrader and I am writing to 
express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for_Page Transportation, Inc.---------------~ I am 
proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 

amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~~,/tJ1----'----'Sc~ulJJ?___.c.· __ _ 

Date: __ 6/2/2020. ___________ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Oscar Rivera and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita I parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: -~.,_,.--t=--._.~.,~•Ll¥h~~•~-------

Date: _T_u_esd_•Y_,_Ju_n_e_2_, 2_0_20 ________ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J !'.'.Su S f; 0 D Z o} f 2 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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June 2, 2020 

To whom this my concern: 

My name is Ann Plewa and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Ann Plewa 

5432 N. Winthrop Avenue 

Chicago, IL 60640 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Angie Aguilera and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dais,~ tJ\o Y' H N 1. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

I I 

V 

Ov; f 04 f 2,02-CJ 
Date 1 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

ui ! ,. 
tV;,, Cl.'[ 11 J/l '2__ < and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
My name is Ra.3.~\I. ~ 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is H. l<l,v_ /lo ]) Q.u!Z { and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 
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TO \NHOM iT MAY CONCERN· 

My name is <\~)() ·· \.L:"'---'--"~-------and ! am writing ta express my support 

for Reserve Management Groep and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago 

In my job working for r ',< i_\::\ l \ Q (\ j \-, 1(', >I r01 i,-~ \ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling Industry. My live!ihood is dependent upon companies like General m, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfi!!s and relieves srress rm the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Resef\fe Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compHance that l have seen at. any recycling facility where ! do business. They adhere to 

a!! regulations and take al! possible steps to exceed v,,;hat is n~quired by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regu!arly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facilrty to reduce dust be!ng kicked up from the ground 

Further, it ,5 my understanding that the proposet.l new facility vviH have even more comprehensive 

pollution contro!s and monitoring than the current operation or any other s!mHar recydlng business 1n 

the area, 

Gh,ien this commitment to env!ronmenta! responsibility,! v,1ant to retterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill LLC 

/" 

" -,-S.:, / ; ',,-- ' /' 
Signature: 1/,,i-Y ,:_ l. "-- ...: ' 

------
Preferred Contact Method/info' ',,;- ~ ~ ( \ ) C 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
• 

My name ,s ~ r\J{ .,( __ D "-i \or and ! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General m, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In mv job 1;'.orking f:·r\
7

~--\..1:-:· / / ;-r~-1 ~ , ,~) ?<J'i' Y<i ft,\ Ji)-q._J , 1 arn proud to make mv livlng 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood ls dependef1~upon companies like General Hi, 

LLC nnd Re::erve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps iarge amounts of obsolete meta! 

Items out of !andfiHs and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmenta! compliance that ! have seen at any recycling facility where! do business. They adhere to 

al! regulations and take aH possible steps to exceed what is required by !aw, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and s..vatered, and Reserve r,/!s.magen1ent Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facilit·.,- to reduce dust bemg kicked up from the ground 

Further, it ,s my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyding business in 

the area, 
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TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

My name IS n ') F~( 'L1 k/ 1 y-\ ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Jiro~p and th.i'x.onstruction of General m, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working/~~~' ,( nl , 1:::, k ~[Y_filfJL_~, I am proud to make my living 

working ln and with the recycling industry. f,Jy live!!hood ls dependent upon companies like Genera! rn, 

LLC and Re~,erve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete meta! 

items out of !andfi!!s and relieves stress on the enviromnent by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

envirnnmenta! compliance that ! have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take aH possible steps to exceed what is required by !av1. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and v1atered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce !ow speed limits at 

their facillt'/ to reduce dust being Kicked up from tl1e ground. 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new facility wt!! have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recydlng business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to erw!ronmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General m, LLC 

s,gnature~--

i \ > _---, 
Date. \ r::l --:-J "-_; 

(_,_) ~ 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: u r 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls, {:StZ f\J--.,:f)~j(\ S·-+·{ ,( i, __ /'¾ and 1 am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General ill, llC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

!n my job working for PtA f)c ,cYfr-1~,Jr, ·-J ~>~§, ( __ _ , ! am proud to make my living 
working m and with the recycling industry_ My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General rn, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industrv keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of iandf!lls and relieves stress on the environrne.1t by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the- manufacturing of new goods_ 

Based on rny observations, Reserve rvianagement (jroup operations are run to the highest standards of 

envirnnmentai compliance that ! have seen at any recycling facility where l do business. They adhere to 

a!f regulations and take all possible steps to exceed v1hat ls required by raw. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and \Vatered, and Reser✓e Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facilitv to reduce dust being kicked up frorn the ground. 

Further. it h my understanding that the proposed new faci!ity wm have even more comprehensive 

poilution controls and monitoring thrm the current operation or 2mv other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment t.o environmental responsibility,! vvant to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Manae:ement Group and General lll, L /~; 
~ / ~ ,/ 

, ,/"' ;/ ;rr-

Preferred Contact Method/info:_~~"_i_(_)_~;~-:_. -~_-)_~~(~'•_' _<<~,_(~--' 
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TO WHOM ·T M.AY CONCERN· 

My name ls F-J-\=:,,fL J_ 1 (, _J and ram writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General ii!, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

!n my job working fo; })1..JC ("t~,~ r:,;r-,_J ~*) ?;}~--, z1 !V}r"-f"'A L: , ! am proud to make my living 

working ,n .ind with the recycling mdustr, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iii. 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfi!ls and relieves suess on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that 1 have seen at any recycling facility where r do business, They adhere to 

an reguiations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by !aw. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly S\t"1ept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce !ow sp~ed limits at 

their faolit•1 to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new facility wm have even more comprehensive 

po!!utlon comro!s and monitoring than the current operation or any other stmi!ar recycling business in 

the area 

Given this commltment to envtronmental responsibility. i want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Managem?nt Group and Genera! !II, LLC 

11: ,c: J .1' ,' 
Preferred Contact Method/Info:~~:::::? ~ ~- · _ __J"--, .....c.(_. ccS_(:...' -"{_~ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Michael Langley and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Langley Recycling Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002972

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ken Schutt and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Kimmel Scrap Iron & Metal Company, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where 1 do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Ken Schutt 

coo 
Kimmel Scrap Iron & Metal Co. 

10571 W. Grand River Ave. 

Detroit, Ml 48204 



R  002973

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Dou L D6-fl!V My name is __________________ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reseive Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LtC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for lt:fJ'eJ'l+e s;: ty& 1 f'1Yif'fl+1 7-tuc - I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reseive Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my obseivations, Reseive Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002974

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is al)}() fu:f l'lklc✓f- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (ytµJn ((~[ 5CM} {' . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002975

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is d~ ?a.v-e.n-f and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11500 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for c)f:J:!J {qwne..f 2 , I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My l1velihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, lLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, llC. 



R  002976

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is j"fh O ;,no:('. e· kz)@ k-- and I am writing to express my support 7 . 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjabworkingfor //4°' r/i(tv, £/""r & r /,,-,[0 , lam proudtamakemyliving 
working in and with the r~cycling industry. My livelihood1s dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

......... ········---··--------------



R  002977

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis !);:;,::_ sE~10N and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for Hfi l"Jf'! JON E/e,;;/lt.J<- , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002978

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for M ,'( :€ / fC7J if Le 7,f;!,k'., , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the retycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

ail regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002979

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

'" " . My name is >,, .J2s;\4,"\\ Q'f and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fucc\ 5-D"\ 2.lfC.Jc'e IQ .7 CJ(: . , I am proud to make my living 
' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want ta reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Iii, LLC. 

"""""~---------- -------------------------------------



R  002980

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is lJ1u..,l'w~ wyt.,.UL /Ji~~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the constructirn1fGeneral Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~s,:,,.:;:, '621::7~(... .'Tt-4:, , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002981

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is rnonic,o_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

\ i -
In my job working for QOlV'\'\SOn \:::\eci:r(a,1 lne, . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing ol new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General LLC. 



R  002982

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: , 

My name is~J.,;(S ~,t,~7'-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for d/W1/J,N ~?::. _£.., , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fuli support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 



R  002983

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (Y\ lOb,A\e, \100 \ \J1Ci) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -\::@1(Y):::D::(\ f' j O 0 ~\I' .1 ,· ;\..G; , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is 'dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyciing facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

. Z0?.0 



R  002984

TO WHOM IT M:~y CO,NC y . ~ ;J 
• . , /✓ d;;,,, ?::.,,;4/c;,,,._, .. 

My name 1s · / •·,; r--~ v ' · t:-t~ · and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. , 

i /1 ---- ' 
In my job working for ( ,:Jc r·Wc ~ · / /.rt' , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the ;:.,cycling in'°ustry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  002985

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ii;, c;Dfi/).Jtf} {s/J~BiC;,/fJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M ~ement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1' ' 
In my job working for( j1 IC() CO -r1 r· C ' I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Gr6ifp. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling b_usiness in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Iii, LLC. 



R  002986

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -+\ :C:CYf:>S::di()...._ \) ('C_,\5--,J(Jand I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for r:::- n \ C: G..J:;:, C.· '\ \ ( (L , I am proud to make my living ., 
working in and with the recycling industry.(My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group &Rd General Iii, LLC. 



R  002987

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I J J '/ @# 1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for C:-/llk;fh? 1)~ /l~,f.J /J!l',tf/ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. M\r ~hood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002988

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _i=\{).j:A £'.,_ ')e6 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _C:..c' .... • \ .... "\.:..\c:C~. L=c,~'-'--' _ __,/.__,_1 _<_C=---------~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General ill, LLC. 



R  002989

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is A- IC 1 -S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Mana ement Gro p and the construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicag . 

In my job working for C, fl- I C--A-0- 2> \\ r,'L/ft'-,, ;,)./ ('.,_., I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General !II, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002990

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .De.vi e_e_n and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for C O VL f VJ C..., , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling ind try. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002991

TO WHOM IT M1)CONCERN: 

My name is \( \c)l_ 0 (l\'.J /tl/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for O .-{"\if4:; I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002992

TO WHOM IT MA CONCERN: 

My name is --~~~0.~PW,.Q,fflL!.£'1,~---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Ma ge ent Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side f Chicago. 

In my job working for _S&d==-==---.,"'i}------------~· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  002993

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ko b 0 lA.C' [le_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 0/•~ Z ['e, 5:ctk S , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyclin;;ustry'. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  002994

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :l~ r'l and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manage ent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working fore h,&,~ 0 ,(l ( '5ervlcf! ,vi., 1'4j€ r ) 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is--'1R'"'--"'-"'-'~-""''--''4'+lf--"-'"'-":.:..C""--4=-Mf-- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group an 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

neral Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for B:£.~""f 'ilM:~. I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill. LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -::::fos:-1-! \IA H tlNfl:.12. and lam writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burlev Avenue or 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

!n mv job working for k!!l,OCq MM S, 'i S [i:-IV\ \;;. Ca ,-2.\> , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts ofobsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new gooas. 

Sased on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the grouna. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/ -

~/~L_ -
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Robert Wishnevski and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Belcon/Regis Group, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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Denise Follmar 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Mac Delozier 
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 8:52 AM 
'r.wishnevski@belconregis.com' 
Denise Follmar 
FW: Support letter 
letter of Support - Supplier-Vendor to whom it may concern.docx 

Thanks Wish for your support. 

Denise does it need to be signed? Or can you attach his email to it? 

Mac 

Mac Delozier/ Reserve Marine Terminals 
macdelozier@reserve-group.com 
11600 South Burley Ave, Chicago, IL 60617 
(0) 773-382-0003 (C) 773-617-9315 

a reserve management group company 
providing safe, responsible+ sustainable recycling solutions for our customers and the environment. 

-----Original Message-----
From: r wish [mailto:r.wishnevski@belconregis.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 8:49 AM 
To: Mac Delozier <macdelozier@reserve-group.com> 
Subject: Support Letter 

Rob Wishnevski 

Belcon Regis 

219-916-0582 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ?7.ul 9t:,. ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 
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Denise Follmar 

From: Mac Delozier 
Sent: 
To: 

Tuesday, June 2, 2020 1 :44 PM 
Denise Follmar 

Subject: FW: Support 

MAC DELOZIER I RESERVE MARINE TERMINALS 
MACDELOZ!ER(CVRESERVE~GROUP.COM 
11600 SOUTH BURLEY AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60617 
(0) 773-382-0003 (C) 773-617-9315 

•··--Original Message-----
From: Keith.White@mt.com [Keith.White@mt.com] 
Received: Tuesday, 02 Jun 2020, 1:11PM 
To: Mac Delozier [macdelozier@reserve-group.com] 
Subject: Support 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Keith White and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of 
General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Working for Mettler Toledo LLC, lam proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My 
livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need 
for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all 
possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

I 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gai Walny and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Aetna Truck Parts, Inc. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

you, 

Gai Walny 
Vice President 
Aetna Truck Parts, Inc, 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -:I)C) rJ 'i:::>Avd-:S,. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 5/t/2 b ~ ~ U ;::fffJ/4('1"1 , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ?)en i 5:e, ht1l{;€.,. ;(!g,MJ..iallt:'tfrt,d I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -~,:',,e /Ja.c.K, ~C.--. . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycli:industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

lLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \/ \'tJl( ~j"b')l\ 1<_ and I am writin, to express my support 
• 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chica~o. I) 

In my job working for \ -~ \::'o..cJl,,, Rc .. I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facili!y to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar rervrlino business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want lo reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is E,Y,; l cl i::e r •( \ $ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemint Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for T, c -e ( Pl< ( k I Vl C. , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recic\ling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts ofobsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ Adam Ruckh, _____ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ___ Procon Pacific. __ ~ I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is vU.a...r+ v "EC<Z<d / e.~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemefu Group and the co ~uction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~5 tJ I Lil C • , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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06/02/2020 13: 38 !FAX scan@h;rdraulicrepa1r.com ➔ SPE'.'lCE GREENWOOD ~ 001/001 

My name is _:-;l~~~j_~~?1:~~~~=----- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve M gement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast · e of Chicago. 

working in and with t e recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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HYDRAULIC 

COMPONENT 

SERVICES, INC. 

i:, ;--:,,,,\,>:,:<_,, , , \' ,_:,: >-->: --_--\<_' : :-->>_ :,:,_-; 
Remanuflu:ture: [ree-man-yuh-fak-cherl verb: 

l. to refurbisli (a used product) by renovating and ::~~e;~~;g its comllonents: to retnanufocture a 

:2. Hydraulic 6omponeht Services, Inc.: leading 
remannfaoturer ofhyclraulic, pneumatic and 
mechanical components for eoth mobile and 
industrial applications. 

Established in 1975, Hydraulic Component Senices, Inc. is an industrial component remanufacturer 
and service company specializing in complete hydraulic, pneumatic, and mechanical component 
rebuild, field senice, custom solutions, engineering, and training for all types, makes, brands and 
applications. All components are pressure tested and warrantied like new. 

We specialize in industrial applications like paper mills, steel mills, machine tool, foundry, processing 
indust1ies, food and beverage processing, packaging, plastics, consumer goods, heavy manufacturing, 
recycling/vVViTP plants, and mobile applications for construction, transportation Oand, air, sea), 
utility, mining, agricultural and marine equipment. 

1760 South Springdale Road 

New Berlin. \,VJ ,5:JJ.j6 

\:J.6:,.U 549-1760 Fax {262) 549-3701 

email: hcssales@hydraulicrepair.com 

8010 Ne\v Jeri:;ey Avenue 

Hammond. IN 46323 

email: info(Ii,;hydraulicrepair,com 

www.hydraulicrepair.com 
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HYDRAULIC 

COMPONENT 

SERVICES, INC. 

We offer the following 
services: 

• 24 Hour emergency field 
service 

• Rebuilding of any 
hydraulic or pneumatic 
component 

• Design, cnbrincer, 
installation 

• Trouble shooting and 
repair of hydraulic systems 

• Custom desib'lled 
maintenance programs 

• Pressure oil testing 

• Complete machining 
sen-ices 

• Inventory of chrome
plated shaft material, 
honed tubing, ahnninum, 
brass. seals and packing 

• Core exchange programs 
tailored to customer needs 

• Chrome plating 

• Honing 

• New components 

• Custom cylinder 
manufacturing and 
modification 

Hydraulic Compmwnt Serviet•s, Inc•. sptwializes in the rebuild and 
remanufacture of hych-aulic and pneumatic component pe.rts-i.e. 
rams, cylinders, valves. pumps, motors, power steering uuits,jad,.i;. 
stationary and portable power units aud hydrostatic trunsmissionH. 

-· :,_--.- -·.- -·-·<-·--

Our trai!l~d tt,:hniciami and w~0equipi:1ed plants enahle us to servict> 
any type and make of hydraulic component, both mobile and 
industrial, international and domestit. Through our ap~rialized 
rebuilding proresses, we are able to ruaintain precision tolerances 
arn1 sizes consistent witli original equipment manufacturcrn. All nf 
our rebuilt eompon~nt11 are backeo by our 100% guarantee made 
posHib!e through pressure oil testing to ensure field reliability. 
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Hydraulic Pumps, Motors 
and Hydrostatics 

Machin11 Tool Index 
Motors/ CNC 
Components: 

Cylinders: 

and 

1>;,,,,,,, Steering 

Cylinders: 

Field Service 
Trouble Shooting, 

Design, Engineering, 
Installation: 

fICS st•rYiees all Vich~rs. Cessna, Hydreto, Commercial, Dynapower. 
Sundstrand, Char Ly11n, Ross, Eaton, Continental, \Vebster, Hy'dura, Tyrone, 
fLP.!\·J., Parker Hannifin, Grcsen, Dynex, Racine, Denison, Oil gear and 
Rexroth hydraulic pumps and motors. Iviazak and Mori Seld arc two of the 
many CNC machine manufacturers for \Vhom llCS rebuilds the component<.;, 
All wear art'as are inspected and replaced or reclaimed by one of our mate1ial 
transfer processes. The units are checked for proper G.P.M., P.S.1. and 
torque output, fitted with cap plugs and painted. 

-------------------------------
HCS prm1des complete service on all si2es and types of hydraulic rams ,1nd 
L}'linders. All c,ylinders are disassembled, inspected and deaned. Shafts and 
tnhes arc checked for taper, conrcntricity and chrome plating. Pistons and 
hearings are checkrd and/ or resi'ted to factory tolerances. All cylinders are 
honed and polished. Packing seals, \Vipers and piston rings are replaced. All 
cylinders are pressure oil trste<l and painted. 

HCS offers complete valve rebuilding and reconditioning at substantial 
savings. Valves are completely disnssembled, chemically deaned and 
inspelted. Worn bodies are precision honed for cleanup and straightness. 
Pitted and worn spools are pre-ground, chrome plated, finish ground and are 
refit back into the valve body to proper tolerances. All check valves, cylinder 
port reliefs and the main relief are inspected, reseated and reset to 
manufacturer's specifications. All seals are replaced and the valve is pressure 
oil tested. Inte111al leakage is measured in cubic inch leakage per minute and 
bark pressured for external leakage. The valve body is fitted with cap plugs and 
painted. 

HCS offr·rs economic, prompt and reliable rebuilding of powC'r steering units. 

/\JI units are disassembled, cleaned, inspected, repaired. pressure oil teste<l 

and paintt'd. Each sub-assembl:v is machined open and the internal cylinder 

tube is honed. All shafts, piston rings, packings, bearings and seals are 

replaced, The -valve body and spool are inspected and returned to factoty 

tolerances. Each assembled unit is pressure oil te-'ited. V\Tc also offer core 
(~\change units. 

24-7 senire in the- field. HCS can send a trained terhnieian to your site to 

troubleshoot your system. HCS ean also assist your maintenance department 

with a prevent.in~ maintenance program t;.iilored to your needs to prevent 
unsehedulcd d0\\11 time. 

When y,,u have your next hydraulic, pneumatic or mechanical problem, 
think of HCS as yow· 1wlution . 

.,We serve your needs promptly, reliably and economically. 
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Air 
Air over oil 
Buck up 
Centrifugal 
Chiller 
Coolant 
Diapilragm 
Foot 
Gear 
Hand 
High pressure 
Hydrostatic 
Indexing 
Piston 
Positioning 
Radial piston 
Turret 
Vane 
Work holding 

Cylirid11_i:~: 

Afr 
Brake 
Clamping 
High pressure 
Hydraulic 
Non-rotating 
W9rk holcling 

All sizes: 
Pneumatic 
U.S. 
Metric 

Valves: .. Miscellaneous: 

Accumulators 
Actuators 
Air cushions 
Gear Boxes 
Load cells 
Planetary hu,bs 
Porta powers 
Power units 
Vacuum units 

AU components 
or systems.that 
run on air, oil, 
Water or gretase 

IfHCS is not an authorized dealer, we are still your best source for any brand name 
components available world-wide. 

G,an1towoc 
Crane Care 

SIM 
heucHER 
IJ HYDRAULICS 

Rebuild. Repair. Rcmanufac,un:. Exchange. 

EnCORE Oilgear 

ATIAS 
CYLINDERS 

EX 
Rexroth 
Bosch Group 

We Don1t Break 1Em ••• 
We Just Fix 1Em. 

LYNAIR INC 

The Cylinder Specialists 
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06/02/2020 13:38 !FAX scan@hydraul1crepa1r.com ➔ SPENCE GREENWOOD !gr 001/001 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is >{k-rir:,e./ (3re P 11i,,,oocA and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H yc&b,y,l,e- C om/Jo;x,,.;t> Se,r,,J i(1<.-,S , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mettler-Toledo, LLC 

Address 1900 Polaris Parkway, Columbus, OH 43240-4035 
Phone (800) METTLER 

(800) 638-8537 
Fax (614) 438-4900 
Email ussales@mtcom 

www.mt.com 

My name is Jeffrey DiCianni and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Working for Mettler Toledo LLC, lam proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My 
livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling 
industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 
swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

METTLER TOLEDO is committed to increasing 
energy efficiency and conseiving resources in ways that both 
reduce costs and minimize environmental impacts. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

/#,.Y . -~jC/> ~;,/,,0//. 

METTLER TOLEDO 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mettler-Toledo, llC 

Address 1900 Polaris Parkway, Columbus, OH 43240-4035 
Phone (800) METTLER 

(800) 638-853 7 
Fax (614) 438-4900 
Ema!! ussa!es@mt.com 

www.mt.com 

My name is Jeffrey DiCianni and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General III, LLC at I J 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Working for Mettler Toledo LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My 
livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling 
industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 
swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

METTLER TOLEDO is committed to increasing 
energy efficiency and conserving resources in ways that both 
reduce costs and minimize environmental impacts. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Kyle Ritter 

~ RecoVerab1e s,anature 

Siqned bv: ritter~9 

METTLER TOLEDO 
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:--;::- \),': ,_,_,,}-,':_:',', 
My m1mei, __ -,---..,. 
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In myjoluwd:IQ(~..:..·_.;.;;,,;;..; 
am proud to m■lcuuv · 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Eoin Burke and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for E-Quantum Consulting llC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, UC and Reserve Management Group. The 

recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 

environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all 

regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 

swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 

reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is l<-""',,V& /4 m:..,, vi I I,;;.. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ?,,pc,;;f$ I N't. I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling Industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _µ14-1.a."'--.....i.""'-==~LLI:..LS'-------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Mana ement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Y,DC(1'1 iu. . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is James Edward Lambrecht - and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Communications Sales Inc._, I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -::::Ios::-1-! VA (--1 dNfl:IZ. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burlev lwenue or 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

in mvjob working for kiil,DCuMM $ '/Sfk.-lV\,; Co,z.P , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amountsofobsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materiai m 

the manufacturing of new gooas. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed lim1rsat 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the grouna. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Anthony W. Laslavic and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for Terex Fuchs, I am proud to make my living working In and with the recycling 
industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal Items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony W. Laslavic 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Mick and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Concept-Logic, LLC as the CEO, I am proud to make my living working in and with 
the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 
and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Bill Mealy and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Hydraulic Component Services Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I wantto reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Bryant Donnella and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for RelaDyne Oil Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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June 03, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gary Brown and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Manufacturing Asset Solutions, I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is Brad Harcourt and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Tiger Pack, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 
industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what ls required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Brad Harcourt 
Tiger Pack, Inc. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is e(JJ{) &'f JIJba(,f- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for L\tAl-n C.[-/-y Sua] e 'I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Brian P Lynch and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Walter Payton Power Equipment, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

t~ 
b~P/27 L. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is tf.,e1,(l J g,f!.4.,,/1Jlf/Z and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for il/,4i"1"EI: 4y-wJ 4,,;ot,. t.f. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Skylar Slay and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Walter Payton Power Equipment, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Anastacio Gamino and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Walter Payton Power Equipment, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~~ 

-;-~-~~ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Diana Gustafson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Howell Tractor and Equipment LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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Denise Follmar 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Diana Gustafson 
Saies/Rentai Coordinator 

Diana Gustafson < DGustafson@howelltractor.com> 
Thursday, June 4, 2020 1 :29 PM 
Mac Delozier; Denise Follmar 
Letter of Support 

Letter of Support - Supplier-Vendor to whom it may concern.docx 

Howe It Tractor and Equipment, LLC 
480 B!a,ne Street 
Gary IN 46406 
219-359-4128 
219-977-4210 X 117 Office 
dgustafson@howelitractor.com 
www"howe! ltractor .com 

1 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ma.:\± ,A.c;~r-,\' and I am writing to express my support 
· for Reserve Management Group~d the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
ihe Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for LI\ i C ~ b ts, t \, I~+\- L l (_ . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill. 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAlNZN: 

My name is 
1
~J,'i:, 1,"f,4-]/4,::,,,e:/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

As the wife to an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud my husband makes a 

living in the recycling industry, The work they do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance, We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air, 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

po!Jution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other simitar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY~NCERN: 

My name is /.} ~ and I am writing to express my support 
c \ ·•ziV 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

As an employee of a Reserve Management Group company, I am proud to make a living in the recycling 

industry. The work we do keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group runs their operations to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance. We adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. 

General Ill's filter, regenerative thermal oxidizer {RTO), and scrubber will keep pollutants out of the air. 

They regularly water and sweep roadways and surfaces, and low speed limits are emphasized at their 

facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for General 
Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \..J. '1\-x 't\O~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 'y),:iN'\..,\o.,t ':> ~ f:}r ,SJ, , ,> 2prY, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is '/Vi;) G-{;: e s Ti:? G c:y P 512, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for WS iV I'rVDt9S,'2tifL iY\ f}lA..?-1 . . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ _.,.("-'-1,_r1'-'d,=4"-,~..,/:'-W~;7,'-'/'-"/4'-'L.L=:"S>----------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fl,uTJb,'/? # + Jf/ a,/4.,e:, . ../ w4 ? . I am proud to make my living 
> 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J? 'ELI /Jl:,A SruC?>fv&\<-1. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for W. 5 .W j :Il,}t,,J!:Tt, /1,L f'\ 1\:11,l'fe,JMC.,,S , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ·-;;; t? If_,,_,- fJ L4t 4 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /Jl4! fl 5 J;,!!.;! I/ I CJ: , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed/ 
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ERNAN 
CORPORATION, INC. 

June 3, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

On behalf of Erman Corporation, Inc. I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 
on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Erman Corporation, I am proud to make my living working in and 
with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 
obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility 
where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to 
exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and 
watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 
for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

7ed ~at¼ 
Ted Roth 
President 

21 North Skokie Highway, Suite 101 • Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044-1776 • Tel 847.6151020 • Fax 847.615.9840 
Email troth@ermangroup com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .--ID/U,..,) A /..L.;,J O >2£6 / and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for AJ/.'TJC?('o!AL (Zft&D bu~ /.,\IC., I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is '/fJJJtf: 0,4/...V,4,0 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for mno/J,41,, ~JG() /3Ull.JzM} //JG . . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :g_a_e, Y)QQ, \ "b-.-vlo d . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the cons ction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for O 0:n ooa I 0~ Eur Q{l)J I 1 l'.}C, 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry.~ ;lihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is rs f'½-ril) f O 'r\c._ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for k..1 nd,r-e,. Le.., l '{.... low 11)_) , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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;o wsoM" Mmo,crna, JIU, J I~ 
My name is ~ /✓ ,tjll{/6 UE Z-: and I am writing to express my support 

' for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _ _,_M_t?:.c.yt._/?,_/4..c..'K._...,_,,_,fe.,_,#','-'--M-'-'~---'-4-=,i'.l'-/4'-"~"-'>,#}-""--' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003050

: :,:,~," MR ::;;o_, O~ fJ- aod ,am wrt,iog" e,pcess m,soeoort 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for N o q() t..)L Sov,.~t}i;a,.J ~ ~ proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mike Lowe and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

6 4 20 
Date 
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TO WHOM l~Y_'.;0~~~ _ 

l'vlv nan1e is/ ~#---mJ-,;.------F '~-~-~----------
and I am wr~xp~erve 
Management Group and construction of General !II, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
fi·om recycled materials. Companies such as General JI!, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of. 
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General II[, LLC. 

\ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --D[\]i.\( v\-~-·+"=lA+N~'·,""\ _s_-_____ _ 
and I am writing to expressrny suppoh for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supp011ing 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full suppo11 for General fl!, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

J '. . 
My name is c..I.Jc1r3 'C)._._11 'il'""d~'>'---------
and [ am writing to express my s~11 for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General HI, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Frniher, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in suppmting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full supp011 for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Rose: H1 nc ', 
and I am writing to exprbs my support for Reserve 
Management Group and eonstruction of General HI, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts ofa supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
a,vay to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General lll, LLC. 

\ 

~-,=v -'rLvj/fL 1;1tL 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

r \ (-) , . . . 
My name is i, \f V\ )/\ ~ -E..\ (\J,C C\ 
and I am writing tZi express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General !II, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my foll support for General Ill, LLC. 

! 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
/0 ,,-, . 

My name is · 'I )Y _£\,t{\d;~ · 1} c'T (\)\,C_ r .A 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life l try to rCTycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, r want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERil\J: 

My name is~. )(}Qo Ii<~·' ,
1 

I,, 

and I am writing to express my sup rt for Reserve 
!vfanagement Group and construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General III, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital patts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in suppmting 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General I I I, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

i r<-, 
My name is / c._ ;vc,LA.9 

and I am writing to ex ress my sup ort for Reserve 
Management Group a1d construction of General III, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
items out of landfills and off of city streets. A commitment to 
recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In 
my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase products made 
from recycled materials. Companies such as General lll, LLC 
and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain 
that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic 
engine that provides hundreds of good paying, head-of
household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep 
such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regulating them 
away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in suppmiing 
environmental responsibility, sustainability, and economic 
growth, I want to reiterate my full suppo11 for General III, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Wickenkamp, P.E. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

At Hey and Associates, we are proud to work with other companies that have a commitment to the 

environment and sustainability, especially related to water resources. Our livelihoods are dependent 

upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group, who have the will and interest to 

design and implement projects that responsibly manage stormwater runoff. 

Based on my personal experience regarding stormwater management planning and design, Reserve 

Management Group operations has consistently directed us to design and implement systems that 

exceed those that are required by current standards. Protection of water quality, as well as research, 

design and implementation of state-of-art treatment systems has been of the utmost concern to the 

leadership team. Although not required, additional measures to capture and reuse stormwater runoff 

were also implemented at the current site. 

It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive stormwater 

runoff pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

(o/'-//1.0 
Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dennis Rook and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Benton Metal Reycling 
In my job working for __________________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mary Jean Rook and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor Benton Metal Recycling lamproudtomakemyliving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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,.IRS 
~ -~~ fliild33i3!ilM11i 

312.RECYCLE 
(73.2·9253) 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ed Kalebich and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General 111, LLC at I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago. 

In my job working for Independent Recycling Services, Inc., I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 

General III, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 

obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need 

for virgin material in tl1e manufacturing of new goods. 

To our knowledge, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They 

appear to adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is re<Juired by law. To 

our knowledge, roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 

Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 

the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling 

business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 

Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Respectfully, 
'Et[ 'l(f1[e 5icft 
Email: EKalebich@Recvclin~it.com 
Cell: 773-619-0725 
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June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Frank Ward and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Millennium Recycling, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. 1l1e recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

To our knowledge, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They appear to 

adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. To our knowledge, 

roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees 

enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 

area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Respectfully, 
'Franli., 'Wara 
Email: FWardYii,Recvclingit.com 
Cell: 3 12-287-6654 
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June 04, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gary Brown and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Manufacturing Asset Solutions, I am proud to make my living working in and with 
the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 
and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current-operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Thanks, 

A~B,i~ 
Gary Brown 

MAS I Manufacturing Asset Solutions 

tpj,f (2DZO 

g Online: 4/ Contact: 01] Locations: 
MAS I website 
https:/fmas.system5 

M45 I manufacturing uwr group 
https:/lcommunity.mas.systems 

\., Direct +831275 0692 

(9 info@mas..systems 

Los Angeles, CA 
Monterey, CA 
Tuaon,Af 
Sanra Fe,NM 

Dallas ft Worth, 1X 
Columbus, OH 
Nashvllle-, TN 
Upstote,NY 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :=u f\ LE N E. L-S O t-.J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Mo1:ro rv 11>,.lb \...l. STR. 11;...5 , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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I 
I 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
.-c·7 ,,,.<' 

My name is f ::JZ !'0 }1,..,1 i "fl.. 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A I t~ € & v , i'>f'.1-2:!t f- , I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General III, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT M"AY CONCERN: , 

My name ls _JI! l CH/ltlt- 'f{lotz,o -J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for tl O tU'&t L- Ta.tr(JZ::fL-- . 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental re~JJ.01c1sil;i1ilty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 
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HITACHI 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Alan Quinn and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC a! 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Hitachi Construction loaders America, I am proud to make my ll11ing working in and with the recycling industry. My ll11elihood is depend en! upon companies like General Ill, llC and Reserve Managemen! Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing !he need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run !o the highest standards of environmental compliance thal i have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will ha11e even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than !he current operation or any other similar recycling business In the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Alan Quinn 
Managing Director 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is /'l'i :l:c /2~-sl, ('/~I. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recyding industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observa~ions, Reserve Management Group operatlons are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyding facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take aff possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve M~nagement Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyding business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, lLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is O>,.,,\& £,. 0sl/4c·~ ~, S ('. and lamwritingtoexpressmysupport for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

~ ; In my job working for 0-e:>, · f'ar ·:·,r . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with tile recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~~,.c,._.c,._ _______ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC al 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for \~ , , , • c I I T re, ,J or , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfllls and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to envimnmentai responsibility, I want to reiterate my fuli support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Iii, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is - G,,_,J Jj,;,.,,m,,,J.__ r~"if~tr,-!-J.- and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General l!1, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /4;: --ff,>.cft)r" . i am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take ail possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground< 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, lLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ Tom Ellis ________________ and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _Howell Tractor and Equipment ________________ ~ 
I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent 
upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \ ~;'~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _LC====~·-··! ... pe•..i::c=..e:,"'"-----~ I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 1 / 

[) /' /,' J ff 1_,1·, 
My name Is ___Lil,-/ 1~ 1 I I /V • .. i and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the Yonstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chic,o. ~ 
1 

"' CJ /) _ . . J 
In my job working for h OlJ e/ / /;zl/t:.•/2:,f- x~ [c 1'1'111~1'1:•~ am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling Industry. My livelihood is dependint upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

;J 6Z •/) J 
My name is t)O · /: ,c.//l;l SJe, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Ma agement Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /10(,,J C LC. ;/:A(! 701~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _.::,._.u~~,4.....i.oL-.µ~,?Jc::..J.'11.~~'--\,---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the nstructlon of General l!i, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for\ J\JJ' ,.-½ .\ ,S ~'£ ( : I. M"'.J\T-; I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My iivelihood ,s dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of lamJfiils and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observatlons, Reserve Management Group operations are rJn to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling fadiity where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wili have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fol! support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, llC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Se.t.~) C, : 11 eS and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

i I -,-; ,,,,- A ~ {!'o.u· .plvf.v,-( In my job working for n;ow<2..ll_ I ?-,q,c;t c,(2_ Alv 1 . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
/ 

My name is (/1, k f > '·v, "'l and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /1,,, . . : I I •/. i, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~1 / {} /" :S, r. {} t'/ •<; L' > fJ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. ,,v 

jl_ _ ./,{ J -/i 
11 t\ ,r, -,1, r· 1 :·· o. -pr>,(l • r~ / - _, In my job working for .. , u wu IJv , yl I Y1 ° · r vq ,, • • . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is diipendent upon companies like General ill, 
LlC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by iaw. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from !he ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other slm!iar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibiiity,.1 want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. ·, · 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is William McNamara and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for HOWaL TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT COMPANY, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
! · ! f A 

I ·1 .r/✓ 1 My name is I fl 11 \ ;>. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manage eht Group a'nd the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I 11,-;:- I 

In my job working for . 0 {) I it'..otrtof . 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the r cycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 
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HITACHI 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Simon Wilson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side 
of Chicago. 

In my job working for Hitachi Construction Machinery Loaders America, I am proud to make my 
living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies 
like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Simon Wilson 
Senior Manager Sales 

Hitachi Construction Machinery Loaders America Inc. 
60 Amlajack Blvd. 
Newnan, Georyia 30265 
770251.7000 office 
hitach!cm_us 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mark J Dehnert and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Howell Tractor, i am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

With Best Regards, 

Mark Dehnert 

Area Manag~ 

~~ 
480 Blaine St 
Gary,IN 46406 

Ph: 800-852-8816 
Mobile: 708-261-5928 
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d\RI 
O,;i@ !!#, ii·Fi•~iiiliii#dMihhiU 

2962 Mechanic Street I Lake City, PA 16423 I (814) 629-4049 

June 5, 2020 

. TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Scott Gezymalla and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 
on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I am the owner of Equipment Reuse International, LLC and I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies 
like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. Without recycled 
materials many basic products citizens by every days would increase in price significantly. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility 
where I do business. Often this compliance standard starts with equipment repairs and 
maintenance and as a parts supplier I can attest to their vigilance in keeping their 
equipment in leak free good working condition. This is the starting point of minimizing 
unwanted pollutants. In addition, they adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps 
to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and 
watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their 
facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 
for Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

"7}'2 
Scott G~ymF 
Owner 
Equipment Reuse International, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is L Ge ,z_._ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for G"""' ass,::, t\-rrN:.,+y\"1:NTS , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JuAu C, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

A12.-1. r1 e r In my job working for __ ,__.c.ll.>.<......:....------"'v'-::..___::::_t-_-t':_G:..:O..:.N----"it-e::....::,; ____ ~, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J a_,,J<. 2er ck,:;,[ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ Q, I~ J. '{ 
1 (0 .. Qr}+m <pro~ rlmake my living 

working in and with the recycling, dustry. My livelihood is dependent updn companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT~A{ CONCERN: 

My name is :f(f ( U, y\r1 AJ ;~O~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
1 

~ 

In my job working for f-\ e-vv, C1 Avt O [ /\/Lt ( , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this co~:::\~ent to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Maeage\"to/' aed Ge""'' I: CCL 

Signature J ~ ii SC::::= ....., _ 
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Jesse Alexandra 

From: 
Sen!: 
To: 

To whom it may concern, 

Jesse Alexandra 
Fnday, June 5, 2020 837 AM 
Jesse Alexandra 

Yes there was an explosion at the GI facility earlier this week, Just some points to THIN!( ABOUT, 

First of all NO ONE WAS HURT, that's no accident GI has invested millions of dollars in the safety equipment that if an unfortunate incident would happen it keep people safe, IT WORKED, THANK YOU GL 

Did you know GI has been around at this location longer than anyone reading this has been alive? Yes the neighborhood has changed and GI is getting squeezed out, I understand they have till the end of this year to wind down their operation, That only a few months away, Now with this incident the talk of shutting GI down,,,,,,,,Come on, don't we at least have the decency to work with GI in these trying times?????? It's only a few months away, It will be a sad day when they are done, They have invested in this community in ways that no one remembers or knows to the tune of 10s of Millions of dollars over their time here, They have directly and indirectly employed OVER 1000 people, Who else can say that in today's world? They have be there in good time and bad times like we are going through now, Think about if you garbage and recycling were not hauled away timely, ii it didn't have a place to go? If the 1000s of trucks moving the material did not have a place to go like GI, where do you think it would be? It would be piling up on our streets like crazy, What would that be like in our lives? Now think about how essential that is to the safety of our way of life? Thank GOD there are places that deal with this stuff like GL 

Jesse Alexandra 

A&W Iron & Metal, Inc 
7588 Otten Dr, 
l(ewaskm WI 53040 
262-338-8487 

i hts cmaH is intended solely for the person or entity to wh\ch it is ,1ddr0ssed and may ton ta in confidential and/or nr1,,nf,,peri information, Any review1 dissemination, copying, or other use of this ernai! by persons: or enti.Ues other than the addressee is prohibited, If you received this. email in error, please contact the sender irnmediate1y, aml defete the rnateria! from your computer 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --~-~j~,c:~,s~<;~"--f'J_· ~l~.e~x="'~'=~~~J~rP--~---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for // -I-!,/ -;l.)/" ,, 1' JiJ) r+AL J: \Jc.. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

a!I regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, 1 want to reiterate my fuH support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Lw\Q,, 4 l-e.taud.r:tt. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ _,_/J.,_,_t_,,1,J,,,_-=I=m_,_,_.o_._<r.:-M'---'"'dr,J....,,=-.J-r,.==C::..ccc·c.__, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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l,J 
f) -r· { Blum & Colombe, Ltd . 

...:...-,,, Bu;ines, V..lwtions, Uigation Support & Mergers I Acquisitions 

June 3, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Tim Colombe and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

As the owner of Blum & Colombe, Ltd., I am proud to work with clients in the recycling 
industry. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

My clients that operate in the recycling industry have informed me that Reserve Management 
Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance seen at any recycling facility. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is 
required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, based on my discussions with Steve Joseph, the CEO of Reserve Management Group, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 
area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

1~1-Z~ 
Timothy Colombe 

Nl4 W21755 Stone Ridge Drive • Suite 190 • w,ukesh,. Wisconsin • 53188 • /262) 523-4449 •FAX /]62/ 5}3.4499 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C} /C/f A f/- G J':r2-1 Ii" J_:rz,c c 
and I am writirfg to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
8 + \,0 1d:i,o,J +t0-€TA L ;,Jc, , I am proud 

to make my living working fr{ and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_:) c ,,'":"' r:.,_~~-\ '<V and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ w. <i: ' ; c ,~" '11--l e -f e_JJ "j, P'lT½A... 7.:C , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by redudng the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

___ _.::/.-/J,:..L!.'4-J..EJ...~W..--4:.&:>d.!c,t;f•::..i..----·-···- and I am writing to express rny support 
of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1n my job working for HCl.tJ_) ~l>!.>-ti. 4- n)c. kt(~* 7;,c i am proud to make my Irving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ii!, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfi!!s and relieves stress on the 1;:nvironment by reducing the need for virgin material 1n 

the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observaticms, Reserve Management Group operat1ons are run to the highest standards uf 

environmental compliance that i have seen at any recycling fadnty where l do business:, They adhere to 
aH regulations and take an possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regular!y swept and watered, and Reserve f\:1anngernent Group's employees enforce \ow speed limits at 

tr,eir fac!lity to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

"urthei, it 1s my understanding that the p1oposed new facility w,11 have even more comprehensive 

poHuUon controls and rnoriitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycifng busirH:ss in 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, ; want to re1terate my full support tor Reserve 

Management Group and Genera! 1!!1 LLC. 

i 

-l ,~', ,,;' 
.~-· -t"'· --· 

Signature ; _ · 
i !; 
j .. ./ 

. le L&:;H__~ t7j-'- ,-. _ _, 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

'I 
My name is ...c./~··;..·.,__,,__,_+---"'--'-'-"'-="'""-'-,.,.,_""'-_____ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme t Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for, /14: U 1 /(hv) 4 {)}e} c /, :p J ,:, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ce, 5 °'" ch a. v c:z_ f; oJC • C\ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for JiH W :;r:, ovH 14 C t<t L , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being k'1cked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ _Jc_, --"'w_""-'}-"-'-'--JL.:==1-il,Ji.4>-------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the nstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

A4 
\r,1 / 

In my job working for -" · V V /1 O/\ '1· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C,o., ~½ G Y'l'::Vl.u(YI and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Ad- w :Cvon ... Me.-1-DJ Tue I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Barney Navarette and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 
and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recycling, Inc I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like Generai Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

X Barney Navarette 

Signature 



R  003103

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is A'o'f'. 1£oyrt?',e 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Tn my job working for 
4-1-W ;,1.o,v 'I'-- frle'7;4L /NC- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003104

TO WHOM JT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .J)/;r1e=_s hi! C 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
_A+l•-' //;.v;U +- rJ1e(,fL rfllc.. _____ , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  003105

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

l'vfy name is 1) ll YTuJ 2 IJGf!,&£/1.., 
and r am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+w 1//...o{'J .-. ((lt=ill'-" wc , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Signature]:? 



R  003106

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is ft Utnpf!/lfo C4f011o/JA 
and 1 am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A,;.µ (l''-1),v ..,.. mt: u1, //llC- , T am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003107

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is 10/J'r (l)At:,e[C/D u 7 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
. AJ..w (/lo;\) ,,__ /¥lcr4 L //lf'C, , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General !If, LLC. 

gnature 



R  003108

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JoS:€ Juµ SoliS 
and I am \\'Titing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
l 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A-.t-1,u 11!-dv ~ (Vle'-Y,4l //VG- , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signa 



R  003109

TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN 

Mynameis Ju_s--r;-/lf lJD/1€KAIT1S 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
1 l 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A-1- W /1:-o;v --r IY!GpiL- pv c. . _ ······-' I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

~re , 



R  003110

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _j u ,; fl rt! I«' u 7J /i//J 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
l 1600 S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for 
A±JJ /1'!,of\) f- ME14L if1l'k'--------' I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do 
business, They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, 1 want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC 

S'fgrrature 



R  003111

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ELL Io T ~ r&~'/'<......::£~ru'-' f)-'o.""'· ,.<:-'-;::::' ________ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 
11600 S Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
-11£1.L 1t'"'tJ .,_ fV!(!--0,L . itvc. , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003112

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

My name is ½ALD///ID i/€£.teA/!.IJ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A,· Le-) 1/c,•/J +- /Y1c7AL 1/U i.'.,, , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 



R  003113

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN• 

My name is Jos G m~i__~P 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

ln my job working for 
A+ \,J I k>fJ ..,.. f\lleTA L. f/1J c.. , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
\vill have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

GIVen this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Si{nature 



R  003114

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is )os:tf' M H?;Dr/114 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
,4-f-w i,l.o;tl ,... fY/c-7/l l 1/JJ c._. , I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003115

TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN 

My name is AL t?Jo G::_'-':_:fV:.....:.2~A'--L=-G'-=Z=--··---------
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+ i,,J 1/CeN ..- /Ylt:VL /NC. , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General !Il, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003116

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is .Jose' F »1€D1,,1l4 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
At}::) /;<",.,1./ ·I-- /11€P!JL a1f L , l am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

X Jo 7( r 
Signature 



R  003117

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is _)p;t'A1i!Attl 1'11:/l/O,Jz:A 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
A+lr"I f/.01,N f- rY!r:TAL ;,11 C , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003118

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,J{/!_D/lie f-lAtftl 5 _________ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 
11600 So Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicagoo 

ln my job working for 
ii-HJ ;;ewv +- mt?1Af- ///! {> , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Groupo The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goodso 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
businesso They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the groundo 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the areao 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC 

S{gnature 



R  003119

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ .,_,'--'-','-,....,__.,.'--'-....,__.,__ _______ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Grau and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A: ~ l1/ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature ,, 



R  003120

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name is ::::::r '3. IM. e ~ ~ c.1b b; I'\.:; and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for :A: -i- W ~ .... ~tl:a l TN<. , I am proud to make my living 
J working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003121

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Vt:, f\,\\)e. f °\ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for e~ W -::rR:D /J ' rne:J: 4 \..- , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003122

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ ,,, 
My name is ,,1/lvYJE< 6/{v,~€:d and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fl-1- U) 'Ir2o,r/+- /,1,1£;.7'/'J l , I am proud to make my living ' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

c'/1 Sig~re 



R  003123

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jknau;, 5 \,i} ... ; <: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for If ~ vJ :r'ro,1 ;; /i/1,,_tzi ( I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003124

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ( b4 ,Q .$'<..i-, n,,J&r and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor Ae W :fro,, 01etd , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003125

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is / &rJC..E ML LC crZ. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for At W 117,:,r.J f ,vi c:"W-!-L , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003126

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is [)gv4!t;< &¢ir,e;:r/c, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _c.:;:._.,_u..L..-------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~a~~ 
Signature/ 



R  003127

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is £a c-, -{Jr Ca r1-e r and, am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managem.?nt Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /{f OJ J; fO r\ ..,t /1,{ r::fa__( , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003128

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is r,l 
for Reserve Management Group an 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 
e construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

In my job working for fl\')\/ kr'Oi"\ ~ f'l\;;19J . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. rvly livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations. Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered. and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003129

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

:::Jt;k, "- r'nc /,, ;r/i'[ 
My name is ______ L/"' ______________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

A+w TrtM + /lkW In my job working for __________________ _, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003130

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is G ¢:/4:; t~1Ze1 T t:4 c H and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A k' Lt,) T f1. o«/ ..,-· /Vl L'Ti~ L , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003131

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Q o/"\ 5,r V~C /c and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A 'tr W k II'{} If\ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003132

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /;0 C. Ii 4 :C: / Sc)w !f:t and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fi -b Lu ItC>...o i7 M<:/2/ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X M~ Ac/4ik 
Signature 



R  003133

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ncc/i.. //. ~ ;t;;;U,_,) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageent Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 9>f er- ft! :Z:-m, c.L tv/4./0/ I,c/(', I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is depenaent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003134

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Donna Moschea and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S< Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago< 

In my job working for American Metal & Paper Recycling, Inc<, I am proud to make my living working in 

and with the recycling industry< My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods< 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business< They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area< 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003135

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is-( f:Q:?:-.:(2... ,C\-c-\:<ti'Yh 00 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1 ' ! l _I · '7\ •;; - -:['~re,, In my job working for h,'Os'.£':\G:l-o ,~yrc),\ ~ :\O~X( lli>fc,1Ytr, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
,terns out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003136

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
' ~j 

My name is f\0c~-e. :/\ kxs•wc1 Lt 1 '5 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

,/ . ·' ,v]. /1 0 . ~ In my job working for It n1en <Cln I' /et:;J.1., -e n:"\"'~• tfc<qcl;!i<, .w.. , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dJpenWnt upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 
·y / /7 ~ - , ,,_ /)1 
/ C{/WYJ (r 

Signature / 



R  003137

TO WHOM IT';; Y CON\ERN: r,_ (\ \ . r 

My name is p ¼\.ff TT_~~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I\ \ \ · 'l ~ \\ •~'i 
In my job working for :tt'(Yll'r-; ( e,,-n jJ\rn,\ a f l\Cc I '(;S~m proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is de6endent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
ali regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X fl~ 
Signature 



R  003138

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name iJ c'"--':.,, Y::-e,_ioc-'\ -<v and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I\.. vn,,111,(i) ~ In my job working for i""- vv,"' ' , c ""- c T <..J<'. "1,- ,ryp-5:·t. ./ •<:., I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003139

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis /~ \cJJA(~]) µ ,(,1; Tk: f:S:' andlamwritingtoexpressmy 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

fi r/ !\ , 

In my job working for , I am proud to make 
my living working in and wh'h the recycling indust , My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Mana ment Group, The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law, Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

X 

(\ /1 · I Sign. ature A~· 
10,,,( , I 1 ~ 

1 



R  003140

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is t,\ I <'. ~ llf:i b ;;:: ~\, and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Manageme~t Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of C · ago. , 

In my job working for ~ ~ I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling indust . My ~velihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 
\ 

Signature , , 

r,\ \\ \ \ 
I 1\, v 111 '" 

\ , ,~,0" ! \ tVl'\h 

~ I 

1 



R  003141

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~tJ Ko (1 £ and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

'7 
In my job working for ...:::t,;(i!:h'!=.......:'.k:e:::1;Jt1,e1!:}--------~ I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling dus ry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

xv~ 
Signature 

1 



R  003142

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is T:::r TI /J IT (__ / 1J and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 1] L I/ L \ , E AJ / tJ 6 , I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 

1 



R  003143

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
/) , tf 

My name is l //)1 ,•.g and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve anagement Group a the construction.of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

;7 _.? 0'".,-f-) 
In my job working for / .J...{.£, Ji. L? i,r' .J-(/iq I am proud to make 
my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelih~ is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Grot\p. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and rell~ves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

1 



R  003144

TO WHOM ITM~CERN: ~ 'J 
My name is ~ ) ~l !,&::) and I am writing to express my 
support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the South~astSide of C~o. 

In my job working for _.J,,,;l:::J~d.'...~-cf::J::2::~kk1£:::2..4-___ ~ I am proud to make 
my living working in and I h the recycling indu ry. My liver ood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

< 

X 1) 
Signature 

1 



R  003145

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is JGR"f"" '§;.cJ-hq,qun.4 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for .fJ d Li ) J:]3Q6\,) ,_ 1--fe:TA{ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 



R  003146

I 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is ~~ ~ ~ ,,. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for George Sollltt Construction Co., 1 am proud to.support the recycling industry that 
takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material In an environmentally safe manner. 
Successfully dealing with waste materials Is solely dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the 
manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 
scrap metals Into re-usable materials to manufacture American m~de products. 

Additionally, without this Industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership In 
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 
by the State of Illinois and Qty of Chicago on v'.'rlous publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It Is also my understanding that the proposed new faclllty will have even more comprehensive pollution 
controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 
Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003147

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is // b;~ £hi and I am writing to express my support 

for Reseive Manage~niGroup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for-1"'-"+fiC.:::"---------------' 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with th re mg industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Al# 
f,, ; 

Signed 



R  003148

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ..j; O\· U.l«.k{ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R 4,C,l; , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111. 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003149

TO WHOM IT MAY ZCERN: 
My name is l V\fef &f &: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ,/IN( .f L , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003150

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC al 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
~, 

In my job working for t~•Jc/ll)/~ Jvll/ht.\\ \.V0t;YL/ C, l. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are nm to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003151

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ----~Salvatore Lacorte ~-~b - and I am writing to 
express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ___ Okada f Rotar _______________ ~ I am proud to 
make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies 
like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 
obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003152

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the const ucti n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __,,,....,...,,.u.µ,..u:..__ ___________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003153

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is PA'-' f I)err and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working .for ___ z,, __ f_> _____________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003154

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Q-t ? 1 _J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ f,s._,._.7'-_~...,!J"---'-~~~=~-· _...> ______ ~• I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Maaagemeo< '""' aad ~~ 



R  003155

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~r~,~"' /4, -z:;;,e:'.)/'~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (c,l :, \,e / ,7 j;:..-yp ('I? (, t, , I am proud to make my living 
V -...:. 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003156

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
0 ,,,, 

My name ii//. 6 t1- '-I /Cc ):,.,1~ 5 •2 ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management bro up and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ___ c"'-~···_11_s_;:c::,_-_i_c~__:,_,c..::'·..,_N-"\'---c-=-'--· __:,_X._1_c_'f:?>_._,,, ~ am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003157

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is tf2o6 ~ y-z5: QU-e rr:c 'vV· and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
/_ 

In my job working for C: 0 Cl v S , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My lfvelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003158

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
,,,,,,,/~-1 ,/'"} 

My name is i,;;;;.~,;; ,cJ / i<(t°''1c? (ct.cir) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group ancithe construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for F>l Ski>/ e V--'rr;<C<:: I~,<~ <'c} Slet°c , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling indG;try. M/livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003159

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is An. J '(e ~ \}p.,ca !'"rel and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (,a:e'] f.A/c,y 1/1,.,:,,f"' f ltJ C., 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003160

TO WHOM IT MAY C~~C-ERN: 

My name is ~4. &z S: and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managernent~oup~nd the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicag 

In my job working for _--tr-'--'--='-'-----,'--''---=-'---+-~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is depe aent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003161

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Dominique C. Schmaedeke My name is ___________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve f\1anagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Harvest Grain Inc. 
In my job working for-------------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that i have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003162

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -=.;q"f-'"'-'-----'.d-(.J.L-V'---""'-------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Man ment Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Si e of Chicago. 

In my job working for Eashro (3/e,res~l/4:eco ,5-/4,/, 1 am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry.y live hood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003163

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

<" 
My name is l11/l/,,)r-vv,A IJ l?&t,M:0::15. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _,l-v=,_1 "-L.l'--'-'! /'<).1,.,.,(-'-''-'-·~~'--'--~===~=-'-'C"--'/'-'/'--'(_=--~· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003164

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fl~-~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sigrfed 



R  003165

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V;:,,-; G..._{ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group a a the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003166

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 1 

My name is C Jc1cl t,:1-<j cq I),-;;./✓ rand I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the constructio f General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/ 



R  003167

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is CC\ '(3?., 1/\ Leve \.t1e Vl e_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

{)),//MM 12-. r:/du (b OA/\JI 
Signed 



R  003168

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~====~~==.J;s=-------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003169

TO WHOM IT r'I-CO:CERN: /~\ 

My name is • .), :J ! O, ,,JI ",b)l;/ }i Q,~, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed ,7 -
L 



R  003170

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (;,nS,1lV1 Ct f=v, -tf L and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003171

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \ :)e;, nd u_ O!D nQC ~ ~o and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management GltJup and the const ction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area, 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003172

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sen\{( ~J\orti and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 



R  003173

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --"-L=Lo!"'---'--'--+~\,J...~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group a, d the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED} certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003174

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --- /Y} Af0JL CA Jet t:IV and I am writing to express my support 
I 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003175

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is---· I\\ ~Y' Hm1r(1{;0 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Man~ie~~nt Group ad the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003176

My name _:::c=-.::r...=--'=~--'_!_.--'c.ll:b'cL.:::=d ____ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003177

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis A(ej ()t1fe( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sighed 



R  003178

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :Xe.' a, V; d>'-,"'l and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED} certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003179

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _:_::'.:l!.....t_:_:.-·._:_:_:•.,L_:_:_: _____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, llC. 



R  003180

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -JoN GrtcL'4(;r!£.L ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003181

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

.-rt:~ ld\A"' p 
My name is __ v_ l:_c.t_ '~------------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Gallagher Asphalt Corporation, I am proud to support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American made products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects would not be able to achieve the Leadership in 

Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

it is also my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003182

TO WHOM IT MAY 7NCERN: 

I i7) -
My name is I / vvt,,,f, /),f(J: U and I am writing to express my support 

V ' 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. / 

d~· 1, . ;11{ 
In my job working for /c fa ( _J ~ ~ , I am proud to make my living 

~i> , 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
/ 

Signed 



R  003183

TO WHOM IT MAY cogcER~: / 

My name is / j 1¢ /t111J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicag/Jo. 1 
d I • . -•7 1//4/, I 

In my job working for ltt/ !lA , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with th/reqycVing industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/l _.;/~/ , 
// / c9!'~~ 

/t1tY//~~ 
! ,/ " 

Signed 



R  003184

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My nam~ is • ::s o<;.e 2 ~ A.. vela-v and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of C~ t' () 

In my job working for ~ ++~ V\ , , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003185

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

1
" r, Ii 1~ ' 

My name is !~ X r/-fJ1 I / ci 3 f, o,ff-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma~agement Group and the construjtion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicag9'1 ~ r 
I/ / ' 

In my job working for I I,._ t1-f YI /1 I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Managemenf)3roup and~General Ill, LLC. 
! { .-1 ; 

, ' . " L 
, ... /) //1 .. r1J utl .... 

V f I _..:<~~1; \ 
j\,_N Irv\ .. / ?/:::· -' L-· 

Signed 
I 



R  003186

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --1----'--"''--'-'"'-""---"'<l---'-..,t._;__ _ _;_~'---- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grou and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~ A f ,C::- ( ,,
0

/ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003187

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Hv0,i)''<\J() '&'-4, 'f eirq and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ ~_g~f~'ti'~_l_Yl~-----------~· I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 



R  003188

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is , ),11:: ilyti!l5 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (l~ ff IN C,,.,Jff 1 , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed (; 

i 



R  003189

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ..J le V)). lt lx:.J([ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R wf;,l,;_, 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signed 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

M'{ name is ~~ ~ ~ _ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for George Sollltt Construction Co., I am proud to ·support the recycling industry that 

takes scrap metal from my projects and processes this material in an, environmentally safe manner. 

Successfully dealing with waste materials Is solely dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the 

manufacturing of new goods. It also reduces the need to obtain foreign metals when we can reprocess 

scrap metals into re-usable materials to manufacture American m'ade products. 

Additionally, without this industry, construction projects WOlJld not be able to achieve the leadership in 

Energy and Environ mental Design (LEED) certification requirements that are mandated to be obtained 

by the State of Illinois and City of Chicago on various publicly funded construction projects. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

It Is also my understanding that the proposed new faclllty will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given their commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

' 

Signed 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is r;;:,.jl €, f,.,_ 0 CJ .,-c,e:,,,cD and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for CH { c)l::~O ll/l:, ' I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other simHar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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June 4, 2020 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the future construction of General III, LLC at 11600 s 
Burley Avenue. 

Throughout my 15+ years experience working together with 
General Iron, via my current employer Keller-Heartt Oil and 
previously via Lou-Bob Oil, I have observed an organization that I 
am proud to claim as my customer. During my visits to General 
Iron over these years, I have witnessed their dedication towards 
evolving their facility in an attempt to improve the plant's 
environmental status. 

In preparation for General III's new facility on Chicago's 
Southeast side, I have been working in tandem with General 
Iron's Operations Team to provide lubricant tanks stored INSIDE 
spill-containment to eliminate opportunity for overflow. This is 
not a requirement by any ordinance by the City of Chicago, this is 
an EXTRA step that General III is taking as they lead by example 
towards a cleaner recycling atmosphere. 

These extra environmental protocol allow me to be honored 
in my support as General Iron transitions to their new location. 

Patrick Katov1 h 
Chief Operations Officer 
Keller-Heartt Oil 

patk@khlubes.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Bergner and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for Columbia Steel Casting Co .• lnc., I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out 

of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:. __ T~'-'--'-$1:+'~CUL/H,; .... _o -
Date: June 4 th• 2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: mobile: 414-881-5863 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Andy Dreyer and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Intrinsic Landscaping, Inc. I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways ana'~urfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low,speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 
Date: 06/04/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: andy@intrinsiclandscaping.com 

r 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Brett Crossman and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Dust Control Technology, Inc. OBA BossTek 
In my job working for-----------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Brett 

Signature: Crossman 

Date: 6/4/2020 

D½;ttally !ilgned by Brett 
Crossman 
D.ite: 2020.06.04 08:12:S3 
•OS"OO' 

brettc@bosstek.com 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: __________ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sunny Haider and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for DC Supplies I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 

Date: 06/04/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: haider.sunny@dcsupplies.net 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Q.'rw·\ S g \ Ci ck.. - P1€.&i.:l~"'--t. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for t\N,f't\'<£, c\ e C:tf; c ;Ser,1,, es, :;:I&:., I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Gr5)"P)andJeneral Ill, LLC. 

I I I 
Signature: L ;, / &/vr:;:~ 
Date: \,, / 3 / .2.0 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: GoO _ ,;i.;;;_7 -I 'is O 5 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jtf //// ,pf-:Z,--r'Z_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _,f',-'-'~-''-"C=·~_s"-·-------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:~ 
~ 

Date: 6{/2,/zo2 ,., 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: Jo/lN./'/t":f ?-t!Z. Ci) ,f llC JG/cOU.P · C 0/-1 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -:s;:5o;:) ¼<' \( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 2:,r A ..;eS.,'S;',,)e~-X,2au!!t\~\,.;:, , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My etthood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: .)'1' r\siJ\.re,>~s .. \'w•q,co,,.._ 
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{BLACKHAWKHVAC, INC. 

June 2, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
My name is Gregory LaCien and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 

Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Blackhawk HVAC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 
recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin 
material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 

from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 
Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 
for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: / , ~ 
:;3----

Date:06/02/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: Greg@BlackhawkHVAC.com 

8910 West 192nd Street, Suite K, Mokena, IL 60448 i Phone: 708.995.7415 I Fax: 800.435.0709 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is j /jv !'A /.\ S N 6 '/ 6{_ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor U/IJfUG12..S.AL f/yDv7.f\..JV,C.... ~ • I am proud to make my living 

working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take al! possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 
Date: C7J -a- -::;;tOG 0 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 'JH O./vJ4 St-l6"j e((...,:2. @ U)/4 C AS!c,/Jf:.. T 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kirk Humbrecht and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Phoenix Fire Systems, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

d General Ill, 

Signature: 

Date: 6/2/20 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: Office: 815-464-9300 

Mobile: 708-878-8392 

Email: khumbrecht@phoenixfire.com 

IH Nebraska !l!!!L franklorl, II BIO 11 • 915-464 9l00 • fa1 9l5,IH,Sl39 
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Concept-Logic, LLC sM. 

INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS I MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTATIVES 
6288 West 91 st. Avenue, Crown Point, Indiana 46307 

PH (219) 308-8588 FAX (219) 365-2038 E-MAIL;jmick@concept-logic.com 
www.concept-logic.com 

6/1/2020 

Open letter in support of General Iron Industries remaining a Chicago institution. 

To whom it may concern, 

I first started doing business with General Iron in the 1980 's when the company was in a 
growth pattern and the neighborhood was a tough but thriving industrial enclave. I recall 
meeting Adam Labkon and walking the property to look over his conveyor system in 
hopes of becoming his conveyor belt supplier. I have been proud to work with Adam and 
his crew ever since. 

Having over 40 years in business to business experience I believe my opinion that 
General Iron operates with the highest integrity possible carries some weight. Out of the 
hundreds of industrial companies I've worked with no one has been a better business 
partner than General Iron under the guidance of the Labkon family. I have seen firsthand 
how the neighborhood has changed over the years and witnessed the extraordinary 
actions the company has taken to peacefully and ethically coexist with the changing 
dynamics. 

It's my understanding that the company plans to relocate to the south side of Chicago. I 
don't think the decision makers at city hall should hesitate a minute in approving the 
move. General Iron Industries has a rich history in Chicago and are, in fact, part of the 
story of Chicago. Scores of business' have left the city for various reasons over the past 
20-30 years. 
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Other states and in some cases, other countries, are happy to have these entities within 
their jurisdiction. General Iron is Chicago and should remain here. I urge the city 
officials to give the moving project their favorable attention in order to retain a great 
Chicago business run by some great people. 

Sincerely, 

John Mick 
C.E.O. Concept-Logic, LLC 

Conveyor Belting & Accessories/ Industrial Metal & Rubber Hose 
Air Compressors, Dryers & Parts 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Bc,'00 fh; I/; ,p.r: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for We.2 ~.\- Ce r:\?', , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 1('~ 

Date: v,/? / 'Z. o c..O 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: f ~/ J /; '{'s e ..,.,. ~ l- ~cc f· c.oM 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is David Sieika and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Wendt Corporation • I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ;::.._J.-?..../\ 7=>~---

Date: 6/3/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: email: Sieika@wendtcorp.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f,--lff:),v (,Jrl1d/(2.() and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for UJf_;vO, Co(I.Po/1..flTIOW , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~£_____ 
Date: oGlo3/()o~ 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: W1U-A/I..O @2..,{,J(:JuDTc~P. lo/7-1 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Eric R Nolle My name is __________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ___ w_e_n_d_t_C_o_rp_o_r_a_ti_o_n ________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

,c' 

Signature:_"'c'--. ' ________ _ 

Date: 06/03/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: nolle@wendtcorp.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Kemal Koksal My name is __________________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Wendt Corporation I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: µ j,,__,L/ 

Date: 6/3/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:_7_1_6_-_86_6_-_4_6_87 _____ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :f?'/6, k t-/ok.JE and lamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for lJ G= ,.j 'i:!T &JR PDl<.4..,-( o,J , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur~'l./'-e,, 

Date:~/3pP r1 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: JION fl f! tJ ;;;:,J i:; Y W/<:f',, lo h 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tom Wendt and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for WENDT Corporation , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: 
7 /4 ~ {,I)~ 

Date: 06 / 03 /2 02 0 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: wendttom@wendtcorp.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis DU;!\;evh Uc:ze andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Rese111e Management Group and the construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for {j,Ja,,,, A~ ~//hr""+:1¢ r\ , lam proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General m, 
LLC and Rese111e Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what ls required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Date: __ ~_,.;_/_3.,_/-";;l_D_·-'-fi<=lJ'-• _ 
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~~~~ TI~@~~~o Illli"f~o 
"THE SIZING PEOPLE"® 

PO Box 810, MAsSIIJ.ON, Omo 44648-0810 
PH: 330-837-4203 · 1 TOLL FREE: 877-4-SIZING I FAX: 330--837-4210 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ron Earp and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction 
of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Midwestern Industries, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 
industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The 
recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 
environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do bus1ness. They adhere to all 
regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept 
and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust 

being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls 
and monitoring than the current operation or any other simllar recycling business in the area • 

. 
Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management 

Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signature: £. 0:#2 
Date: 6- r a O 
Preferred ContactMethod/Info: sales@midwesternind.com 

SoUlHEIIN FACILIIY 
7560 INDUS'IRIAL HlGHWAY 
MACON, GA 31216 . 

MIDWESIERNIND.COM 

.. • .. 

• llfDUST1tRS, INC. 

PH: 478-781-8725 
FAX 478-781-8746 

SALES@MIDWESIERNIND.COM 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~e_,, Ula , f, eJ d,:; and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for __ ,_IJ:.I.U"---4,.LJl'-~e:::.J~q,=q::..--~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is depe dent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: r;eNi}JA.- it eO&'.,..) 
Date: {p /L/ j 20 

I 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: i l.s IU'f'p Ll/lf:itvg ij.) 'J-i-eJ cf) hu/ , CJ;m 
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AMS CO ________ _ 
THE AMERICAN MANGANESE STEEL COMPANY 

June 5, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

AMSCO Wear Products Inc. 
50 North Church Street 
Suite 201 
Goshen, NY I 0924 USA 
Telephone: (845)-294-1600 
Fax: (845) 294-1866 
Email: sales@amsco.us 

My name is Sharon Morris, I am an owner of AMSCO Wear Products, Inc. and I am writing to express 
my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill LLC at 11600 S. Bur

ley Avenue on the Southeast side of Chicago. 

I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent 
upon companies like General Iron Ill, LLC, and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment 

by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Our employees have always felt safe during their visits to General Iron Ill, LLC. Roadways and sur
faces are regularly swept and watered, and their employees enforce low speed limits at their facility 
to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. I know they have gone through great lengths to 

comply with the ever-changing EPA regulations. 

It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring that the current operation. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Re

serve Management Group and General Ill, LLC, 

Regards 

Sharon Morris 
Vice President 
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All Concerning Bodies, 

My Name is Mike Sample and I own Operate Cedar Street Investments LLC. We have been a carrier 
far General Iron for 13 years. I can speak from having intimate knowledge of the recycling industry and 
having serviced over 40 different customers in that same time that General Iron is easily the standard of 
the industry. Frankly even the second tier companies are a wide margin behind their quality of 
operations. They are leaders of the industry. Other facilities strive to run their logistical procedures and 
follow their management procedures. Despite some reporting from an aggressive alderman and a 
progressive neighborhood those of us that know the industry know the true facts. They are proactive 
and deal with any issues that arise immediately but more importantly try and anticipate problems 
before they arise. Whether it's noise control or air quality they are very cognizant ofit all. Frankly for 
how they have operated, the length of the operations and the bare minimal impact they have had from 
the location they operate that many of us feel they should be getting standard of excellence awards 
regularly. Look, they have graciously agreed to cease operations at the end of the year after decades of 
a valuable service to the community and move to a more industrial friendly operation. Please let them 
wind it'down the way they intend. They will make sure it's done above expectations and their new 
location will easily be the new blue print for modern recycling. I have that kind of confidence in them 
and so should you. 

Thank You, 

Mike Sample 

President Cedar Street Investments 
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~ Riverside Engineering ~1 Metals Recycling · Design · Controls · Wear Parts · Services 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Olson, CEO of Riverside Engineering, and I am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group (RMG) and the construction of the General Ill, LLC facility at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Our company has a decades long relationship with General Iron and is actively engaged in metal 
scrap recycling. General Ill and RMG play an essential role in helping local government manage 
their needs and responsibilities by providing a critical outlet for the recyclable materials generated 
within the community, without which these valuable commodities would build up and not only be 
lost for critical supply to manufacturers, but end up wrongfully in the waste stream. 

Riverside Engineering, with Glll and RMG, are proud to be a key component in the supply chain for 
scrap recycling. The critically important manufacturing of Steel, Aluminum and Copper are 
dependent on Gill and RMG to provide essential feedstock for their operations. 

Riverside's business success is dependent upon companies like General Ill and RMG. Our 
company's manufacturing, fabrication and assembly of capital equipment for the recycling industry 
is predominately done in Chicago. This manufacturing employs hundreds of quality, blue-collar 
jobs within miles of the new RMG facility. 

Based on my observations, RMG/Glll operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. They adhere to regulations and take all possible steps to be a good member of the 
community. These good neighbor policies have included advanced emissions control, roadways 
and surfaces regularly swept and watered, and RMG employees enforcing low speed yard traffic at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or similar recycling businesses. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility and the role they play in a nationally 
critical manufacturing sector, I want to provide my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Tel: 210~227•9090 · Fax: 210~227~7038 megashredder.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mark Brachbill, Vice President Liberty Steel, US and I am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Liberty Steel, US, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 
industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LlC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I.D.R WELDING INC. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for G II, DBA GENERAL IRON I am proud to make my living 

working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other slmllar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

,// / II J 
Signature: JI tJ dCII! o ft/J'!1/ /70'/I c:f t;/5 

Date: ___ 6_,_/_1.,_/_2_0 ___ _ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: CELL: (708) 336-0200 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis~Qvrd li) flo, t, ~ andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 8 ANT JrrwL~DYf 1/YLl • . I am proud to make my HI/Ing 
working in and with the recycling industry.MylUhood is dependent upon companies Hice General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based .on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
aH regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their fadllty to reduce dust being kicked up from the"ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support fpr Reserve 
Management Group and c. 

Signature: 

' 

\ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name (i){I ff Wt 4Jr &_ f ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the SOutheast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for g,V1?f TavY\ ~oV'-t- ~, . I am proud to make my IMng 
working in and with the recycling industry. My l'hood ls dependent upon companies like General 111, 
UC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed llmlts at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollutlon controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, UC. 

~ 
0ate: b-t.f-M 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is ,f i.Ji ~tr and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Jl,bworldngfor SAA1"T (tl!Yl~+ I Y'l-, . I am proud to make myllving worl<lng In and with the recyding industry. M~ Uhood Is dependent upon companies like General JU, LLC and Resente Management Group. The recyding industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed llmits at theirfacllltyto reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operatlon or any other similar recycling business In the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

4 

Signature: ~ Z 
Date: k? -1/--U 
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Date: June 4, 2020 

RMT Transport, Inc. 

PO Box426 

114 N Polk St 

Morocco, IN 47963 

{219) 285-2307 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing on behalf of my company, RMT Transport, Inc., myself, and all my 
employees and their families. I have built a lucrative business with General Iron 
Industries for over the last 2o+ years. I have designed my transportation 
company around the needs of General Iron Industries to be a specialty hauler for 
only General Iron Industries. General Iron Industries has been good to me, my 
employees', and my company over the years. I and my employees have 
witnessed the care that General Iron Industries uses to keep their grounds safe 
and well kept. By not allowing General Iron to operate fully you are not hurting 
just General Iron -the list goes on and on. General Iron is an upstanding business 
who should be treated fairly. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Mccann 

President/Owner 

RMTTransport, Inc. 
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TO WHOM IT MA~NCERN: 

Mynameis ~LJ.L m C C:aM and lamwritlngtoexpressmysupport for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for '-""•r+ ll'll, lam proudtomakemyliving working In and with the recycling industry. livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observ.rtlons, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyding facility where l do business. They adhere to aH regulations and take aff possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, UC. 
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TO WHOM rr MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J{lQJL110JY'tne+LL1.Lict~j,_2 _____ _ 
and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General lll, LLC at 
11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In .my job ~orkil)g for _ . . 
]N\ (Vlq_~rr:7. lq rt10£\, inc . ,_f am proud 

to make my hving working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out oflandfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature: /~ ~ 
Date: ,1, tle 2 2620 , 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is flt\_-, C ~e. \ lsv'.0-S '1c,..I<.. and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for KS (L S,,u \J¼-£:::, I am proud to make my living 

working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature~~ 

Date: G /4./4 c> LO 
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All Concerning Bodies, 

My Name is Mike Sample and I own Operate Cedar Street Investments UC. We have been a carrier 
for General Iron for 13 years. I can speak from having intimate knowledge of the recycling industry and 
having serviced over 40 different customers in that same time that General Iron is easliy the standard of 
the industry. Frankly even the second tier companies are a wide margin behind their quality of 
operations. They are leaders of the industry. Other facilities strive to run their logistical procedures and 
follow their management procedures. Despite some reporting from an aggressive alderman and a 
progressive neighborhood those of us that know the industry know the true facts. They are proactive 
and deal with any issues that arise immediately but more importantly try and anticipate problems 
before they arise. Whether It's noise control or air quality they are very cognizant ofit all. Frankly for 
how they have operated, the length of the operations and the bare minimal impact they have had from 
the location they operate that many of us feel they should be getting standard of excellence awards 
regularly. Look, they have graciously agreed to cease operations at the end of the year after decades of 
a valuable service to the community and move to a more industrial friendly operation. Please let them 
wind it down the way they intend. They will make sure It's done above expectations and their new 
location will easily be the new blue print for modem recycling. I have that kind of confidence In them 
and so should yau. 

Thank You, 

Mike Sample 

President Cedar Street Investments 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworklngfor ~AAT IV'/JlltlS~rrvt l ne.. ,lamproudtomakemylMng working in and with the recycling industry. My ellhood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, UC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recydlng facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's emplovees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It ls my understanding that the proposed new facility wm have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other Similar recycling buSlness in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~L 0~ 

Date:_~=---...,;'{_-.... 2.=0=--------
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls 0 JA:h L • 5 n-:,.o.,,d and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworklngfor f\MT fV'aM~inf I V\.l:-, .lamproudtomakemylMng 
working in and with the recycling industry. My !velihood ls dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reseive Management Group. The recycling industry keeps lall!E! amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my obseivations, Reseive Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reseive Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it ls my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responslbillty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reseive 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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My name 1s _ 4 =:;t:,t.Ji~-1--.f.-JW-.-J~'-!Y.2£.("\.2,__and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Man ement Group and the co ction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~MT TrnM ~ I I'\£...' . I am proud to make my fnring 
working in and with the recycling indu~ood ls dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfflls and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
au regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

thelrfacllity to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business fn 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003233

-!---1..2!.4/C..)_..l.ei.M'.!:::!:::l'..!l.:i~::::::~----and I am writing to express my support 
anagement Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
Side of Chicago. 

for H Cooper logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living worl<ing In and with the 
• We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

livelihood Is dependent upon companies Hke General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
cling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

nvlronment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my bservatlons, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
l compllaru:e that I have seen at any recycling fadlit'{ where I do business. They adhere to 
and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and su~ are 

and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed Hmits at 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is understanding that the proposed new facility wm have even more comprehensive 
pollution c:on!:rolsand monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Ghlen this co mitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003234

-1----~=.L-.-=:::...=:.1...2..!!.l.:~c.:.!o~ ____ and I am writing to express my support 
anagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 

utheiistSide of Chicago. 

wcjld,· igl'or H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my llvlng worldrig In and with the 
• We are a Green company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

liveHhood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, UC and Reserve Management 
·og Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

nvlronment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my bseMtions, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
I compliance that I have seen at any recyding facility where I do business. TbeY adhere to 
and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce .low speed limits at 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It Is understanding that the proposed new facility wiH have even more comprehensive 
pollution C0111tI01ls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

mltment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Ma•llal!:ement!Group and General II!, LLC. 

Date: __________ _ 



R  003235

June 02, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Mark Michalski and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Aztec Trucking Inc, I am proud to make a living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 
General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 

large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 
environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new 

goods. 

Based on my observation, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling 

facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 
swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low 
speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or 

any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full 
support for Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Mark Michalski 

June 02, 2020 



R  003236

June 02, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Jaime Hernandez and I am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 
S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast side of Chicago. 

I am president and owner of Aztec Trucking Inc. I am proud to make a living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 
companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling 
industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observation, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling 
facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 
swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low 

speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 

comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or 

any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full 

support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Jaime Hernandez 

June 02, 2020 



R  003237

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is \ /tfl(liW Ju, /(it, S and I am wrltlll!I to express my support 
for Reserve Management Grcup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeut Sida of Chlcqo. 

In my Job work!1111 for ~l. Tr ti C !<ill -1 , I am proud to make my llvlng 
worklns In and with thens Industry. My 1tveiff:ood Is dependant upon companies like General UI, 
U.C and Reserve Manasement Group. The rec:ydt111 Industry keeps large amounts of omcletll metal 
Items out of landfills and rellevei stress on the environment by reducln!I the need for virgin material In 
the manllfacturlng of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
enwonmental compliance t!Jat I have seen at any recydl111 faclllty where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all poalble steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforte low speed llmlts at 
their faclllty to reduce dust be1111 lddced up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new faclllty wlll have even more tomprehenslYe 
pollution controls and monltorllll than the current operation or any other similar recyc11ng business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my fuH support for Reserve 
Manasement Group and General Ill, LLC. 

5'11nature:_CL:f;;,:=:,.;-c.:<-~(""~,:::.' ==·..,,_ __ _ 
~ if 

Date: _ ___..~.....,./2...,/....,,i2-0 ... .;? ..... 0c..---
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,/J, ~fJ I 5 lfiZf - and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction ~f General 111, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R AA,f !M,s ~ W\e... . I am proud to make my livins 
working In and with the recycling industry. My ~hood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

\ 
Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed lfrnlts at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wifl have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management .Group and General Ill, LLC. 

\ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is - ¼ /1' ~ ,- • Q • ('r\c;e,'\,S2-- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Ma nagementroup and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~~ - Y<JI ~PO . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ___ ~~~~:'.::::=::::'.:::::C:2:::::::::':::===~"~ 

Date:_~LA~,;i~_-Z....O ____ _ 



R  003240

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: / 

My name is I) 1,, o ,. , J5 a c . and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LI.C at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for_,_,_M_r;_.:...:fr..:...:<1;..:.•""'f~tl.:...:,,1-' ____ ____, I am proud to make my living 

working In and with the recycling Industry. livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General JH, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have ~ at any recycling faclllty where I do business. They adhere to 
all nigulations and take aft possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enfon:e low speed limits at 
thelrfacffltyto reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It ls my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monltoring than the current operation or any other similar recycffng business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, UC. 



R  003241

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6: ~" I', e /'4 • T lJ TT I., e.,. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manasement Group and tjle construction of General Ill, UC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. \ 

In my job working for gAAI ~ wt Wlt: I • I am proud to make my living 
working In and with the recycling~ liveflhood ls dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take aH possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly sweptand watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being k~ up from the ground. 

Further, It Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollutlon controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility. I want to reitl!rate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ tf?/e:. -rn,,, 
Date: Co -#- ;;... ei 

\ 



R  003242

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls G,r 6 <?' t\., &nn.tr±f and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11i;oo s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job worklng for Pwl-r TV® 'J&OV-+ Wte' . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry :v livelihood Is dependent upon companies lil<e General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at anv recyd!ng facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their fadllty to reduce dust being kicked up from the !!YOUnd. 

Further, It Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation orany other slmllar recycling business In 
the area. 

G"tven this commitment to environmental responslbiflty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date: ~ - 'f - ;;:20 
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June 02, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Guadalupe Hernandez and I am writing to express my support for 

Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 
S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Aztec Trucking Inc, I am proud to make a living working in 

and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 

General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 

large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 

environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new 

goods. 

Based on my observation, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 

highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling 

facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 

steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 

swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low 

speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 

comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or 

any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full 

support for Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Guadalupe Hernandez 
June 02, 2020 



R  003244

rold Cooper and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
n of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I am the own rand CEO of Coop's Cartage Inc. and H. Cooper Logistics Inc. My companies have been in 

the bulk com odities hauling business for more than 23 years; specifically hauling scrap metals for 

recycling pur ses. We currently employ 10 full time workers along with 25-30 Independent 
Contractors. am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood, and 

those of the others in my employ, is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves ress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my 1rsthand knowledge and 23 years of experience, Reserve Management Group operations 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility 

iness. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Road ys and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's 
employees e orce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is y understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution con rols and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this co mitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management roup and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003245

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is c· h ns 3 on:,/(fr; .;j·, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

r) -~- .L.·· ~ 
In my job working for r c--.c,e I {M~ ('o,~p:+,c,.-.. J./"10 , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyding industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/"',,~, 
( ( )_ 

Signature: _ _,.\=-~"""---','""":..·_-_· _______ _ 

Date: __ C:;=-/_;;1._,./"";:;i~v....._:i""o _____ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is C.Lr, · !, I, e ,,, a.-; I+ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for g UT TvO.IYlS ~ov+ 1/Yle . . I am proud to make my living 
working In and With the recyding industry. My I lihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts ofobsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for vifllln material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
aft regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surf.Ices are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposad new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: /,M ~ 
Date: C.-'{ ~ :JOJO 



R  003247

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynamels £),,,,,..,,,,{,f /,(,~HS' andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for P) Mf' fVYJM,~r-} 1/ne , , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recyd!ng indllF(. My I lihood ls dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group.1he recyding industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest: standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other simllar recyding business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group .and General Ill, LLC. 

\ 



R  003248

TO WHOM fT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Co'?.. y (Y)C(a.n O and , am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job worl<lng for @. • I am proud to make my llvlng 
working in and with the recycling industry. M livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regulariy swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003249

-N-J,J.".JJJ..C.-.L..:J'--P,UL-------and I am writingb:I express my support 
nagement Group and ~ construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the So,t.lthl~Slde of Chicago. 

In my job wo Ing fur H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my IMng working In and with the 
recycling Ind . We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. liveHhood is dependent upon companies like General lll, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The ling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfllls and relieves 
stress on the lronment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my bservatlons, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
env!ro,Jlllllmttl compHance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulatlo and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
theirfaclllty reduce dust being klck!!d up from the ground. 

the area. 

understanding that the proposed new facility wll have even more comprehensive 
ls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

ltmentto environmental responslblllty, I want to reltl!rate my full support for Reserve 
Group and General Ill, U.C. 



R  003250

My name is _-"""---'-'=""""--'--"C.U..1--'-"--'-.:.------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group a d the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for NVT V'ltM) v n""--'-· ~ (l,. ' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My 1velihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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Date: June 4, 2020 

RMT Transport, Inc. 

PO Box:426 

114 N Polk St 

Morocco, IN 47963 

(219) 285-2307 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I am writing on behalf of my company, RMT Transport, Inc., myself, and all my 

employees and their families. I have built a lucrative business with General Iron 

Industries for over the last 20+ years. I have designed my transportation 

company around the needs of General Iron Industries to be a specialty hauler for 

only General Iron Industries. General Iron Industries has been good to me, my 

employees', and my company over the years. I and my employees have 

witnessed the care that General Iron Industries uses to keep their grounds safe 

and well kept. By not allowing General Iron to operate fully you are not hurting 

just General Iron -the list goes on and on. General Iron is an upstanding business 

who should be treated fairly. 

Sincerely, 

Rick Mccann 

President/Owner 

RMTTransport, Inc. 



R  003252

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J ~-db L . S L'C:¥2---d and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 8,,\A;T f v:U/V\ s~avt I Vlt . . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My ivelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003253

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name 62a t( tJ y v, &. + ~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /JY'+ VY\e, 1 I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My liv lihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

n. r, /l~· 
Signaturt/J~Jb:::t~ 

Date: b - t/ - ,:LO 



R  003254

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is n and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Man gement Group and the co struction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~A,t T Tr/llV\,SgtJY+ l ne,.. . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My ivelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003255

TO WHOM IT MAY)fNCERN: 

My name is ~ (J,t_, m C ka/J\D and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for + l Vil , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003256

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Co Ry (Y\C(.an C) and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ll.. • I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. M livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003257

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is fic;,h u,.,_,;" r and I am writing to express my support ' for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my j/:,b working for gAM T (ll!Yl~ovt I rt., 'I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. Myvelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 2 
Date: 0 -lf--ZtJ 



R  003258

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Cl c, · l, b < a a e: ff- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for h /.AT 1WY1S ~()yf VV\e · , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My l~elihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date: C,- '{- dr::JdCJ 



R  003259

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~V h <:? h,,, 8.-rtkn.a±/ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ¥\MT 111® t:J& OYt VYlC, . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industrv: y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature:.,,_#b:::::=:==:::::;2;•~~<~=· ~====·-==· 
Date: G-·-;-;;;::zo 



R  003260

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /I& I /C: 01e "'-\o,,~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for (iAA r I V'll!VI s ~IJY t I. n I!. , . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My 1\ielihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: f\.llh.., L 0~ 
Date: _~{,,_-_l.{_-...ccZ._O,c....... _____ _ 



R  003261

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isr::P Pi ti rd kl) Pg h rvz.E'" and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for h M;f ffQJV\,S ~ uY't l/\'ll . . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liv Uhood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

LC. 



R  003262

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jo t,.)A-<.-~fl / 5 If;.~ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for g M,f ftflJY1S ~OYt \.JY\e., • , I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My ivelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 



R  003263

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is £) o,.zq;if ,//4-~h"S- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for f1) AJc'r fVM'.1,~~lfY'+ ~'Ylf • , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My Ii elihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill. LLC. 



R  003264

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 6,-, e.f!j r9f. /\I(, J /J TT l- (;... and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for V\fl(!,, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. M livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ ~-. ~ 
Date: {p -ij - ;L ff) 



R  003265

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is I);,0 -,., b11rJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for t /1 ·r -r;:,, • y,tJa ,.,r , I am proud to make my living 
J 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

~.s=-~ -:, 
Signature:-====_:======--==~==::::::::::. 

Date: /,, - J.. -)_;y 



R  003266

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Waite Equipment Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signat~/e 1 

L/ 
June 4 2020 
Date 



R  003267

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 2/}{lf[t / £,,~) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group ~nd tlie construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chi~. 

In my job working for /,! I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the re ing industry. My livelih a is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group an General Ill, LLC. 



R  003268

June 01, 2020 

To whom it may concern: 

My name is Diana Williams and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue 

on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Aztec Trucking Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and 
with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and the Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts 
of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 

reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

The goal of the Reserve Management Group to "provide safe, responsible and 
sustainable recycling solutions for their customers and the environment". It is my 
opinion that the Reserve Management Group adheres to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance as a recycling facility, adheres to all regulations and takes all 
possible steps to exceed what is required by law. If this was not the case, General Iron 

as a reserve management group company would not have lasted now for more than 

100 years. 

Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and the Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust 

being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 

similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 

for the Reserve Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Diana Williams 
June 01, 2020 



R  003269

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is Aaron F Murphy and I am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group and the construction of' General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job workl1111 fer Pua Trucklm , I am proud to make my 
llvln8 working In and with the recycling industry. My llvellhood 15 dependent upon companies like 
General 111, LLCand Reserve Manapment Group. The recycf1ng Industry keeps larp amounts of 
obsolete metal Items oot of landfills and relieves stress on the lllllllronment by redlJdns the need for 
virgin material In the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the hll:hesf; standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycf1ns f!lclllty where I do business. They adhere to 
all ragulatlons and take all possible steps to exceed what 15 required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
fl18111arly swept end watered, and Reserve Management: Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facllJty to reduce dust belng kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It Is my understanding that the pl'OpOffll new fildlity will have even more comprehens!Ve 
pollution controls and monltortng than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 
thearee. 

Given this commitment to environmental responslblllty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Slgnature:_,:;;..,,~~~=~~;lt--

Date: __ l',:.£.~.::!~/a:....:11/lq;.:_ ____ _ 



R  003270

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name Is A\ \C,\ a 00.i r cl and I am writing to flllJll'IISS my support 
for Reserve Management Gl'Dllp and the construction of General !II, LI.Cat 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the SOUtheast Side of Chla!go. 

In my Jobworldng for .Pt1l)e.. TVU£ki V\g . I am proud to make myllvlng 

worfdng In and with the recycling Industry. My llvellhood Is dependent upon companies llke General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycUng Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landf!lls and relieves stress on the environment by reducln!I the need for virgin mater!al In 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my obseMtlons, lleseM Manqement Gl'Ollp oparatlons are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compllanca that I hive seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all resulatlons and take all posslble steps to m:ud what Is requlnld by law. llolldways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enfon:e low speed limits at 
thalr faclllty to reduce dust being kk:bd up from the ground. 

Further, It Is my undemandlllll that the proposed new faclllty wlll have even more comprehensive 
pollutlon controls and monitoring than the current oparatlon or any other s!mllar recycling business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental respomlblllty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 1111 W:. 

Slllnature: ~ 
Dirte:_=to:.i...\ 2.=ll....!:1.=o~---



R  003271

VCONCERN: 

t:li Jo • t:f r (,,. and I am writing to express my support 

anagement Group and the construc!:ion of General Ill, UC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job wo Ing for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 
recycllngind stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. livelihood ls dependent upon companies like General Ill, W:: and Reserve Management 
Group. The cling industry keeps large amounts of obsoleta metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the ronment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new f!00ds. 

Based on mv Mltions, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

pollution co 
the area. 

I compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
reduce dust being kided up from the ground. 

understanding that the proposed new facility wil have even more comprehensive 
and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business ln 

itment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Slgnature:L.4.:.....------------

Date:--"'b-1--'-'7_-~J._O ___ _ 



R  003272

Bridge Cranes-Conveyors -Fabrications - /nstallatlons-Modemizatlons • Monorails - Pafnt Booths - Posltioners- Services 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for Waite Equipment Company, I am proud to make my living working In and with the 
recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 
and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

June 4 2020 

Date 

{ 



R  003273

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Wickenkamp, P.E. and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago. 

At Hey and Associates, we are proud to work with other companies that have a commitment to the 

environment and sustainability, especially related to water resources. Our livelihoods are dependent 

upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group, who have the will and interest to 

design and implement projects that responsibly manage stormwater runoff. 

Based on my personal experience regarding stormwater management planning and design, Reserve 

Management Group operations has consistently directed us to design and implement systems that 

exceed those that are required by current standards. Protection of water quality, as well as research, 

design and implementation of state-of-art treatment systems has been of the utmost concern to the 

leadership team. Although not required, additional measures to capture and reuse stormwater runoff 

were also implemented at the current site. 

It is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive stormwater 

runoff pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

0/1..J/'1O 
Date 



R  003274

TO WHOM if MAY CONCERN 

My name is r~-1.A }::s//✓ /3/ / ) /./~,:::;(> /\ 1 and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Genera! !Ii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

; lam proud to make my living 

working in Jnd with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General ii!, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfiils and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyding facility where I do business, They adhere to 

a!I regulations and take 2!! possib!e steps to exceed what is required by !aw. Roadways and surfaces are 

regu!ariy swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new faciHty wd! hJve even more comprehensive 

poHution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other s!ml!ar recyding business In 

the area, 

Given this comrnitment to environmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC 

Signattife 

Date 



R  003275

""·, 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is D1< AGAN SAv I c..1-/ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for CRES, 'T "'d TT AL ~ Fl \ N c. , I am proud to make my living 

' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC . 

.,_)vtJE 5 1.oW 
Date 

~ .,.,.,,.. ..... ===---------=-,.....,.....,A""""'""....,..,.,_""".,*Z"'·-""""'" .. ·"'"'"''"',_,_..., ___ ..,.,, ~,,, .. .,11,e,z.,.., __ www_..., __ .., 



R  003276

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

'. 

My name is __ )-'-:·_'.'-'-: --''-·-'--'"--''"-·_,_·c.' __________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

l 

In my job working for h< ·L<--<-.;-, 1, :_.Ar<)'-,;, ,"-,)1 '""c'.s, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution contro!s and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business tn 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003277

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \2:,,.-'J WA<~ 
and I am writing to el.:press my support for Reserve 

Management Group and the constmction of General Ill, LLC at 

11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
W "' ,~ l,A4-<,J , I am proud 

to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 

My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 

keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 

relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 

operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 

business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 

steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 

are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 

Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 

reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 

will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 

monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 

recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 

to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 

General III, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003278

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Bergner and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Columbia Steel Casting Co., Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out 

of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: 

Date: June 4th
• 2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: mobile: 414-881-5863 



R  003279

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is RolfSchaffrath !LG-International GmbH_ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 

Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side 

of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 

□ 7l /:1 
~c.b / ' . 

international GmbH // / / / I / i 
Forstv1eg 5 , 52382 Niederzler /' / // / / / / 
T:+49 (0) 24 28194 33-0 / /?_; U, ·11; 
F.•.:.1,e1 (fl) ?4 28/n,~ 11_"l~ -'/ "'-7 //-o ( / 
Signature '-~ / / " ' 

I I J 

/ 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_ Rolf Schaffrath_ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _Company !LG-International GmbH I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and Generafiu;°tLC. 
' 

□ 

Date 1 



R  003281

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

: 

My name is __ l_. -·-'---'--'-''--'------------and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _:"-0,_: -"·: c:· :.:.··-:::.'.c· '""~· ~-~·::.··:.:·c:>-"' c.:·.:c·"'-"·"'1:cc· ~'------'- I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

po!!utlon controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003282

TO VVHOM n MAY CONCERN· 

' 
•'v1y name is,,,,-- -/.e:F_~J:-~8~'_6_;:z_o~_=_<-_S ________ _ ~,,- and i arT\ wr!ting to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the con:;truction of General H\, LLC at 11600 S, Burley 

Avenue on n,C>:, Hitheast S:de of Chicago, 

in my job ;,vork1ng for f,.,.JArr£ G°Qu;PH&-ir Co_ LlC ; am proud to make rny 

living working in anc/ v1ith the recycling industry. My ln/e!ihood is dependent upon comparnes like 

General !ii, LLC anc Heserve Man2gernent Group. The recyci:n§ industry keeps large arnounts of 

obsolete metal iterns out of landfiHs and relieves stress on tr:e env1ronrnern by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the rnanufactunng of ne\V goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the- highest standards 

of environment2! compliance that 1 have seen at any rer ye ling fadlity where I do business. They 

adhere to ale regu12t1ons and take al! possibie steps to exceed ,;vh;H is required by iaw Roadways and 

surfaces are regularly swept zinc] wc1ter,?d, and Reserve ~.1ani:lgement Group's emp!oye-es enforce low 

~Pt'ed limits ::t thC!f faci!lty to reduce dust being k:ckc:d up frorn the ground. 

F-urther, :tis my dnclerstand1ng that the proposed new faliiity ,•;di have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitonng than the current operation or any other s\rni!ar recycilng business 

:n the area. 

Given this c urm,trnent to environmental responsib!l1ty, 'want to reiterate rny fui! support for 

Reserve Man.agerr1':nt Group ~rncl Gem:r;3i ill_ LLC 

' ~~,,_~_;....,._~..-.._ 
~ -- ·~-·~ ---·~4 

Signature 

Date 



R  003283

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tim Conway and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for SCM Technologies, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 6/5/2020 



R  003284

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is IV\e-c Jl \.l..._l { and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for \ 1:, \ 0 \ h, F 
1 4 t, p YY\et"\J , ! am proud to make my livfng 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies !!ke General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that! have seen at any recycling facility where! do business, They adhere to 

al! regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regular!y swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and Genera! !II, LLC. 

Signature 

Co Is /z_o 
Date r I 



R  003285

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joseph Davy, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Maruichi Leavitt Pipe and Tube, I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signatur, 

l ✓ f- 71, ·a-o 

Date 



R  003286

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
(' 

I 
I n 

My name is( Ar'IJ t::i Y C) /<fl CF and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
·"\ 

In my job working for __ _,/_\..:.' ·'-1 :2.V..,[""'J;_=·':7.1.l.,_1 b-"'-""l'-..,[=·"-10=' ,.,(:,-=l,..:.v..::f=F=<l"'-'('"{'.=.,.J{,1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~ / 
/.\-,"'·< c... , __ 

Signature 

f. ) .Al) .r :1· - / r, ') r·• 
C (___,; C \../ 

Date 



R  003287

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Robert Sheppard and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for RPM Midwest Sales, Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

6/4/2020 

Date 



R  003288

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for &d ml/~ k» I 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003289

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Busby (Owner of Lake City Janitorial Inc.) and I am writing to express my support for 

Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Reserve Management Group, I am proud that I and my employees are associated 

to make our living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon 

companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 

amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 

need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Siinature \) 

---✓::, :'.!2 L( 21.1 7.<J 

Date 
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RG FITZPATRICK & ASSOC/A TES, INC. 

June 4, 2020 

Kevin Trant 
General Iron Industries Inc. 
1909 N Clilion Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60614 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

26\JV 130 WOOD LARK DRIVE 
WHEATON, IL 60188•4544 
(630) 258.81 63 
RGFITZ@RGFAI.COM 

I am writing lo express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 
lll, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. It is imperative that we 
continue to develop and maintain a vibrant and effective businesses in the Chicago Metro Area. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 
city streets. A commitment lo recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. This environmentally sustainable 
business is critical in developing the circular economy to reduce waste and effectively recycle. 

1 am environmental consultant and work with many companies such as General 111, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued 
availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of 
good paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in 
the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 
sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General lll, LLC. 

Regards, 

Ron Fitzpatrick 
President 
RO Fitzpatrick & Associates 



R  003291

C 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Thomas L Harper and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General ill, LlC at 11600 S Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LlC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an Important economic engine that provides hundreds of 

paying, head·of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role ln supporting environmenta! responsiblHty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 

j 
r 

// /,< 

~;---. /2 .. l """-



R  003292

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is J{JS:€1'/f /l. V1l.£'qt1e.Z and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 
r 

C.NG 1N!i€IZ !Nt'3, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

ail regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibiiity, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 
u I 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~C'2:, (;, '\) " L/'.J/ Y::_)c~ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Mitn'agement Group and the construction ot~neral Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

_,-., J ,11 11 l 
In my job working for J ( 1 ll j /10 Ci t,rl 11r?k ' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Si'""'"''N ~ ~-;1~ nj 
Date: b ) 7, C 

C ·7 ?!$._' 'J r 5· Preferred Contact Method/lnf~~j kc I()_ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

J'.! ,<17 /" ( 
My name is 6.&·fJ~O/ @jyf )If, 6Z and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5, Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

1 n my job working for __,5~·'-LE"---"'c"-/;----'-;y'--·"--7 _,,!_,_()L·, --1Y--'e""--'J;)=·· ;:__ __ _,, 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003295

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es crn{}{ ;· 0 ~~I y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

La industria del reciclaje de metales mantiene grandes cantidades de artfculos obsoletos fuera de los 
vertederos y fuera de las calles de la ciudad. Un compromiso con el reciclaje tambien alivia el estres 
sobre el medio ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos 
productos. En mi vida diaria trato de reciclar y comprar productos hechos de materiales reciclados. 
Empresas como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group son partes vitales de una cadena de 
suministro que garantiza la disponibilidad continua de estos productos fabricados con materiales 
reciclados en el mercado. 

Ademas, el Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva es un importante motor econ6mico t sombrero ofrece cien s 
de bien remunerados, empleos cabeza·de•hogar. Creo que deberfa ser una alta prioridad mantener esos 
trabajos en la ciudad de Chicago en lugar de regularlos para que sean trasladados a otra ciudad o region. 

Dado el papel de Reserve Management Group en el apoyo a Ja responsabilidad ambiental, la 
sostenibilidad y el crecimiento econ6mico, quiero reiterar mi pleno apoyo a General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es ~fb.e F flu ;;;e 2 v estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para __,f_' ;~"_'2"._0'l_.J2_~_'.:i~~(_r_· _p_. _0_1_1~----' me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria de! reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria de! reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones de! Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I lfmites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de! sue!o. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva insta!aci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General 111, LLC. 



R  003297

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group a d the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for , JI\/ · b~) ;;"-"" ~d · , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry~y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facjlity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003298

TO WHOM IT MAY CON£ERN: 

My name is ~L:....:i,_,~~·t2_D}2_ __ _::::,...~c2/2'i,a.."---4-___ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve anagement Group and the constructio of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chic\.:) 

In my job working for --~\_l_1· _u_~-~-------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General ill, LLC. 



R  003299

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es /h /~ fw, Le, vvtc,,.C he:, }G{. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi ' apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construccion de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para f-fr/d I~ , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la fndustria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 
como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricacion de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalacion de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superf'lcies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gestion de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalacion propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminacion 
a(m mas completos que la operacion actual o cuaiquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003300

A QUIEN LE iNTERESE: 

n /' / /7 il/YJad J ~ ... Mi nombre es /Hr Ch i/ I I <-f/ I ch•1'Li c.. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reser/e;::;;;;;agement Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para p<!,Jj { ~, , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria de! reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 
como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la fey. las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y def 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 



R  003301

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~/fl/le C·a ,,,u,rVO and I am writing to express my support 
~ 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for --"'~'-'e=---'-vY\V-"''-. ..,\,,_b"-"o'-'---· ~-'----"--------~· I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003302

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
. i 

My name is ~o, v < ,N 1 /!,.VY'- -"-Y ( and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management GroJp and the co~struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for e, ·✓) '' __s· ;; ' S+ /1, J , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new frcility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Manageme~t Group and General Ill, LLC. 
\ 

\ I 
Signature: -;j~~_) L' 

j IC· 
Date:. __ 1;-'/_s_··_/_2_L_; _____ _ 

) /2) ,1 
P ref e r red Co n ta ct M et hod/ I n fo : _i!'7:_,c..· ::...I -1-'".:.1..:.·Y,_,_c_::c' .:.V-""'-''----c'-_ -'--'-' _1._( 

✓ 



R  003303

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

/('; \ 
Mi nombre es ·:;:B,t ( 2-. ,Lc ·r±:'-- y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para --'t-"J .... · -~--L..::..lu_·....,, ___________ _,, me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. la industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y tom an todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

c(lL 
Signature 

Date 



R  003304

A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es µ(1': c;_ ~ /\Ao_ \ l ~ f\ 1.2 ? y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S, Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para W 1°'-X1:t :'.\ (?_ £' x:v ,es S , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para redudr el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y Genera J1.C. 

7 

I/. ' x f:Y,,C{, 

{-



R  003305

TO WHOM rrjMAY CONCERN: 
' .-7 • 
• A • ·; // / v· L ;; f -._ -/~11 

My name is • / / / ./' 1 · f (~ . ), . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserv~ 11fanag';;ment Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job wo~king for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling ind~stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. M~ livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the ~nvironment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulation~ and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility tb reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is '!'Y understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate. my full support for Reserve 
I 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signature: ~il~·~1~r".,,,9...,,~>~e~I-~!µ~· ~C=-'-/c.,/ f;a4~c)/J~C...,_,~4+-

Date: -~1;,7
1 +,l_.;~----c."-/ __ ?~o~-----



R  003306

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ Happy Zhao _____________ and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _Jin Tian Copper---------------~ I am proud to 
make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies 

like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 

obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ___ Happy Zhao, 6-4-2020 _______ _ 



R  003307UNIVERSAL METAL RECYCLING 
720 New Haven Avenue 
Aurora, IL 60506, USA 
Phone : 630-839-9300 
E-mail : purchase@umrusa.com 

Ref. : .................... . 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

mETA(.'9 
_v· •.•.• ~ 

"'' . . . . 0 Q:" .... .,I.. 
........ :. n > ..... ~. r-
~ '\:'.•;.·. ~/;;; 
?,:.•; . ., " 

L.MR 

Date : .................... . 

My name is __ ABDULLAH KHAN_ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 
Chicago. 

In my job working for _UNIVERSAL METAL RECYCLING,720 NEW HAVEN AVENUE AURORA.IL USA._, 
I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent 
upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods 

Based on my ol)servations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business 111 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmenlal respons1bil1ty, I want to reiterate rny full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ---'--"----• -c-,--,'--/-~0~6~·.,,Occ'.l.'---'· '.)..0'---_).-0 
!c ·>\( 

, 

. . www.universalmetfilrecycling.com * 



R  003308+1 (8SS) 499 3969 [Toll Frne} 
+1 289 608 7083 [Office] 
1-1 778 719 3952 [WhatsappJ 
+1 zag 608 7138 IF••! 
6678, 152 St.,# 109 
Surr~y, BC, Canadil V35 7J2 
rakesh@anytimemetals.com 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gaurav Gupta and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 
the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my Job working for Anytime Metals Ltd, I am proud to make my Jiving working in and with the 
recycling industry. My llvellhood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 
and relleves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, It Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

'?111 r:11,-{ o" 1:c4<1t(. o/ 
ANYTif,,.~ METALS LTD. 

Signature and Date: --------~-------~June 02, 2020 "~-~ .. ~ :.-, 

~ISRI 
MEMBER anytimemetals.com 



R  003309

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _____ Scott Gao, ______________ and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 

Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ____ .JC Horizon, ______________ ~ I am proud to make 

my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 

General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 

obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

- ____ ceoGf ~ ____ 6/212020. ____ _ Signature and Date: ? _ 



R  003310

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is & t:A:H6C 7) 'M/4ll and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

;,./MA.L- - ,/ -r 
lnmyjobworkingfor l'V f'~ j,(J4.l})JN~, ..J---Jde ,lamproudtomakemyliving 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General m, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 



R  003311

CMR 
America 

llC 

Recycling Is Our Business 

CMR America, LLC, 120 College Street, 600 Plaza Middlesex, Middletown, CT 06416 
Ph: (860) 740 6129 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Rajiv Kaushal and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction 

of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for CMR America, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My 

livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iron and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 

large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all 

possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 

Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the 
ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 

monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management 

Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: -~=-;.-;,,.-<-if--'--''--'--i/c...-z.--i/c..."J...-OU> _ __:: ___ _ 



R  003312

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 0~1'/.e S ,Kt ;e, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for c!A J) Cl 1') ~ / fv1ie ~ils co:cg . , am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling in ~ry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and Ge j?ral Ill, LLC. 



R  003313

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _____ ..,L,,,u,,,cc,i,,_a--'M""c,,,E,,,l'-'-v"-ee,,_n'-'---------- and I am writing to express my sup po rt for 
Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ____ G_re_e_n_l_a_n_d_(_A_m_e_r_ic_a_)_l_n_c. ______ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LL,(, 

', t 11 
"-I,< ! I 

Signature and Date: ---~·..,1_·~\_l_._,J_; _.· -i+-,++---'------



R  003314

In my job working for 

--------------------, I am proud 
to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. 
My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General III, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 
relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group 
operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 
reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility 
will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and 
monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want 
to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General III, LLC. 

Signature and Date: 

06/02/2020 



R  003315



R  003316

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 5::n e hwl and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R. m. C -Yevltl o'"f} ~ r--{) C. . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental resp~sibilit~~wanf~~ my full support for Reserve 

Maoageme,< '""P aod Ge,eral "'•,'.'': . ~/'"'' // 0 , .. / 0 2 / 20 20 

Signature and Date: ______ 
1

=-----~---:::::::--·--·· .. -
/ 
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Mark Drury 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Importance: 

Attached. 

Best regards, 

Scott Greenberg 

Senior Trader 

Office: 770-284-6796 

Cell: 717-818-1984 

Skype ID: Gr8motors 

WeCbat ID: Gr8motors 

WhatsApp is active 

"""w.greenlandamerica.com 

Scott Greenberg <foodybat@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 3:37 PM 
Mark Drury 

Debby Chagal 

Re: Letter of Support for RMG and General Ill, LLC 

High 

CHECK OUT THE LINKED ARTICLE IN RECYCLING TODAY! 

https://www.recyclingtoday.com/article/greenland-america-metal-scrap-broker-profile/ 

1 
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MEMBER 

·-•,··~·~---·•··~---······~ •o<- •-.• -•··-- ,. •••~--< ,,,.,--c,,.,_,-,,--,.-c-,,~ ~,.~ •~~••• 
......__,, ,-., .-,..-,..,,,.cL,>'-,~•• .,,.,~,•-•" ,, •. ,,..,, __ ,.< ••~ o; 

--'---~·~...__,c,...,...,--. ✓ -•·"-· - ·-·-~~--•". "·' ·-~ ~ ____ ,,..., ,.,..._,, ·--· ........ ,. .... . 
. ,,,., __ .,~. ,, ~ , .• --•"'•··~-~"'"'' .., • ., •.. •.--,, 

I 
fV1ember 

On Jun 2, 2020, at 2:05 PM, Mark Drury <MarkDrurv@general-iron.com> wrote: 

Dear Friends, 
Please read, sign and return the attached form. General Iron needs to gather as many signatures as 
possible from our customers and suppliers by Friday. 
We would greatly appreciate it if each of you complete one personally and e-mail it back this week. 

Thank you for your help and support in this matter. 

Sincerely, 
Mark Drury 

MARK DRURY/ GENERAL IRON 
MARKDRURY@GENERAL-IRONCOM 
1909 N CLIFTON AVE, CHICAGO, IL 60614 
(0) 773-327-1116 (C) 708-336-1559 

<Gllogo 6059cbfa-6d03-4ba4-8013-8b5487!4c79l.lPG> 
a reserve management group company 

2 
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<Letter of Support - Supplier-Vendor to whom it may concern.docx> 

3 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name isC ht'\ r L'L Lodo and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /1/le.,,tro b r-ovP T (tC..--. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date:-=¼Z_'---=-----'='----&J_/_:z_/_~_ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ____ .Alex Curi. ______ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ Midwest Industrial Metals. ___ _, I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, lLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 
landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 
manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental respo7ibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and Gener1111 LLC. - / /; 

/
(, t11111 - -6 ~. ~o Signature and Date: ---+=4:Hl--'\--41'----J.----- ff,.._ / 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ji'l'V\ dLe.-ti, and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 1 I 'n. 0 C-ecut.. Ird:' L UY p. . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependJnt upon companies like General Ill, 

llC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~~ 
Signature and Date: __ __,~P,...,fu,.--------------
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

W I 

My name is ---~f--------------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme t Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ,;J.,o,Ja:i/u/A, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling Industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date:_~""--·------------

~. Juae., ],o}iJ. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is AMAR SANDHU, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for SAN METALS COMPANY LLC, USA, I am proud to make my living working in and 

with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: 

3rd June, 2020. 
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sales@nlcrometals.com • www.nlcrometals.com 
22 Malacca Street. RB Capital Building, #04-03, Singapore 048980. 

Mob.: +65-98666251. • Tel.: +65-69500316 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is Harry Wong and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for NICRO METALS PTE LTD, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: June 3, 2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Recy Global FZC and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Importing Scrap Metal, I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 
Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 
obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is 
required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust 
being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 
for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~ \,:_\__. 
Signature and Date: -f.;;\ c':"'----------

' ?, \ 6 \ 'l,o l,,O 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is !44,:,, ,~/µ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recycling industry. y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to envirgnmental resp·onslbiti 

Management Grou[! nd·Gen;ral Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: 

I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
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300 St Nicholas Ave. 
P.O. Box 26 
Haworth, NJ 07641 

Phone 201 882 2138 
Fax 201 501 0818 
pb@thecoremetals.com 
www.thecoremetals.com 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ (/e,_..~V ___ ~&-_or_~_ho_~lJ~.5_k~,_J ____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ -e,~·_Ye.._JM __ '1-_li_~_(_5 __ /_J_,c_· -----~• I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where i do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Signature and Date: 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~ 
My name is I IM £., 11 ,A.,.f' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the c struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Sp~ A /4~s ' I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the re"cycling industry. My liveli 7od is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and DaQ cr---3- l,,D 
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My name is Ji/(~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working fo!f/,£ 1& £~.£ t}o,;f!..p_ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 
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Fl1<0 
GROUP INC. 

June 3, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mike Jackson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at I J 600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Metro Group in Salt Lake City, Utah, I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and 

relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that l have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all 

regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 

swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to 

reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution 

controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Thank you, /"} # 
;flit~ .. ~ 
Mike Jae on 
VP Trading, Metro Group 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Tren Recyclables India LLP 
605-A. Ansal Chambers II. Bhikaji Cama 
Place. New Delhi. India - 110066 
Ph:+91116109334 
M: +91 9818936305 

My name is ARCH IT JHINGON and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for TREN RECYCLABLES /NOIA LLP, I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

For lAEN RECVCLABLES \NOIA LLP 

Signature and Date:_ 03 June 2020 
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SRIJI Enterprises Inc. 
95 WOODCREST DRIVE, MUTTONTOWN, NY 11791, U.S.A 

TEL: 516-921-9696; FAX: 516-921-9499; E-MAIL: lnfo@srijiusa.com 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Arjun Shah and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Sriji Enterprises Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

6/3/2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Dhimant Patel and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for CONTROL TECH SERVICES LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and with 

the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Reserve Management Group operations are probably run to the highest standards of environmental 

compliance where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed 

what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 

Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 

from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

. //< "J' , 
Signature and Date: --.~,q,.''"""r:.'6;;... ·-·=·· ·=· =·"-..,;,•---' :....."+--'-'::..Sf-"-?_c:., 1..··..::c:,.J 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /_ /j'Q {3; CJ( )Pvf, /nf?.r , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I wantto reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ~r~ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Randy Goodman and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Greenland (America), Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: __ Jk_c_c-:,-"'==='=dJ,=,C,L};J,"'-',r::..;~:..;J:..;:..;/1/_,_·c._~-'-' ---'6"/-"3-'-'/2""'0 
} 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l.iJLJ.a,yi f 0--v)_,, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for B/vt P / vV\-e,f f\.cct-,~Ov~ {&-ffJ) , , I am proud to make my living 
\ I 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is .required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

------··;.? ... ~/ b// 
Signature and Date: //;.1 /~---\..,/ 5 :)..D J-0 

-..,...C'---,L--•. =---------1,c........--1, 
,/ 

I 
\., 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l.A4k9-l f.-1 AN C..H HA IS R ti\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for NF i"'f f'Z..E" (.uAc) I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ----i~~---..,,.,__ __ Oi_l?+/0_0_~+/_v_ 
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TO WHOM ff MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ •1 {;, ,,1~ 1./4 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management G oup and the construction of Genera! !II, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

ln my job working for 1tl- (ie,_ ,.!,rt, J ..... .., fv,.,I.,,, TL lam proud to make my living 

working In and wlth the recyd!ng indust . My livelihood ls dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfUls and relieves stress on the environment by redudng the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

envfronmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facl!lty wi!I have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given thfs commitment to environmental responsibility,! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General !H, LLC. 

Signature and Date: _ _,Ac.:;;~'-<=+?--------6/'-"¥_,_,_, •_-'_P 
7 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _.A~J ... 1 .. &o~· ~·~;~~_\,_...l;t'"''"R/""",_,,J~h~~f_tl. _______ end i 2m w 0 iting rn express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 41 l ' eJ 141 lo '<; LP , ! am proud to make my Uvlng 

velihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, working in and with the recycling industry. M 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeµs largt: 21T1ounts of obso!ete meta! 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyciing fociiity whee i do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed wh,n is r~quired by iaw. Roadways anrl surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Grouo's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility \Nill have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or ,my other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responslb!!ity1 ! want to reiterate my fuH support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: -U,.,Q~1 
,,j"-""Jt,,,c.:

1'@=..:.-i. --""~'-i/1-"a!\-, L>,ld,c,.,U,<...' --
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June 2 ,2020 

LAKE SHORE METAL RECYCLING 
3546 S Ocean Blvd 

S. Palm Beach, Florida 
33480 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Arnold L. Fish and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Lake Shore Metal Recycling LLC, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like 
General III, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is 
required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 
Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust 
being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, It Is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support 
for Reserve Management Group and General III, LLC. 

SlgnatureandDate: ~£ ~ L,0:-c:z.o 
Arnold L. Fish Junh,ioio 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ .r:rlA>,Q,.r"'-'s'-'H_,__LP-'o"-'=L~A-f2-lt==----- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~01] Mtlu.!J lJJ I\ I11c. , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, llC. 

Signature and Date:---~..,,,· ,c__. ______ 6_,_/_'.2.-_,_/2'--0.==.).._0::__ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ./¼;r,u1 . ~Al~&'Z _________ cind I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Man-;;;;;;ient Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for 2/lf,I?, ,,.-IN- / hrtJv,P , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon comranles like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do busines~. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enfor(e low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Oat ~ ~ ~2 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \j /11JM4h= iv/AK and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for UV\.S M7-::7hd <'-,;, / N ~- . I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I ,have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

· regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the. current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibfllty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

,,.,,m.,,d Da<el j , ±Lie '7.,__ 3 ,/2.o 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is .5rrV{ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for L I{ Q tp) e,K Yo t[P., P Pr B '.l . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ,1£ ~ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is l\leerai.K.Sharma, and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Fairfax Metals U.C / Metalscrap Recycling IMI Pvt. ltd., I am proud to make my 

living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 

General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 

obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve M;marre,mPn! Group cm,er:,t,rms are nm lo the hi~'hest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group an~~e \ral )\.LC 
,:1 0 \; th Jl)f\e ?.o~O 

Signature and Date:-~~--------------
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Sow e.1 ~hiVI i and , am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fi1(\ \.kl'\ 1r In W (\O,hlS\'\J. . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Maoa"m~, Grn,p aoa ~ 

Signature and Date: --~_::;.._-1+..!..::....:... ____ ~_/_~.:._Z._o __ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is G D'.) cJ M a±b e \JJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 s. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Al .A \ t,101-\ OCt hvM ~ ( U-Sf\. J · / NC, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group aal :~~t~J--i 
SignatureandDate: ~Q,b !11)')_() 
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TOWJIOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

::=~= M__,_(t~ the ~oo of~:~~ ~i:::: ~ .. 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

lnmyjobworkingfor (}IICtYhiC Prlvlle,f 5tfvt 8M,1amprcudtcn'1111ft 

working in and with the recycling industry. My llvelihood is dependent upon companies IQ Gl!!I 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amouhts of obsolete m■ttll 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the envlronment by reducing the need for virgin material 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all llOSSib!e steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and ,..,..,tered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring t.'1an the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Glventhis commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General m, LlC. 

(IIV/r' Uv.A!VJ e,q;f O t I 20w 
Signature and Date: __ --'--,¥;-----------
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Tahil Budhiraja and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for my company; Auro Metal & Traders , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 
General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts 
of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing 
the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up 
from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wilt have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 
similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: June 03, 2020 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --:,}.!:::.U."'-'-'--l'.ll--1/.!..L:L-==L...------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve anagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ~<e:--r1/LLO {?,Q.Q (Uh J\lt/ . I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: _______________ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Shivek Behl and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for PSS Metals LLC, I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling 

industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

~ ~ 06/04/2020 
Signature and Date:--""~"---------------
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ARGENTUM METALS USA INC. 

My n:mw i-.. Raghuvar Bhargtna anti! J.m \\rit;n!,~ to t:'Xprt.'s:s ray support for Rt'servl' M:inagcml.!nt Group 
and the (Dlhlrn.:t!!m n(Gr:ns.·r.1f l!L UC al! !tiO(i S. Burk~ A\1,,;mi.; t•r:-:hc SouthcJst Side of Chicago. 

ln m:, Job uor~int~ for Argcntu:r \-h:tab l SA incl Jm prnml to ma;.,; nl) h\ing -.H,rking in amJ \\!th the 
r::cyc!ing indu~il} ~-1) liveHlwnJ L; d~fk:ndt!m tqH.,n i.:omp~mi~s liki:: Gt::1em! i!L U _f m1d Rcscn·:: 
Management Group. ! hi: rcc.:yding industf) k~cp~ 1:!rgt: arnoun1s of obsolet.: metal items t)Ut of !and ti lb 
rrnd rchl.!vt:s stn:ss on rh1: l!nvironrncnt by rcdLu.:ing th.: n~ed for virgin mat~rial in th~ mam1facwdng of 
m:1A gouJ~. 

Bcht\! on m~- ub:,.:n >.1Un1h, f{.,•:;l"P, v i\bnafti11J..:-nc t iroup ~lpl.:nttioih ,1r..:- nm !1) !ht: highc;;.t ,t.uttianh of 

i..•tJ\ ,n.mrrn.:nt~i! ..:L1rnptlani.::'" d-ut I h;p,,; ;1i,,"(.'.n ;,Jt .tn) r.:l') i.:irng_ fa,.:lli\:,- \\ hrr•.: l du ht:sincs""'" 1 ht"} adhr:r~ to 
a!I r:.:gulatiom. anJ tuke 3]1 pu-;~iblt" 'itcp-. tu \.!'.\..:ct·d nlui is r\!yuirt"d h;, la\\, Roadwa)S. anJ :;.urfaces are 

regulari: S\vt:pt and \\ ate-red, nnd Rt:sl-:rvi: \fanagl.!tnl'nl CJrnup's emplo) r,;~:, ,:nforce low spc!!d Hmits at 
their faulity to rcdt:cr \_h.1s1 b~ing kicheJ up from th-.: gmur1sl 

h1rtb:rs 1! 1s m: under~!Jnd:rig rtu~ th~ pr1o.1po~.:d nnt. facility \\!H have tn.:n more comprehensive 
pvllutton Lt1:1trnl;;, ~rnd mowh,ring th,w the .... un;;n! upi'Uh.Jn or JnJ other simi1;1r r-.:i:yding l:nisiness in the 

(fnen !hb i:ormni~mt·m hJ ~nut'ltmi1cnw! rt:spons1b!ltt), l v.am w 1\tih:n~k my fuil .iuppon for Reserve 
Mar:ag~mcn: Group anc: General ill, LLC 

;; 
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June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I am Steve Lundergan with Exeon Processors and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent 
upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large 
amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 
need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

si!:d:r~~~ 
President & Owner 
Exeon Processors 
slundergan@exeoninc.com 
260-433-4425 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _______ Jian Ma ____________ and I am writing to express my 

support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

• In my job working for _________ .JU lnt'I Holding LLC. __________ ~ I am 

proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent 

upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 

large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by 
reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ____________ Jian Ma 6/4/20 _____ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

, ~~ I \. . /' I \ \, 

My name fs __) a-,\- ~ ~ ~t.t<. 1 ,..- '- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

!n my job working for '<_,\j Q,,, ½~-~ \ ('. q-..c.\' l:1J\ a..+c. ..--r- ~, C, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Manage'!7ent Group and General 111, LLC. 

\ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Joel Fink and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Allied Metal Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: 



R  003360RISfIIK'-\ ENTERPRISES 
Flat No. 323, Sit!.' · l, Vik;is Puri, V'!e•:t tJe1:1 Delhi . 11001!! 

M.9899l1SOGD,9H1D501035 

GSTIN; 07/\AZFR47ll7JlZ3 

1"0WHOM11' MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~,,I it /),11,,x•:X:- andlamwrltingtoexpressmy 

suppott for Re~erve Management Group and the construction ofGeneral 111, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

lnmyjobwotkingfor ) ;<, 'Ju ·" i lamproudromakemy 

living working in and with the recycling In dust •. My livelihood Is dependent upon 

companies like General lll, LLC and Reserve Management Group. '!he recycling industry 

keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 

environment by reducing the need forvlrgln material In the manufacrurlng of new goods. 

llasedon my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 

standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facllitywhere I do 

business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to e.'<ceed what is 

required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve 

Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust 

beingklckedup from the ground 

l'urther. it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 

comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other 

similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full suppon 

forReseive Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

SlgnarureandDate: ,LJJ. OL) )•1 6) ),::.1"" 

i-or R1sh1ka E:ntE:1 pnsE::, 
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.TdwHoMiTMAYCONCERN, 
~:nainels· .. • ~Vl)'.)/Jl .,u\~(z;•y •>• 
ll!ldJ 11111 writJng to Ol!P~ ~y sllpJ)Otl Tof::e •• / > .· •. 
M~ont Group !Uld !he, 0<>nstruci:ion o~ ~otj,IJ.!I,J,IX: 't 
I 1600 s. Burley Allenu.e oo the Southeast Side of Ch1eago. 

Ii> my job workingfor . . . . . . .. · 
~ bol li?e~,,~ Co. . .1.ru.11p~ud 
to~e my living wo~C:m ~with the recycling ~dustty, 
My livelihood ls. oopendent upon companies llk.e Gene,ral III; 
u.c ll!ld Rese.rve lMlulai!ement Group. Tile reeycling lndus~ 
keeps l"'ll• am01111ts ofobsolele metal items out 6fl"'!djills and 
relieves stress on .the environment by reducing the need for 
vlrgin material in the manufac1uring of new goods. 

.Based on myobservations, ReserveManagement~UP 
operations are run to fue highest standards ofenVirOllJll';Iltal 

· coml;'liru,ce that r have see11 at any recyclingfacility wt,.ere I do 
business. Tiley .adhere to all regulations an.d lllke all pos~ib)e 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surihces 
are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Managem~nt 
Group's ernplo~ enforce low speed limits at 1heir fiwillty to 
reduce dust being kicked up ftom the ground. 

. Further, it .is my unders!llnding that the proposed new fiwllity 
will have even more comprehensive pollution con\rols 1111.d 
monitoring than the current operation or any othercsimilar 
. recycling business in the area. 

.C,iv':n this commitment to e11vironmental res~11sibility,Iwant 
to re1teraje my full support fur Rel!erve Man11$ement Group and 
General ID, LLC, 

Si~ .. ,···.· .... ·~.an .... d.··.·.·,.o .. a··· .. ·.t.·e. :. • .. ~•0ffe i~/:q,6q:,..o. 
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TO WHOM 11: MAY CONCERN: 

My name is • J:s,;cl.,Y\,- 5J--c,...,,~€ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve l'i'lan~gement Group and the constructon of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeai Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling ind~stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. Mf livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The r~cycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the!environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on mv:observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environment~! compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulation~ and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swe!pt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility ~o reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is ~y understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution conrrols and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this co111mitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: -'M'°""s...-=·="'-'/4~{/4=..::~:::i::-=-=-i-·•_· ___ _ -. 7 \J 
Date:_-=;=&~✓ -~~~~~d~u~·---
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TO WHOM 11; MAY CONCERN: 

My name is lf22nu f! ! ,I)/ li:1 }'Ll and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve rylanagement Group and the construction of General 111, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling indbstry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. M~ livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, lLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The r~cycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on thelenvironment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on myiobservations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environment~! compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulation~ and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly sw~pt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility ~o reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is (nY understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution con~rols and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

-Given thi.s co{T]mitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is . /l/e,iri CJ /, cl ,I-J/60. and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve rf1anagement Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling ind~stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on theienvironment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on mypbservations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmentpl compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulation~ and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly sw~pt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility ~o reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this CD(Ylmitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/ 
Signature: -~ ./ 

Date: _ _,_fu.!L;..•·~J::.__· _s:d:........:0:...' ..::":,'-_ ..::o ___ _ 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is • n 1r,cird:) 1/r~l P0?:ur-lr1 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve 11/lanagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southea$ Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling ind~stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The rbcyciing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on thelenvironment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my;observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environment~! compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulation~ and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly sw~pt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is /ny understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this co111mitmen_t to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is &rtn (0 

a. (~~ J-1. C j ( . 2---and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve tyianagement Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southea,it Side of Chicago. 

! 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling ind~stry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. Mt livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill. LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the;environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swfipt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility ~o reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is (ny understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental re,ponsibility, J want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -/4,ce J'ife C_ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve tjllanagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling indpstry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. Mt livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The r~cycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the;environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on mv:observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulatio~s and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility 1o reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is r,y understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this c_ginmitment to environ.mental responsibility, I want to re.iterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

. ·~ 
My name is ;r~i Y'.Y\o i'.)Cjr) /(C?rh r, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve rytanagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago . 

• 

In my job wofking for H Cooper logistics lnc.1 I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling indpstry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, llC and Reserve Management 

Group. The ,~cycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the!environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my,observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere ta 
all regulatioris and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swJpt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution co~trols and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this cornmitmenuo environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,;,~,le .v-1 rio ('" [z G1 i e 7 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve 11/lanagement Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered. and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Managemeni Group and General Ill, LlC. 

Signature: 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is~. ~lft~_/,~~~i_'YJ~(~o-~#~/2~1,_1 l~t~r~e~?=·---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

!n my job wo:ddng for H Cooper Logistics Inc., ! am proud to make my living working In and with the 
recycling indµstry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The r~cycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly sw~pt and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmentalxesponsibillty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

-r/ ';J 
Signature: -'-.t,Cc44-a,d(:;;;;c~µc/;;a'1aaA"'..,_)_,""1:'-"j"-/-'-),..L1 "'C&""7f=+-•' __ _ 

Date: _D__.6::..• ---"O~5c...~_:Zc.._C._~;_2_-0_1 
___ _ 
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TO WHO~ONCERN: / / 

My name is rf::;?o /7'l ,H 12,, ::~/, ,✓' and I am writing to express my support 

for Reser\/~ lllla?agement Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 
the Southe)i'srSide of Chicago, 

In my job working for H Cooper logistics Inc, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry, We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group, The ry,cyding industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly ~w~pt and watered,. and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce !ow speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is rnv understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution co~trois and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business ln 
the area, 

Given thJ~;nmitment to em1ir.onmental responsibility, ! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 



R  003372

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is• {l~ ei.,,_,c OJ~l½ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M;;;;agement Group and the construction,:,1:;i~eral 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies Hke General !II, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it ismy understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this qmmitment to environmental.responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: Clf 4 I Ct&-1:' 

Date: 



R  003373

TO WHOM ITMAY CONCERN: 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job wofking for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 

purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 

stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environment?! compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility tb reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: {jl~ Ge,~.,, ~. 

Date: Ob - 05-;:z___o ~ .. D 



R  003374

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is. RO /,e.r JO 
/"'• 
lr><'(> r,,__.P r; J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, llC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 
recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date: _,.G~--'-~· 5'-"--··_· __.Z"'-"C'-) _____ _ 



R  003375

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

__, ,:; /I ·J;ucn.iJ( My name is (,/fl,·· 1 ·Ji.., ,- , r LI :; and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managerne'nt Gro d the c6nstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on / 

the Southeast Side of Chica . 

In my job working for H Cooper Logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 
recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facillty will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 



R  003376

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Jk-',</J 0 7 1,.,/,c_:;~ and! am writing to express my support ' for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for H Cooper logistics Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 
recycling industry. We are a Green Company that almost exclusively hauls scrap metals for recycling 
purposes. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves 
stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it isimy understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this cqmmitrnent to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my f!Jll support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~~J-=~=-✓------------

Date: C G ~ (f) c::- - 2. 0 



R  003377

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ ~ /' /"'2f?,r'\ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General 111, LLC. 

Date 



R  003378

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is krb Cgr/~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003379

June 8, 2020 

Therese M. Dorigan 
2052 N. Lincoln Park West, Unit 810 

Chicago, fllinois 60614 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Therese M. Dorigan and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General 11 I, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. The recycling industry 
keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfllls and relieves stress on the 
environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required 
by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management 
Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from 
the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling 
business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility. I want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill. LLC. 

Therese M. Dorigan 



R  003380



R  003381

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Randy J. Heinig and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycied materials. Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avai!abl!lty of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or regfon. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting envlronmentaj responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, llC. 

/1 

Signature 

June 5, 2020 

Date 



R  003382

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~ OP ~";~ and I arn writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group an 1e construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for f) \ ·w :fro-n ~ ('I\,. k,\ , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. Jy livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all poss'1ble steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding tl1at the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monltoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003383

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

::J.ak. c ,r, , , h ; ,re[ 
My name is ______ L/" _____________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

A+w 1rM +'/lfcW 
In my job working for------------------~ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X ,/h~-·· 
.. Sig,¢ure 



R  003384

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gt:}!£ f)/<e7 T GA C fl and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A~ 4,) ·r rlo,v ,< I'-'I bl(\ L , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 



R  003385

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Q Oh 5,r I' 4'.C /( and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A 'ft W :\:' i/' {} v\ I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General II!, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 



R  003386

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

\ \ \ \ \ ,::,"" ,. ·• ... ·,. \., · .. H .. ',· -,1,,i •. My name ls ; \. /\ \, \"-- i _ _ " . . \ 
for Reserve Management Group and the co 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

and I am writing to express my support 

struction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

liv,,lih,ood is upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment lo environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

1 li f / \ 
l i--r 

Date 

/ :;i ("';/] { 
I l--\ J ,:;'.___\ j 



R  003387

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

c 1
9 ,

1
,1 Jr~ 

My name is-2:::> k'., V\ ~ C(),e., and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

I · b 1 · f '.7iv'--c,S;Jc.., f:.,,1c_;,,,.__,-r,~s d I I n my JO wor <1ng or _l'-__________ -:J ________ ~ I am prou to ma <e my iving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003388

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is N Prlli'n'IV 1G ~~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R,lll::~tlE. E°l),J . ---S:-vt- 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003389

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: / -

/1 - ;/ . 
My name is c::; to '2'7 I:: /-h Psrh:: ,-__... and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

l) -
In my job working for A I i/-t:. 'S:, /;, & £,1,, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liveli;{ood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Sig,{atur{ 

Date 

/ 
C,-/ i 

{ ! 

I 



R  003390

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is <,/; !/,V; ,\ /c//2, / and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve 'Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

!n my job working for ~~,tlr':/ { / 'r.,k ,!:~/I;, -1! c/'/_, '""'~ , I am proud to make my living 
(/ / 

working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate rny full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

/ 
Signature 

Date 



R  003391

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f7 ( 111 n I l/ /\;\/L l ~ ( 1 fl S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group a,fci the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for K I i/ l(j I c/ {.. [n '\ 1 II f t ,· 111J , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003392

-. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
/) ,;/ 

My name is ""Jt;_,,;,Sc?L- /~1,7/,,.JJ/vJ;; and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for hS2£!,IJ!" 6,, t; 1//f?.§/(.1// if, fa 1 .. , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood Is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and tal<e all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's emp!oyees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
,-· 

Manageme,?up and General Ill, LLC. 

/:1:!/:1 
/ Signature 

Date 



R  003393

Riverside Engineering 
Metals Recycling Design Controls Wear Parts Sorvfcas 

June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Olson, CEO of Riverside Engineering, and! am writing to express my support for 
Reserve Management Group (RMG) and the construction of the General Ill, LLC facility at 11600 S. 
Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Our company has a decades long relationship with General Iron and is actively engaged in metal 
scrap recycling. General Ill and RMG play an essential role in helping local government manage 
their needs and responsibilities by providing a critical outlet for the recyclable materials generated 
within the community, without which these valuable commodities would build up and not only be 
lost for critical supply to manufacturers, but end up wrongfully in the waste stream. 

Riverside Engineering, with GIii and RMG, are proud to be a key component in the sopply chain for 
scrap recycling. The critically important manufacturing of Steel, Aluminum and Copper are 
dependent on Gill and RMG to provide essential feedstock for their operations. 

Riverside's business success is dependent upon companies like Genernl Ill and RMG. Our 
company's manufacturing, fabrication and assembly of capital equipment for the recycling industry 
is predominately done in Chicago. This manufacturing employs hundreds of quality, blue-collar 
jobs within miles of the new RMG facility. 

Based on my observations, RMG/GI II operations are run to the highest standards of environmental 
compliance. They adhere to regulations and take all possible steps to be a good member of the 
community. These good neighbor policies have included advanced emissions control, roadways 
and surfaces regularly swept and watered, and RMG employees enforcing low speed yard traffic at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or similar recycling businesses. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility and the role they play in a nationally 
critical manufacturing sector, I want to provide my full support for Reserve Management Group and 
General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 



R  003394

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Ian Dolby_ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

____ Ian Dolby ____ _ 

Signature 

____ 06/04/2020 _________ _ 

Date 



R  003395

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Rick O'Connell __________________ and I am writing to 

express my support for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 

Rick O'Connell _______________ _ 

Signature 

6-4-2020 

Date 



R  003396

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Rick O'Connell __________________ and I am writing to 

express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. 

Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _Libra Industries _________________ _, I am proud to 

make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies 

like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of 

obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Rick O'Connell 

Signature 

6·4·2020 

Date 



R  003397

stormwateRx 

June 4, 2020 

Kevin Trani 
General Iron Industries, Inc. 
1909 N Clifton Ave 
Chicago, IL 60614 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

8912 NE A!derwood Rd 
Portland, OR 97220 USA 

T 800.680.3543 I 800.407.2914 

I am writing to express support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 
Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

StorrnwateRx, LLC has provided stormwater pollution control equipment and engineering input for 
the current Chicago location and I was personally involved with the design and integration of the 
equipment to that site. Our team interfaced with the management team during the process and we 
believe the company and their staff are environmental stewards and endeavor to comply with 
environmental regulations and industry pollution control standards. The facility and management 
have implemented some environmental programs such as waler conservation that are unique and 
advanced in their industry. Many facilities in the same business do not adhere to the same 
principals and standards, and we are proud to be associated with General Iron Industries, Inc. 

The quality of our communities and environment depend upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 
Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items 
out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business 
in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I personally, and on behalf of StorrnwateRx 
staff, want to reiterate our full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely 

Calvin P Noling, PE 
General Manager 

s1ormwaterx.com 

8rockvil!e ! Chaska 1 Heber Springs I Langgtins I Macon I Oakdale I Portbnd I Toronto I Trooper ! Venice 



R  003398

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/ t ,f 

My name is Crc:, rL/ f·l/ ( e /~ 
' 

and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R 1' ( /(( 5; j C ~ Ylj ;,11 C:t°f'~,:;im proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003399

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -~-'k~
1"',;-;·~--"l~~:~,'-' ~'·~"'-.~---------and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

f-), ~, 
In my job working for /·;. /. < i •• r i :c•., •· ,,, • , v<:. ,, , , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liv~lihood Is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Bas.ed on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Hoadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signatu~e 

Date 



R  003400

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \')( le /?~· J/1r:- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ·:," 1 !, 1. i , /i IL E·1 ~i{(·(/ ft, q , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liveli ood is de1ie'~dent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003401

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---'---/_,_.......c'_'_· -'----'----'-----~------and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for_-'-'-/_· ____ ~·-~-,~·----'----'---~'~·"c..·~' ~--'-''!-·' I am proud to make my living 
' working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

/l 
I 

Date I 



R  003402

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: ) 
~- "' , / 

My name is s) 1 ) 5 tY>\ Di ::~c e and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
; k ,-

1n my job working for ~ 1'. is-r ,~( /yg e'.. y_:: r'i,::; ;,1 C cf'/tl?, , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the' recycling industry. My livelifi'ood is dependeri't upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003403

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is jef'.R'( /,f}i1,1,1All1.$ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for __ R_1_V_6_R_~_I Pl;: __ £~/J_u_1_(1/_6_!o_/<_I_N_~----~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Iii, LLC. 

Date 



R  003404

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /\u.S Ji'J 3 i\/jC f: and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and tl1e construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for r'- 1Vi:: I\S I Dt E /JG IIV f E iU,\JG I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

. . I 
Date 



R  003405

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Albert Gron and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Industrial Maintenance Welding & Machining Co. , 1 am proud to make my living 
working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
Items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

/
0_•: ./ .! 7 // ;1 . ·.4 I 1/ /L---·· / /1 j J};tr"~Tv Li Ar I t> ( / '-JVtyf I 

Signkrr?e 1 

06/04/2020 
Date 



R  003406

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Waite Equipment Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

June 4, 2020 

Date 



R  003407

Bridge Cranes - Conveyors- Fabrications - Installations - Modemlzatlons - Monorails - Point Booths- Posltloners - S~rvlces 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is John Waite and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Waite Equipment Company, I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business In 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signb' 

June 4, 2020 

Date 

( 

(_,.,.~ -- -__ r"l') -- - - - ,-r-:~. -!!' 
1
-.~-[m'~-;-. ·._._- _I . . I _I .--· . Li ,~-1 IT L,' __ . ·_ ·. Tl 
-~ 



R  003408

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
(~ j 

My name is------=· =-·-)7--'--'-\_v_i c=-··.,,I.~. _.,, __ ~c_··r._· _·.61:_,_T __ · ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

working in and with the recycling industry. livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 



R  003409

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is )",,A '!=/t,,S it1) / /_c,;t, ,-) and I am writing to express my support = ' 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

!n my job working for ~r:; /VJ A,- 1 z'"/?,/i 1j 6~- \ am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyciing facility where I do business, They adhere to 

ail and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their to reduce dust being k,cked up from the ground, 

Further, it ,s my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling busfness in 

the area, 

Given this comm!tment to environmental respons!biilty, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and Genera! Hi, LLC 

Signatllre 

Date 



R  003410

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name is ~11/lj -& I yj-t½I e and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve ManagementGroup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for {2_...,c,loe (0,+'e•·J,v?, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. y livlithood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 1;) ]'2.2, S'ooD 



R  003411

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Andy Dreyer and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Intrinsic Landscaping, Inc. I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ 
Date: 06/04/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: andy@intrinsiclandscaping.com 



R  003412

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Kurt Horvath and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Intrinsic Landscaping, Inc. I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

06/05/2020 

Date 



R  003413

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is DA v IO ;,/11 .,,,J and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

--~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

(''· 
l}~J 7'? ,?./4--

signature 

Date 



R  003414

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

r 'r::' ~· My name is i\ 1ctl' IL C'I ( I )1 , f 1 \ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Al I I It q h l\i,, (it'llilv 111 ,d ,c:;er\J1 CL( • I am proud m make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling buslness in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, lLC. 

' 
j' Po,~,, el,»~ 

' ' De/ OF)!Z(fLU 
Date 



R  003415

ELE TRIC SUPPLY 

TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Colleen C. Kramer and l am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 
Group and the construction of General III. LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast 
Side of Chicago. 

In my job owning and running Evergreen Supply Co. I am proud to make my living working in 
and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill. 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete 
metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin 
material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations. Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest 
standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do 
business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by 
law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered. and Reserve Management Group"s 
employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the 
ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar 
recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility. l want to reiterate my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill. LLC. 

Respectfully 

8402 W. 183rd Street, Tinley Park, IL 60487 

P: 773.375.4750 F: 773.375.4765 

www.evergreensupply.com 

Certified WBE WOSB FBE 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is $cc..,.:,,, ~~ ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S< Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago< 

In my job working for (' 9 ,-"sc"""c1s«s I?, .. -~ "- '-"1£;:-"S°: , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -~~~~-9.~l'l~_~l~·-5~-f._A_,-,_,s/l _________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for R~Mr fi,'l Teij.,µpk, &, &,"'f, J;,.,t... • I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --~..cc_5-ii-··"''·····-·······"··~'-'·+c~--'-.c..+--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Heserve Management Group anti the construction General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for -~f/~f~fl'-t~{~&.c11..f.cc~J.,·i~J~i~]~'~'7'-· _·/'-
1
-------~• I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the rec.yding industry. My iivclihood is dependent upon companies !ike Genera! 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete meta! 

items out of !andfll!s and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material fn 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that! have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

al! regu!attons and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfoces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce !ow speed limits at 

thefr facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, It ls my understanding thnt the proposed new faci!ily win have even more comprehensive 

pol!utlon controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other simflar recycling business ln 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibtlity, ! want to reiterate my fun support for Reserve 

Management Group and Genera[ Ill, LLC 

X 

Signature 
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rn WHOM IT lvlAY CONCERN: ,~, 

1;\ l. i:))\(l,, 1 , 1; My narne is r~, , \ -- v , ), . _____ and I Jm writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1n my job working for ........... i,'.J-~.~·····.:.':'c.L_~1"-'~.c:....c'.._,!,. _______ , i am proud to make my llving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General l!I, 

LlC and Reserve Mzinagement Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

Items out of landfills ;:rnd refieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observotlons, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that i have seen at ;my recycling facility where l do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. ~oadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, ;:rnd Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed llmlts at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is rny understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other sirnilar recycling business in 

the 2ren. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Mtinagement Group and Genera! 11!, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
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June 2, 2020 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mary Anne Watson and ram wrlting to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for Circus Auto Parts 1 tnc., 1 am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Iii, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recvcl!ng industry !i:irge amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materia11n the manufacturing of 

new goods_ 

Based on my observatlons 1 Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling where I do business, They adhere to 

a!I uiatir,ns;:md take aH possible steps to exceed \Nhat ls required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, !t ls my understandlng that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitorfng th,m the current operation or any other slmi!ar recyciing business in 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responslb!l!ty, ! want to reiterate my ful! support for Reserve 

Management Group and General !JI, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

Circus Auto Parts, Inc 
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)' 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

13741 SO. ASHLAND AVE. · RIVERDALE, IL 60827 
(708) 389-1456 · (815) 727-2222 · (708) 785-9779 

www.ABCAP.com 

My name is James Watson and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ABC Auto Parts & Sales, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Sincerely, 

q_c~~tLt.::_,,,, 
(} ~a mes Watson 
0 President 

ABC Auto Parts & Sales, Inc. 

11leew11 f LP1 
PREMIUM RECYCLED PART§ j 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name !s f\t.:\J( 1\. :1(\(:·_;; 1 \Ct, ·1 and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

inmyjobworkingforjj_dff,,vTi1'·-,\{ccC;k' ~: (~l,t.l; ·:1·1i\f1I /it"/) ,lamproudtomakemy\iving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My li;e lil;ood is de pen.dent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

·,terns out of landfills and re iieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where i do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comp re he nsive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmcntcl responsibility, I wantto reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

X 

Signature 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

' 
My name is EJ.1 ~ Lr, MM l N ('.}-Y and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for fl. '---:f' h"L ~ Q.. ~ (J_, ~:', C V'f: , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

"'"""'"~ 
Date: 0 / l / 2, () 

l I 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 

f 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is :I:/(y,a._ f:n r I O L'-/7,_;L and I am writing to express my support 
;t> 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A I 1;1y., Ync::tv~ I\ Co ,f. , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operatlons are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it ls my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area< 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: __________ _ 

Date It!?) ( 2.D20 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: Ir r(\(c ~Cl.I phc, (N:-ta Is re C ye le. . C.l'tr, 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _;:_::;;,~i::::d..1.t-~~:::±.,!:=:'S~~LI:;;;:_~:;,..i'-and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Gen ral Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A \,-pbt:--- ~ et;¥ , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

' '""''"'~"\ 
Date: 0-------=-------~ 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: 3 J L... 5.3_3 '3,LY 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is D:;,,,ic (Q Gor&0r2 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for _WJ.L.!.-".~:_.JL_==.L..i..:=,q.-"'--"---"--f-~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood i depend nt upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _____ A_d_a_m_B_ro_s_t_e_n _________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

Auto Parts City Inc. In my job working for __________________ ~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: __________ _ 

6/3/2020 
Date: ____________ _ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 
Adam@apcity.com (847)858-7969 
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TO WHOM IT i'/IAY CONCERN, 
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ernpin 

! drtl proud tn rn:ikc rny 1uinc; 

adhere to 

and surfaces are 

en!urce iov; lrrnits at 

bus:ne:;c 1n 



R  003438

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /JJrhl,) I k{, I let and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Janagement Gro~p1and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1 
/ 

In my job working for S:e d I A/ :UZ11 /J d: 010M Cu :I;v '-', I am proud to make my living 

working in and with th;;--,:;;;;ycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pol!ution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General lll)LC. 

/~/40:~<Z~/ 
Signature: / ,t :f:1f??:):/ / 

" 
Date fn /7;/c7(JJU 

C/J / I 1 
Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:Sc,d IUQ'X'~ 1J@a ++, nE:JT 



R  003439

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is [t) M S "-P v ·~; 5 and I am writing to express my support 
• for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley /\venue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

in my job working for /'/f? .. (•~, v ~ ,!°.\,\,.,, Re cy t· //,.;,..,,; , I am proud to make my Hving 
l / 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete meta! 

items out of fandfil!s and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations
1 

Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed !imits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this c.:ommltment to environmental responsibi!ity 1 I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Sienature: ---=-"~"'.'-;_,·_· · _e._-~_.::_<--"_·_· __ _ - .,....c-

Date: __ ....,/c:,.,_-_,?,__--',U,~.'--J ___ _ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 1!11?- C/5 6' - '3"/ tJ6 
r fep .-1. s(j? clt?i.LfVi e"-' f'e '7 ,1: .>'. {.,., 



R  003440

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

~1 , / 11,, ·0 

My name is _____ /~----J~~IA=·J~A __ ~_l::_r~( ________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for E 1 G::I iJ !Je C. / cJ i ;,/ G- I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry, My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 



R  003441

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Danny Meyers and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Get Green Recycling Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits 

at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: 

Date: June 2nd 2020 

Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:dmeyers@getgreencorp.com 630-264-2400 



R  003442

TO WHOM IT M~~CERN: 

My name is / /1,&1:;: --0M~r and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for T+-5 Co;U .SrtviJunod , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signature~~<;::? 

Date d-7 -3-z:; 

Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:,Af ./2¼1/Cf e ,J,/1/ S:-ccJ,,-J S1)'2 {/?770,/1../ c? oYh 



R  003443

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is '\) ·i c nAr't:) LT 0 ,LF and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Lf11<f:S rlf t2E E'er.y'cLI "-'.>le s½-sre:rn ':::, , I am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

-"'"'i ;'\ V ' I ,\ JJ 
Signature: J'::itfla 'uV h"tr 
Date: ic /_o,) rtCCJ-{) 

Preferred Contact Method/info: r(':'$ · T1L\ '·'\':':,[·! 



R  003444

ro WHOM ff !Vi/\Y CONCERf'l' 

' J 
iv1y rume is ~-k~r~c_cV"'c.:__c,1_?"'=---------and ! am v:ntine to exprcc,s my support 

tor He:.erv0 Management Group and the consFuctio:1 of Genera! n1, LLC Jt 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the '.\outhr:.F;t SidP of Chicago 

:? ,7 / n 
Ir. my job working for _jt:t re- rv-_/1:s., ('J.J, t: Y e,)/,,,/,/5 {.r~ , l arn proud tu m;:ike my !ivfrig 
\•;orbn~: in ;:ind ,sith the recydmi:; inchistry. Mv li:;!Hlioorfis dependent upon comparifes Hke Genera! 1!1, 

LLC and Reserve Man,1gcment Group. The rucydint indu;;tr-v kec-po; !argc wtnounts of obso!e1t metal 
iti~m•. nut nf Lmdfilis :rnd 10!i,,v,:~ stn:s:s on the Ptwirnnm;int by rrduclnt: the rH:cd for viq:;in mJteriaf in 

the m;rnufacturing of nevi r,ood~. 

Bc1sed on my ob::.en1c1tions, Rcscr.1c MtHF1r,cmcnt Group opNZfUonr; are run to the highest standards of 
cnvironmcnta! compliance tht1t l h0v0 seen it ,n:v recvcHng fac:d1ty wiwre l do busmess. They adhere to 

ail re;;:ulJtions and take aH possible steps to exceed v;hat is required by li;v:_ Road,:✓ ays and surfaces are 

regul.;rly s\vept and v:atered, and Rcser✓e rvlanagcment Group',; employee~ enforce lov: speed limits at 

their bcilitv to reduce dust being k!Cked up from the r,rmmd. 

f'.urther, :ti::; rny undNstanrling th0t the proposed nevi farility s,,vd! have even more comprehensive 
poHution ccntrn!s ;rnd monitoring ttun the currunt oper;;tion or ;my other sim!!Jr recyclinc business in 

the an:d 



R  003445

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is KJ\- l~,.,c!v 4.,, "J and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /Yl I':.~~:;.''~<:,!-<:'. X ~ I am proud to make my living ( working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it 'ts my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibHity, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: f?e+vw1t£s,"5}/J.e,h. < 
y 

Date: ((; / 'tf '.),cc, 

r3,·'S.::, Ak. '::;:-:5 !o'/"( Preferred Contact Method/Info:\.: • • • 



R  003446

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Mt:lfl ~ 177 IS f 12 e ++CL and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for \/ T ;1a..-fc; /2.")/:d-Si TI.) .JlerZd /lu/c4t:/£/e;, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
po1lution contro[s and monitoring than the current operation or any other simifar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given thfs commitment to environmenta! responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

------Signature:_·_~_-·._,_· ________ _ 

Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:_,,../2~½_u~.7i~C_7_1_r'J _____ _ 



R  003447

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis f>ul)/: ;?J15fz:"e /fc2.. andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport ' for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job worl<ing for /J;Jt/ 11 }(;~ l(}PuJ ff;~ fttL/6, /J,;le?f.;, I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
poHutlon controls and monitoring than the current operatlon or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

_... 
,T Signature: ___________ _ 

"/ I 
Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:_,../--''-:l-'("-·,_::,c.:'-'t")_' ·'-1 _____ _ 



R  003448

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Vt;,1l6:6/T 6,:;:jw~, and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group a d the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for c::2S:G& 4-iwSJ;::Lw..,,w,,, . /4,e, , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material In 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment lo environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reser,e 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 



R  003449

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

r I 
My name is (,/-1,r ·/ ,-'.i r c· :? { ! and 1 am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Genera! 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my JOb workmg for f{ 1 v + /J:; I ( 1 ~ /vt .,1 ',v ;,' 1 ! am proud to make my living 

working !n and with the recy.ding industry. rvfv !ive!ihood ls dcPeiident upon compcJnies like General m, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metnl 

items out of !andfi!!s and re!ieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Bvsed on my observations, Reserve Mzmagement Group operations 0re run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that! have seen at any recycling facility where l do business. They .:idhere to 

al! regulations and take all posstb!e steps to exceed what is required by l0w. Ro;:idways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, ;rnd Reserve Management Group's employees enforce [ow speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground, 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wit! have even more corr1prchensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the ;irezL 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want ta reiternte my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

I / ; / 

Signature: 1"i:c:'"~"'•::.·1 _ __.·cc.JL'·,e_ei~":-;'"·/z::.··c::··"",:'.'-.-t.::·-....,=--•-_C!· 

/ 7 • 
Date _.cc.Sc·c.· --"):__z:J~rc,·.•;:_; _____ _ 



R  003450

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

\J p and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General HI, LLC ;:it 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago, 

In my job working for~ '1-IJdJ[¼'5 :Jf:w,~ Serll!c<' :f,.x: · , I am proud to make my living 

working m and with the recycling industry. My nve!ihood is dependent upon companies !Jke General 11[, 

lLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps lnrge amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materia! in 

the m21nufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that 1 have seen at any recycling facility where I do business They .ldhere to 

al! regulations and tJke a!I possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roodways and surfaces ore 

regulady swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their fact!ity to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitorlng than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the are;i, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 11, LlC. 

Signature~ __ lc::__-________ _ 

Date:_.:::.{5_(,.:._._0-"s''-·~2o"""-"ZD='-----

Preferred Contact Method/Info: / Cf6 2-SC/ - '.s 6 ~ L/ 



R  003451

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

My name is l]cx .... - fJ LlJ,,,2Kt)l:Y,;,)r / and! am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 11!, LLC at 11600 S Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
/j ) 

In my job working for f? "'-:I -df. u) c, JI z s . 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyding industry_ My livelihood is dependent upon companies like Genernl lit, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large rlmounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the rnanufocturmg of new goods, 

Based on my observations, Reserve M;rnr1gement Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compl!ance that! have seen at any recycling fJci!lty where J do business. They adhere to 

a!I regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by !aw. Roadways ,rnd surfaces are 

regu!ady swept ,;rnd watered, and Reserve Mrrnagement Group's emptoyec'.;. enforce !ow speed !imits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it ls my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or ;my other simil;ir recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to envtronmental responsibHity, ! want to reiterate my ful[ support for Reserve 

Management Group and General II!, LLC. ·; /1 
I . • 

/,---) JI/,/,/ 

SignatureQ-"")~:j.;sk __ ,~;_)~~~ 

Date C,~ - ,, 2 ·- 2 0 
r 

Preferred Contact Method/lnfo:-"7-~_✓·..,' bc.f_··. _ _c/ __ t;_r 8_·_•_=·3_C: 0 ( 



R  003452

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is b/>nn I z;::: W1'-1flJ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General fH, LLC at 11500 S. Burley .Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago 

In my job working forLDt17~ W/',;:J?L {#/4-C:: , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyclmg industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like Gcncrzd ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group, The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete meta! 

!terns out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods 

8;:ised on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that 1 have seen at any recycling facHity where! do business, They adhere to 

a!I regulations and take a!I possible steps to exceed wh<1t is required by law. Roadways and surfaces Jrc 

regulady swept and watered, and Reserve Manzigement Group's employees enforce fow speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
po!!ut!on controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the urea. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility,! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

'"'""'6~-t2==
Date. t-1~2u 7U 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: 7& ,;3''/i? -,;!i'O'U 



R  003453

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN· 

My name is Hr::ir:iIY1n [,c' Yw \de dy, ,::.o and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC ;:it 11600 S, Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

,) 
In my job working for rx-1.\ )~ \ .. >Q-\1 i'\ '1{ )\_:,-- ,J0(1 , I am proud to make my !ivlng 

workmg 1n and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materic1! in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

envlronmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling fad!ity where! do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what Is required by !aw. Roadways and surfaces are 

rcgu!i:irly swept and watered, and f~eserve M;rnagement Group's employees enforce !ow speed limits at 

their faci!lty to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it ls my understandmg that the proposed new faciHty wm h,we even more comprehenslvt: 

pollution controls and monitoring th;:rn the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the ,ire.1. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I WJnt to reiterate my ful! support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

Signatu 



R  003454

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

and lam writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General IH, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for A, cc; (~t'.'.>r Cz C:"JL , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My liveii?iood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin materi.:il in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standr1rds of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyding facility where I do business. They adhere to 
ri!I regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by !aw, Roadways and surfaces are 
regu!arly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility ,.viii have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC 

~ _£_!' -------

Signatu rty_· _· ______ -_-_,_-_._,_·_;;;,,_-_ · 

-- fi . j --,,_,-7, 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: ~7() 7S "c, I (;i I "f S' 7 



R  003455

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is f?p ,'/ Jv,Jt);l//? 6~- ,,, 2·/;:;:Ju,54c0 :m writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _ _Ll_q..:.. _ 1_i--__ 1_· vf...1_~/.,:___L=·.,c.>'--·. :.../7L• .. _.:::.s_·..:./_Ac:....:;Z::..-_,c;9/c...· ' I am proud to make my living 

My livelihood is dependehf upon companies like General Ill, working in and with the recycling industry 

LLC and Reserve Mt1n2gement Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and refieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin rn.1tcrial in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that t have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed whJt is required by rr1w. Roctdw;:iys and surfaces Jre 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve MJnagement Group's employees enforce !ow speed !imits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, lt is my understanding that the proposed new facmty will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monftoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

G[ven this commitment to environmental responsibi!ity, f want to reiterutc my fuH support for Reserve 

Management Group and General 111, LLC 

·7 /: / 
' ---7 ' ,/4 / / ·_/ / 1/ / 

I// ? ~ :,-~ 
Signature: b:zw.a?7,"-"f · ( }i,c,4'/j-hcv:,, . 

'-.// ",/ 6'. 7' /;, Date: J ·--.-- 1(l/ 



R  003456

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Lfi6~;1. 5 ... .. /{ Q h 1 # t.11. t and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Sidt~ of Chicago. 

In my JOb working for . .J1L~ I"' t fft fJ t !"fl L-, 1),/ . . ..... • I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recyding industry. My livelihood is dependent upon cornpanies !ike Genera! 11!, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts ot obsolete metal 

items out of !andfil!s and reneves stress on the environrnent by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that ! have seen at any recyciing facillty where I do business, They adhere to 

a:! regu!ations and take a!I possible steps to exceed what is requlred by iaw. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Munugen1ent Group's employees enforce iow speed !imlts at 

their facility to reduce dust being klcked up from the ground. 

Further, it ls my understanding that the proposed new facility 'Nil! have even more comprehensiYe 

po!!ution controis and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this comrnitment to env!fonmentar responsibility, i wzint to reiterate my ful! support for Reserve 

Management. Group and General iU, LLC 

Signature 
,<~ 

Date: t·J-;J.o"'-• 

Preferred Contact Metliod/tnfo: .... .f!.t,t 6 'Jo 't 1 16 [J dt> 



R  003457

TO WHOM IT fv1AY CONCERN: 

fvly name is~ .. .. ld6,'>i,/4, '~ /< q h 1 ;<I I! -pf If,,~ ... ,, and I am wnting to express rny support 

for Reserve ~v1anagement Group and the construction of Genera! HL lLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my jOb working for ~fu Ji 011 £ fft .JJ t t"!J L-, 11•··"'··················· .. I arn proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry My livelihood is dependent ur,on companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. 1he recyc!lng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfl!!s and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods 

Based on rny observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmenta! compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

ali regulations and take an possible steps to exceed what is required by iaw, Roadways and surfaces are 

regularfy swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understandlng that the proposed new fadiity wm have even more comprehensive 

poHuUon controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I wvnt to reiterate my fuli support for Reserve 

Management Group and Genera! rn, LLC 

Signature:_ ,, 

Date: 

Preferred Contact Method/info: (, €tt ~JO 'i 1 7 6 iJ tf C> 



R  003458

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is /~ti { 01 c,f-.dA ;.Jv and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for S:-~ crnt C1+1 c. ~Co ,b'Lot! ".I- /.l{r;:_:-r-14-1 am proud to make my living working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 
LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 
items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Groug...amfii,eneral Ill, LLC. 

'""""'" ~ 
Date: ~21,o 

i ( 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: ·21 (, 'f~ ?-?J"S7_ r\ 



R  003459

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~Q k1/,Df'.Diti/{) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ,''mTJ]!(~ltt.~();_;;;u,L) ctdtrr~~ I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, l . 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 



R  003460

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is \ () rc)O v\ 0 \ \ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management roup and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Sou" \,j C \'\ \( oc c) ~7-::.c 0./\ \ /\_., \ e\o\ ' I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. l'\l(y livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General 111, LLC. 

/1 .. 
/':'/_, ,"/i/ 
< //.-/ ( / 

Signature : __ --,"1_1. ---=cfc.='"=· .:..' ~--·c.1 __ _ 

Date: __ ____,__,hy..'/-· 
2""72'-J-=zc_=:....)_;;ZL.=::...) __ 

I -7 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: CYJ \(Y,L~(/\ v\c:€!_:, .SC..·\ v'V\W / Go M 



R  003461

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jim Hope and I am writing to express my support for Reserve 
Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley 
Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Stafford's Inc., I am proud to make my living working and 
with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like 
General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps 
large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills and relieves stress on the 
environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new 
goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the 
highest standards of environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyciing 
facility where I do business. They adhere to all regulations and take all possible 
steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are regularly 
swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low 
speed limits at their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 
Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more 
comprehensive pollution controls and monitoring than current operation or 
any other similar recycling business in area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full 
support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, 

Signature: (~~~--· 
,.-✓✓ 

Date: 6/3/2020 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 630-892-4218 



R  003462

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jeff Germany and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 
the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Tri-State Disposal (Corporate Secrctarv) , I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~~ 
Date: 06/04/70 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: Phone: 708.388.991 () 
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10 '.'il"GM II MAY C:O,'l(:fllN; 

M~namol5 ~k:'.J_Qt .. £ft!] /Y'>Cf/rl/;,,J ~;ind l.a,nwfltlng'!.o('~pr,css my~IJppoct 

foe Rc~or'fll' fu.~omcrrt Gro<11> ,i.nd th<!, ()On>'ltu,;t!orr ..,.., ~nnt~I tll, UC irt 11600 '.>.. Burtey l'wer.uc 01, 

lhti S,,LM!!Jit Side ,,r Chk.!IJ!p, 

1h ,i,y J.;.~ w,:,rkir,;g fo! _j[Jf!)/l}/f/'<!:JA,,J . _lj ,/j.i J 1;.,p . . I ;i,,n prnud to m.iki, fll't' living 

workir;g ti,i :tr><! with tM rc,:;y,:l,njJ; i~1d1>$1.fy, M\I ~lirn:,o.d 4 dl!1)'!!nd,,;rt. up.,n c,;,rrrp~1tiil!'S like Gimitra.1 lll, 

LtC and !!fiim'<" MaMflffll"'lit Group. Toit ~cllfi:C lndu~ft)I kol'lps lMgtt :i,mounts ol obiolel~ metal 

itmis ou1 ofl~nclf>i¼i a,nd rnliev'"- ,tren Ofi th" l!t'n/lronrnent by rlledurlng the nt?C<I for virgin rm1t~11a1 in 

tritt rrni11ufan11rlng of OC",.Y good~ 

i!luw o.n rny obsolfv~till-Jl~. Rcwr,'11 M1mllg(!J1Jtint i¥®P ~raH01u sir i: ttm to trm hlft!~1~-t !'it.in<t11rd~ a1 

C'fl'>'l(Oftmt1rt,1,i [{'1/flpllant~ th~: l l1.1v~ 111!'<:'ll ,It ,mv i~lrig fai;JtHy •,yn il'f1t I .lo bU$[rnn,1:11h~ n,dhcre to 

all n,i;uliit!OfH and 1.Jkll' ;ill p<.J~~li/;J ilcpi lo t!Xt!NM wh~t Is rc,q\l<f~ I.rt law. 'l\r,a.<:l•~;.!l~ ;;iru;l st1rfo,:t1, ,1rr, . 

ri:t,Jli,1ty •-Pl ll'•ld 1/,';it,rr«t, .1,id R,:,s<llN~ M;arwi;,i,in,w,t{l;re,u p'i i:tm~lti<((lt:~ ,,,,1fm1,,. iev./ ~~i:id 

lheit f..1,ni!'( !o r'-"'J1mt dys:t 'tJ(!ii~ kli;k~ ~P from tl1<J llf®IM;l, 

un,,ii!/~t,~neiir,ii tnilt th.e prof}01ed ~cw fi.1.;liity will have mot;:: r»im:i:,rell1t2r1:,b,€ 

lli,e wuer.,t oper.itfon gi;ri'!lr Jiimlldi!a r~hl':'/'1.llll!ii: t•'lssrn:1.s.!n 



R  003464

TO 'vVHOivi !T M/W CONCERN; 

--7 /7 
~ j•) c7 f,/ ~· ✓ S:/(; 

My nJrrc 1s ,r--... C ,.,.,..-, . .,.L::,:·:·· 0_(/~y ? L .:·· Y · -/- and i am wr!ting tu express my support 

for Heserve Management Group and the construction of Generai 1!1 1 LLC at 11600 S_ Ruriey /\vQnue on 

the Southeast Side of Ch1caR0 

,-7 ,-, A , /,/ /- /~ f"t,/t"'U l / 
in rny Job working for __ ~ ; \ /',.:' P C~c;- -· ;e ->/7 L l 1.-.-, l arn proud to make my living 

working in and with the rec,cling industry, My !1ve!1hood 1s dependent upon rnmpanies like General iii, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete meta! 

items out of !andfiHs and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for vlrg[n material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental con1ptiance that I have seen at any recycling facdlty where i do business, They adhere to 

an regulations and take a!l posslble steps to exceed what is required by iaw, Roadways and surfaces are 

regu!ady swept and watered, and Reserve ivianagement Group's emp!oyees enforce lovJ speed !imtts at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed ne\V faci!lty vvH! have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and mon1to:!ng than the current operation or any other similar recyding business in 

the area. 

Given thts cornrnitment to environmental responsibility,! want to reltE:rate my fuil support for Reserve 

Management Group and Guneral !U, LLC 

'~ -----. :=.=,,. "_,//~~ ,, -•-·" ----, 
S,gn9,~r-,, ___ · ________ _ 

Date:, 



R  003465

TO WHOM !T MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 

.r-, 

K c:7,,,,/ ,G 7/')) C!//5?~.,,--
/ ? ~~-', " , ~nd 1 am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Man;:igernent Group and the construction of Generni !!J, LlC at 11500 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Ch,cago. 

in my job working for pL>µ/'E;f5- ✓4_5//f¥{/ L LC , ! am proud to make my Hving 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General rn, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recyding industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete meta! 

items out of landfills and re!ieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material tn 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on rny observations, Re:,erve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards d 

environmental compliance that ! have seen at any recyding facility where i do business, They adhere to 

ail regulations arid take all poss,IJle steps to exceed what ts required by law Roadways and surfaces are 

regu!ar!y S\Nept and watered" and Reserve Management enforce 10\v limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the 

Furtt1er, it is my understanding that the proposed new fadhty wil! have even more comprehensive 

poliution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyding business in 
the area_ 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibHity, 1 want to reiterate my fu!J support for Reserve 
Management Group and General l!I. LLC 

c"'·' Date: ___ .:;:__2c: _______ _ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _¾-n_~ro~x~b _______ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ft::hv(\ \\ tt}JJ\f\C\qx f11\lJi~ , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group aRd General Ill, LLC. 

I\ 
I 



R  003467

TO WHOM IT MA;~CEHJJ ,__.-, / / 

½µ,, ~"Xer 
My name is ____ 7 _ _,_ _____________ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Ch,cag~ / / , _ , 

In my JOb worlong for 1 )oll!Jt P{'Jt#0:t4fa<, 1 am proud to make my l,vmg 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General 111, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of !andfllls and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business, They adhere to 

all regufations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by !aw. Roadways and surfaces are 

regulurly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce tow speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fad!ity witl have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyding business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my ful! support for P,eserve 

Management Group and General Ill, L ~ 

' 1/ .. :r 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 
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~ 

A QUIEN LE INTER ESE: ,-, 

Mi nombre es ,&tlrr ~,w{ c/S y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ~«, ~P/ ~e siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medio de vida depende en empresas 
como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumpllmiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gestl6n de la Reserva funcionarlos ptlblicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

~ ,, ) 
(9 () 

\,!_., ~ 

1)(k;tit 0:- 1/- ~,:17 _f C1/' 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es £/I;; / ,1 I 12 > ,& r It y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para J r IA ( 'me siento orgulloso 
/~~ IL t7J 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria tllreciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completes que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group , 7' LLC. 

~ 
Signature 

Date 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es f,t IA.({_":? I C,2 {2 kc11:o. y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General 111, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para P. ')] fo1r t:!PRrf 5 0,1 Q?q!)J 6 ·2 '.3; me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grand es 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y tom an todas las med id as posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromise con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 
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Freeborn 

June 5, 2020 

Jim Kallas 
Environmental Manager 
Gil, LLC 
1909 N. Clifton Ave. 
Chicago, lllinois 60614 

Re: General III, LLC and Reserve Management Group 
Proposed Facility at 11600 S Burley Avenue 

Dear Jim, 

ANNM. ZWICK 
Senior Counsel 

Freeborn & Peters LLP 
Attorneys at Law 
311 South Wacker Drive 
Suite 3000 
Chicago, tl 60606 

(312) 360-6254 direct 
(312) 360-6520 fax 

azwick@freebom.com 

W'W'IN.freebom.com 

I have represented General Iron Industries for many years and know the owners well. I also 
represent General lll, LLC and Reserve Management Group in their efforts to obtain a pennit from 
the Illinois EPA for the construction of General Ill, LLC at I I 600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The proposed General III, LLC recycling facility will be a state-of-the-art recycling facility. lt has 
been designed with comprehensive environmental controls that will be protective of the community 
and environment. Based on my experience, the owners of General Iron and Reserve Management 
Group are honest and ethical, and strive to operate their facilities to the highest standards of 
environmental compliance. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to convey my full support for 
Reserve Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

52802l lv3!33353-000! 

Chicago, IL• New York, NY• Richmond, VA• Springfield, IL• Tampa, Fl 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Rob Zumph 
1823 N. Marshfield 
Chicago, IL 60622 

My name is Rob Zumph and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group 

and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 

city streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the 

need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle 

and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued 

availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of 

good paying, head-oi~household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in 

the city of Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, 

sustainability, and economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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June 5, 2020 

Mr. Jim Kallas 
General Ill, LLC 
11600 S Burley A venue 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Statement of Support for Reserve Management Group and 
Construction of General LLC -1160 S. Burley Avenue - Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Kallas: 

My name is Darina Demirev and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for RK & Associates, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 

area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want to reiterate my full suppon for Reserve 

Management Group and General lll, LLC. 

lfyou have any questions, or require any additional information please do not hesitate to contact me at 

630-393-9000 

Yours very truly, 
RK & Associates, Im:. 

Par,_ o~V'<-v 
Darina Demirev 
Senior Engineer 

2 SOUTH 63 ! ROUTE 59, SUITE B 
lLUNOlS 60555 

(630) 393-9000 
FAX (630) 393-9] l] 
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June 5, 2020 

Mr. Jim Kallas 
General Ill, LLC 
11600 S Burley Avenue 
Chicago, Jllinois 60617 

Statement of Support for Reserve Management Group and 
Construction of General Ill, LLC-1160 S. Burley Avenue - Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Kallas: 

My name is Suresh Relwani and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and 

the construction of General III, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

ln my job working for RK & Associates, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where l do business. TI1ey adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 

area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, l want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General lll, LLC. 

If you have any questions, or require any additional information please do not hesitate lo contact me at 

630-393-9000 (srelwani@rka-inc.com), 

'Ii~::~ /4)~. 
Principal Engineer 

2 SOUTH 63 l ROUTE 59, SUITE B 
WARRENVILLE, ILLINOIS 60555 

(630) 393-9000 
FAX (630) 393-9 l J l 
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June 5, 2020 

Mr. Jim Kallas 
General III, LLC 
11600 S Burley Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Statement of Support for Reserve Management Group and 
Construction of General m, LLC-1160 S. Burley Avenue- Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Kallas: 

My name is John Pinion and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 

construction of General Ill, LLC at I 1600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for RK & Associates, Inc., I am proud to make my living working in and with the 

recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and Reserve 

Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 

and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 

new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in the 

area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

lfyou have any questions, or require any additional information please do not hesitate to contact me at 

630-393-9000UQ!Dlf'llif!:Ifilj::Jill;,&!J'.ill.J. 

Yours very truly, 
RK & Associates, inc. 

J.tJ~ 
1 

John G. Pinion 
Principal Engineer 

2 SOUTH 63 ! ROUTE 59, SUITE B 
Ar<IH"!Vll l F iLUNO!S 60555 

393-9000 
FAX (63G) 393-9 ll l 



R  003476Environmental 
Monitoring and 
Technologies, Inc. 

509 N. 3rd Avenue Des P!.zlnes:, !L 60016-1162: P 847.967.6666 SO(L246J.H:i63 f 847.:':HJ7.6735 wv.rw.emLcom 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _Eric Jensen, Director of Project Management_ and I am writing to express my support for 

Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _Environmental Monitoring and Technologies_, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Experts at providing environmental testing solutions 
water • soil • waste • product • sampling 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Jason Peterson and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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~~ .__ 
June 4, 2020 

TO WHOM IT CONCERN: 

HAZCHEM ENVIRONMENTAL CORPORATION 
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT & 24 HOUR EMERGENCY RESPONSE 

My name is Alan Shapiro president of HazChem Environmental Corporation {HazChem), an 

environmental firm that has been in the business for 20 years. I am proud to be part of the industry and we 

striv_e to make a positive impact on environmental issues that affect us all. 

With that in mind, I'm writing to you today to express my utmost confidence in supporting Reserve 

Management Group, and the construction of the General Ill, LLC facility on Chicago's southeast side (11600 S. 
Burley Ave.). 

HazChem works with a number of different environmental and recycling companies within the industry. 

I have worked with Jim Kalas on multiple occasions and projects, and he and his company always go above and 

beyond that which is needed to satisfy their clients' needs for recycling. That being said, it has always impressed 

me that not only do they keep their clients' needs in mind, but always doing so while maintaining the highest 
standard of required environmental compliance and standards. 

I personally have seen that Reserve Management Group operations are run with standards beyond 

approach; including regularly sweeping and watering roadways and surfaces as needed and also enforcing a low 

speed limit on the property to limit dust being kicked up by vehicles. Furthermore, it is my understand that the 

proposed plans for the new facility will have even more comprehensive pollution control protocols and 

monitoring and I am excited to be able to continuing my working relationship with such a reputable company. 

As a business owner in such a regulation heavy industry I can rest assured knowing that my recycling needs are 

being handling properly, and I don't have to concern myself that all said required regulations are being met. 

The new facility of General Ill, LLC will provide a need within the industry, as the recycling industry is 
imperative to keep obsolete metal items from landfills. I for one am all for doing my part in making every effort 

to reduce items needed to be landfilled. Additionally, it will relieve the stress on the environment by reducing 

the need for virgin material with new goods manufacturing - a win-win for all. 

In closing, I again Just want to reiterate my full support for Reserve Management Group and General Ill, 

llC. It puts me at ease knowing their commitment to environmental responsibility is one that can be counted 

on. Should you need to contact me please feel free to do so at (630) 458-1910. Thank you for your time and 
consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Shapiro 

President 

AS:va 

330 S. Fairbank Street Addison, Illinois 60101 630-458-1910 Fax: 630-458• 191 B www.hazchem.com 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gary Hsieh and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and the 
construction of General Ill, LlC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for B&P Group Co., Ltd, I am proud to make my iiving working in and with the 
recycling industry. My l:veiihood is dependent upon companies like General !II, LLC and Reserve 
Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of landfills 
and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of 
new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are nin lo the highest standards of 
environmental compliance that I have seen at any recyci,ng facility where I do business" They adhere to 
all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by 1aw" Roadways and surfaces are 
regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 
their facility to reduce dust being kirked up from the ground" 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility wiil have even more comprehensive 
pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recyciing business in 
the urea, 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility,! want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, llC 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Ding Zeng Jun and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management 

Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of 

Chicago. 

In my job working for HK Fulian Metal Recycling CO.,LTD. , I am proud to make my living working 

in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, LLC and 

Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal items out of 

landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the 

manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new facility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature and Date: ----------~2ec0e.,2s,0,.,,.0,,_6,,_.""=0S 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is, Ll/e G #~«::'. ?1/ Al~ / /k'C and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es C ~ CJ-:::, Aq, {) <2fCO y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

/I Jr ~ E 111.ll /sf. (f;z,e )LE':PA./£ En mi trabajo que trabaja para ___________________ , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria de! reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mant'1ene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el media 
ambiente al reduc·1r la necesidad de material v·1rgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observac·1ones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vras de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y mon·1toreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 

Mi nombre es Dl+r\' ft c.14 J /'i / U y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 
apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 
el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para j Lt, Iv,· 1 C?;;f7Lfr L 5'. h .. , me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos, 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones dei Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la fey. Las vias de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad llujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operacion actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT AY CONCERN: j 
My name is ......b=~~~L::::S..L _ __:::::.__:U:::'...];r_~::.1.-'--''::'"':..:.~ __ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Grou and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for _S:=-'+'---'6'='----'~"--'--=--1--=----''-------'' I am proud to make my living 
working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fac)lity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: {nJ 
Mi nombre es S i;i,n ii Q Q.,\75 (e, y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y laconstrucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sob re el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I Ii mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del sue lo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

s 
Signature 

Date 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: ~ 

Mi nombre es 1 4 d e G 17A '@iq I €'5:,' y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 

el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para------------------~ me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoletos fuera de las vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y tom an todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ade mas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

(/ / .. (£ 
Date 
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A QUIEN LE INTERES . f I J 
Mi nombre es / (( /.c/1 /,/1.. ( li'ilt1 y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Rese e Management Group y la CDf: trucci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. • /. ·J / 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para C/1{ /44 fi, cf,,,5/}1 ·e..5'-, me siento orgulloso 

de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industr~eciclaj~. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 

coma General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grandes 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con las 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I If mites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban de! suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

Signature 

Date 

I 
~vU.. 
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A QUIEN LE INTERESE: 
I t//1 .·. I 

Mi nombre es fi,y;r';V 1/'.f y estoy escribiendo para expresar mi 

apoyo a Reserve Management Group y la construcci6n de General Ill, LLC en 11600 S. Burley Avenue en 

el lado sureste de Chicago. 

DuovN 

En mi trabajo que trabaja para ~ (. \ C ~YY\ 0 L u'vi k":::0 , me siento orgulloso 
' ' de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi medic de vida depende en empresas 

como General Ill, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria del reciclaje mantiene grand es 

cantidades de artfculos metalicos obsoletes fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sobre el medio 

ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones del Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 

mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he visto en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 

donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 

exceder lo que exige la ley. Las vfas de acceso y las superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 

Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 

para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 

aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 

Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 

11/ £U ue/ J) I) htJA l 
Signature 

Date 
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apoyo a Reserve Manag ent Group y la construcci6n de General ill, LLC en 11600 5. Burley Avenue en 
el !ado sureste de Chicago. 

~ ;J; {/l J 
En mi trabajo que trabaja para l/ ,U it:44 ( fl/) eh ' me siento orgulloso 
de que mi vida trabajando en y con la industria del reciclaje. Mi media de vida depende en empresas 
como General 111, LLC y Reserve Management Group. La industria de! reciclaje mantiene grandes 
cantidades de articulos metalicos obsoietos fuera de los vertederos y alivia el estres sabre el media 
ambiente al reducir la necesidad de material virgen en la fabricaci6n de nuevos productos. 

Basado en mis observaciones, las operaciones def Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva se ejecutan con los 
mas altos estandares de cumplimiento ambiental que he vista en cualquier instalaci6n de reciclaje 
donde hago negocios. Se adhieren a todas las regulaciones y toman todas las medidas posibles para 
exceder lo que exige la iey. Las vias de acceso y ias superficies se barren regularmente y regadas, y del 
Grupo de Gesti6n de la Reserva funcionarios publicos aplican I limites de velocidad flujo a su facilidad 
para reducir el polvo que se levantaban del suelo. 

Ademas, entiendo que la nueva instalaci6n propuesta tendra controles y monitoreo de contaminaci6n 
aun mas completos que la operaci6n actual o cualquier otro negocio de reciclaje similar en el area. 

Dado este compromiso con la responsabilidad ambiental, quiero reiterar mi total apoyo a Reserve 
Management Group y General Ill, LLC. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

n I ~o ,,.-~ 
My name is -'-~-"---f~ ___ ,.,,, __ """-------- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my Job working for t>~ I am proud to make my living 

working In and with the recycling industry. My livelihood· ependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Re.serve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it Is my understanding that the proposed new facj\ity will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, i want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Date 



R  003491

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

v () 
My name is ~''}(,'fl , lf f'/veS and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve M~nai.e'ment Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for r.(/((c r(G--1 v-S pr O D(u'Ui.,., , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihooh dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

r~. , /) Qi =-·'/52 Signature: if ";,I, ~ == -"-r~-----=--=""""-~-
~?:, C/- 7 7 

Date: ,u ·· , C ·i( (j 

/" 1-
! '/ iY· < ..;-7 t.,./ / ~ 

Preferred Contact Method/Inf~ : e.J / c ') f I ·,1 1 1U 
. / 



R  003492

TO WHOM IT MA)Y ~ON,RN: ~ C' 11 4 

My name is -v\'. c, tcc,J\ ~ (U\ ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group 1nd the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 
' . 

In my job working for V:e~'\ cl~\.) , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitmen to en ~onmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Gro
1
up d Ge fral Ill, LLC. 

; / I "" b'\ .L/f// /t ..... .....> 
Signature: // \ i/ ~ 

f • • 

Date: __ '--'£'-0_· __ r _L_f_--"'a_ .. __ ()_: ---

Preferred Contact Method/Info: ------------



R  003493

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

i " t \ \.~ r;~ . 0 ~.~ c_Q 
My name is \, l "-' :, ~ \'"'C_i;: ~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for /\.( (cD h\J\C') §2\flTI, I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature: ~ Vw /'--..., 
V 

Date:___,,C:,_,__L\-'--· _.:c_)__C) __ 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 



R  003494

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is (4 1C l-- 6:,,}-l//41-/) and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for Rtt'J [ U;ir1s~./) T 'I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

Signature :-,,4''---~---"'----,"'--"''----
/ 

~q ,,- ?b? ·10 . 
Preferred Contact Method/Info: J" 25' j Jlj _,/ j o/ {f 

L 

Date: 



R  003495

TO WHOM IT MA"E': 

My name is !Ed£0 Zr-, r 5 and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve ~nagement Group and'the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for TM }£; r77 nc-c__ , 1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 
the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 
the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

Management Group aijl Ill, LLC. ' 

.(_____, '::=£:Z:-Si/2./~.~:'.:~"''Y ~~:Z:'.7"/~'_.,,c=-Signature:_ ~ ~ 
/ ? 

Date:. __ -_/ _6_~_-L_)_---'"d"------'o=~=-

Preferred Contact Method/Info: } I 2 ~ 3 ~ ,- 7cfJJ);>, 



R  003496

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: f) 

My name is /4171P(f' fin)flzj) k:1/uf and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for ?.::!:Z-/'::: i'z.. , v V i v:J ,.e__. " , I am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood i?ci~pendent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new fjlcility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 

d General Ill, LLC. 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 7 / 3 -6/ 7 - U </ P5 



R  003497

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is V\11 ['~ ()c'.J ])/ Vt? and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and the construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on 

the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

In my job working for c&B. Sc'¼Q t 'y'vtc-T >fl I !Jc,-1 am proud to make my living 

working in and with the recycling industry. My livelihood is dependent upon companies like General Ill, 

LLC and Reserve Management Group. The recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete metal 

items out of landfills and relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in 

the manufacturing of new goods. 

Based on my observations, Reserve Management Group operations are run to the highest standards of 

environmental compliance that I have seen at any recycling facility where I do business. They adhere to 

all regulations and take all possible steps to exceed what is required by law. Roadways and surfaces are 

regularly swept and watered, and Reserve Management Group's employees enforce low speed limits at 

their facility to reduce dust being kicked up from the ground. 

Further, it is my understanding that the proposed new f~cility will have even more comprehensive 

pollution controls and monitoring than the current operation or any other similar recycling business in 

the area. 

Given this commitment to environmental responsibility, I want to reiterate my full support for Reserve 
Management Group and General Ill, LLC. 

( 

Signature: /JJ i!p:?f!/ ¼~ 
Date: 0 & · 0 3 •· L 0 

Preferred Contact Method/Info: 773 · :::J/ 7 -0.5 /5 



R  003498

,o WHOM IT MAY CONCtRN: 

My name is _j;P.LV(._(Jli .. C {L-{_~ C .e.d 0.._ ____ ... and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Mana~ent Grcup and consuuction oi General ill, LCC at ll 600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
vlrg1n material in the manufacturing cf new goods. In my everyday life f try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 
Chicago rather than regu!at!ng them away to be moved to another city or region_ 

Given Heserve Management Group's role ·:n supporting envlronrnenta! responsibHity 1 sustainability, and 
economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for General !H, LLC 



R  003499

TO WHOM IT 'VIAY cor~CE.RN: 

My name is _C.:r i. £.:L0\2 ~\<'. _v ___ ,~, y l C.. +n I.A . __ and I am writing to express my support for Reserve Management Group and constructio-;:;;;;.·~: Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city streets< A commitment to recycling aiso reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life! try to recycle and purchase products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Heserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provldes hundreds of good paying, head-of-household Jobs. I believe it should be a high prior:ty lo ,eep such jobs in the city of Chicago rather than regu!atrng them away to be moved to another City or region 

Glven Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environ men ta) responsibillty, sustainability, and econom\c grovvth, l want to reiterate my fuU support for Generdt Hi, LLC 



R  003500

TO WHOM ff MAY CONCERN; 

My name is ---S(l_:(\0,'f::_Q\ b-1- fL\li ( (.(L _______ and ! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General !II, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete Items out of- landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material !n the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplacc. 

Further Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paylng, head-of-household jobs. J believe it shouid be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago r2ther than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Heserve Management Group's role in supporting envlromnentai responstb!Hty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I wzmt to reiterate my full support for General rn, LLC 



R  003501

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

_,,,,-,,,~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materla! in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life I try to and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued ava!!ab!Hty of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an ,mnnrtan1 economic that provides hundreds of good 

paying1 head-of-household i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

them away to be moved to another or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting envirornnentai responsfbility 1 sustainability, and 

economic growth, I Wdnt to reiterate my full support for General fll, LLC 



R  003502

TO WHOM IT fv1AY CONCERN: 

My name is _C'<'iS1:obu1 __ \LQ:2-c~J,)('., L __ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constructiorlof General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The meta!s recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obso!ete iterns out of landfills and off of dty 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnatedal in the manufacturlng of new goods. in my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111 1 LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

rurther1 Re.serve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-househoid Jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs !n the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!at!ng them away to be moved to another city or region_ 

G!ven Heserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental respons!blHty, sustainabdity, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my ful! support for General ill, LLC 



R  003503

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ --:toLa_Vl~n ~il Vil ------ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! II!, LLC at 11600 S, Budey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago_ 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets" A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reduclng the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday ilfe I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials_ Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management Group is an unportant econornic engine- that provides hundreds of good 

paying1 head-of-household jobs_ ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs ln the clty of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another cfty or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting enviromnental respons!bitfty, sustainab!lrty, and 

econom!c growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for (jcnerai ill, LLC. 



R  003504

TO WHOM iT MAY CONC!:RJJ" 

My name is _,_CV\, l 1:::,j:9 ~ ~ t '( __ b, IQ J,Utci, ___ and I am writmg to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at ll600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

1he metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the envfronment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday !ife l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

F-urther, Reserve Managemenl Group ts an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of-houschold jobs, I believe it should be a l1igh prlonty to lzeep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!atmg them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group':, role in supporting environmenta! responslblnty 1 sustainability, and 

economic grovJth, i wznt to reiterate my fu!l support for General I!!, LLC 



R  003505

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

My name ls _'v /;,.b\Q~--~- LA..1~12.! ___ and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve llr1anagemem Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling a!so reiieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materb! in the manufacturing of new goods. ln my everyday life! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availabiiity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an importcrnt economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-houschoid jobs. l believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than reguiattng them away to be moved to another city or reglon_ 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's rolE'. in supporting environrnentai responslbillty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fun support for General II!, LLC 



R  003506

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

iv!y name is -1tLLLov:1_.3eJd1Q..Q. ----·· and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 
virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 1n my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 
products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 
Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials ln the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managcrnent Group 1s an important econornic engine that provides hundreds of good 
paying, head-of-household Jobs, I believe It should be ;i high prlonty to keep such jobs in tl1e city of 
Chicago rather than regulating them away to be, moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environrnental responsibility, sustalnabiHty, and 
economic growth, l want to reiterate my ful! support for (jenerai !!!, llC 



R  003507

TO WHOM IT M/1Y CONCERN. 

My name is _____ ~O__!,Cl'rlo _-A,S::q;L"'- and I arn writing to express my support 

for Reserve lvlanagemem Group and construction of General l!L LLC at 11600 s_ Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago_ 

The metals recyciing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfi!!s and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life t try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General H!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of thcse goods made from 

recycled matef!a!s in the marketp!ace, 

Further1 Reserve fvt:r11agcment Group LS an 1rnportant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

pJy!ng1 head,·of-household jobs_ ! believe it shoufd be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than reguiattng them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Heserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibfljty, sustalnabHity 1 and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! IH, LLC 



R  003508

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---:;E;-'Li:;,£t:?:J_, __ -_PJ£.--0.,'f4) "-~--~~---- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemem Group and' construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life i try to recycie and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs_ i betieve ft should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!ating them avJay to bP moved to another city or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group 1s rofe in supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabinty1 and 

economic growth, 1 want to re!terate my ful! support for Genera! 11!, LLC 



R  003509

TO WHOIV1 IT IV1AY CONCERN: 

My name ls ---,So,QLL92c,_ £~5;;0so,,, , _____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve IVlanagemem Group and construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete Items out of landfiHs and off of clty 
streets, A commitment to recycling also re!ieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, in my everyday life! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Heserve Management Group is an nnportant economic. englnc that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head--of~househoid ! believe it should be a hlgh priority to such jobs in the City of 

Chicago rather thzm regulating them av;ay to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting env!ronmental responsibHlty, sustainabiHty, and 

economlc growth, I want to reiterate my full support for Genera! LLC 



R  003510

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is . __ ., ____ ML~-~-lc,_p_C:..b. _____ ,_ _ ___ and l arn writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen: Group and construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps iarge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Genc,ral Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materia!s in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Managcmenl Group is an anportant t.1conornic_ engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of~household Jobs. i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!ating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's ro!e !n supporting environmental responsibility; sustainabB!ty, and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my full support for Gc'.neral HI, LLC 



R  003511

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! II!, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metais recyciing industry keeps iarge amounts of obsoiete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyding also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

vlrg!n materlal in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday ilfe ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyded materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaflabinty of these goods made from 

recyded materials !n the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of❖ houscho!d jobs_ ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supportlng environmental respons!bilfty, sustalnability, and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my full support for Genera! !l!, LLC 



R  003512

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCLRN, 

My name is ____ AL.!.£. ___ Qj 1-1-- ____ ancl I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen' Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recyding also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

v!rgln material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General H!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further1 Reserve Managemenl Group 1s an important econornlc engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of-household jobs, I beHeve it shou!d be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another C!ty or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!e in supporting envirornncinta! responsibi!ity, sustainability, and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my full support for General iii, LL( 



R  003513

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name''-· .. 4:c£.J. ___ (?~., ____ and I am writ:ng to express my support 

for Reserve Management GrouD and construction of Genera! 111. LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of 1andfi!ls and off of clty 

streets. A commitment to recycllng also relieves suess on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin 1T1aterial in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Genera! Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials !n the marketplace. 

Further1 Re.serve Managunenl Group is an important economic. ungine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head•ot•houschold JObs. I believe it should be a 1,igh prior:ty to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group':; role in supporting enviromnentai responsfbillty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to retternte my fuH support for Genera! !I!, LLC 



R  003514

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

name is /Jic.c;,:, ~.J:Lup1Lra.,.. . ....... . and i am to express my support 

for Reserve Management 6roup an~d construction of General 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete Items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commltment to recycllng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials 1n the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve fv1anagcmenl Grouµ is an economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

payfng, head-of-household I believe !t should be a priority to keep such Jobs 1n the city of 

Chlcago rather than reguiating them away to be moved to another city or 

Given Reserve fv!8nagement Group's role In supporting env!ronmentai responstblnty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my ful! su1ap,xt for General LLC 



R  003515

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

for Reserve Management 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

and I am writing to express my support 

and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycHng industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of !andfiHs and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketp!ace. 

Further, Reserve 

paying, head~of+houschold jobs. I believe It should be a high priority to such in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's role in supporting envlronmenta! respons!billty, sustalnabnity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General LLC 



R  003516

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls ____ -Jl;,c:fcl_-__ cZ._~~-- ____ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemem Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metats recyciing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of dty 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. 1n my everyday Hfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials !n the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying1 head~of~houschold Jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs 1n the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region 

Given Rest:rve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsfbflity, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate rny tun support for Genera!!!!, LL.C 



R  003517

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My narne is _Die9D-~a,5_,,_____ ··---. and I arn writing to express rny support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111. LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyciing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets< A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material tn the manufactudng of new goods. In my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managf.:ment Group is an irnportant cconomk engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of~household jobs, I believe It should be a high priority to keep such Jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!ating them away to be moved to another city or region 

Given Reserve Management Group';.; role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my full support for Genera! H!, LLC 



R  003518

TO WHOM !T MAY CONCERN. 

My name is <<_£ne;±Q __ V-1l1DS.t:nor: ___ and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! l!i, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

1he metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, in my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as Generai Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a suppiy chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materla!s in the marketplace. 

F-urther, Reserve Management Group is an 1mportcint economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head<of,houschold ;obs I believe it should be u hig'l priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather th;:m regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group';, rofe in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabinty, and 

economic growth, i wdnt to relterzite my full support for Genera! !Ii, LLC 



R  003519

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name is ~-J;;;~;lga,L ____ --~:iiJ.cLc.c.- -------and! am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General!!!, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps !arge amounts of obso!ete items out of landfills and off of clty 

streets. A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of nev; goods. in my everyday life i try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials" Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Managernenl Grouµ r.s an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, headsof"househoid Jobs_ I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regu!atmg them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibillty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fu1! support for Genera[ ill, LLC 



R  003520

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

, C ~ / / 
My name is ,j fZ sJ 5 ,:,1 ;- n V~ 5, and I am writing lo express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfiils and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003521

TO WHOM IT :1' CONG.RN \ l 
My name is__ o::,££>Jl .. L1 t'iJ,1_i Let ___ .. and I am writ;ng to express my support 

for Reserve Managemem ~roup and construction of Gen0rni Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

1he metals recyrllng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfd!S and off of clty 

streets" A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materia! in the manufacturing of new goods. ln my everyday llfe ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General HI, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying1 head-of~household Jobs, I believe it shou!d be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given f1eserve Managernent Group's role in supporting envlronmenta! responslbility 1 sustainabiHty, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fuH support for Genera! !II, LLC 



R  003522

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is an +a i l1Q,t{2, tyrd and!am""'"nntoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General l!I, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full for General l!I, LLC 



R  003523

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mynameis 'Fabian ,lA encle:2 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003524

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Gus +a; VO ,v\ GI \j O and I am writing to express my support 
I 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003525

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ,~ o,:b Q '1 ~ LlJ I \ \ \ Q Vld S and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003526

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _A,___~d~· ~'(_e~-~G~v,_·~1 _o __ r~r_e._S~---- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of·household jobs. ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General LLC. 



R  003527

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is -~5=a~1;:U:_t)L-"c.,,l..,Ccc:' :,,a,_,_Y_..::S"""'-u""''::.,W=------ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recyciing industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Generai Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General ill, LLC. 



R  003528

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

rr , , A , 
Mynameis '· )Y\(Q!'Ci Cn. {((201} II'.\ andlamwritingtoexpressmysupport 

for Reserve Management Group and construction \:,f General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of iandfilis and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic enoi,,,, that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabiiity, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003529

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

! \ •J 
My name is L · ('.) {ii,' I h O .S C1 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Gr~up and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfiils and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycied materiais. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vitai parts of a suppiy chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of·household jobs. ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth.! want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003530

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is F c~-h ):"vl Q ( ci\ J_"~\ ~\~"~--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S" Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago" 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets" A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods" In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials" Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availabiiity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace" 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs" I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region" 

Given Reserve Management Group's roie in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuli support for General Iii, LLC 



R  003531

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _-L1.-~..4LL-Ll'.4~LL--------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I tr/ to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustain,ibility, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003532

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is k ~ \ (z ~\) \j ( \(__ . and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General 111, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuil support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003533

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management G oup and con truction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management is an important economic that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003534

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

/?')1 /~f 

My name is f . · ·SC C\ Y i >,CV 12, 7 and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibiiity, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003535

TO WHOM !T MAY CONCERN: 

. ~ 

My name is, , V\ I 'I { I Ii\ J {1 , J, (j :, I f;= and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constru~tion of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 
recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group Is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003536

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is 11 C Q \( do 'pa I{ re 1'6i and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recyciing industry large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of~household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my full support for General LLC. 



R  003537

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: rg I 1 ~ 1, 
My name is-~ o 1;2Q;do ~QI I na.s and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household Jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full for General Ill, LLC 



R  003538

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 
Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life i try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or ,n,o,nn 

Given Reserve Management role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC 



R  003539

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

///,, ' /) 
My name is (, {@ i flr1d,71 bu UfJ (J Y/ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Manageme6t Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Ill, LLC. 



R  003540

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is Oqn,'-e/ ~,_/2~C/-,,,~4c.s...------and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of,household jobs, I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General Iii, LLC 



R  003541

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name is ___ ilJld'.'il~l--fu1 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

and l am writing to express my support 

LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

The metals recycling industry amounts of obsolete items out of landfiHs and off of dty 

streets. A commitment to recyding aiso relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin .material !n the manufacturing of new goods. 1n my everyday life I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further1 Reserve Management Grauµ is an nnportant economic. that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,of-houschold I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

them away to be: moved to another or 

Given Reserve Management Group's role \n supportlng environmental responsib!Hty, sustainabiHty 1 and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my full qJ17nr1rr for GEneral Hi, LLC. 



R  003542

TO WHOM IT iv1AY CONCERN: 

My name is ___ ,A//':XCL_ltfeizec__ --------- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycHng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfiHs and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyd!ng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material !n the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life f try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managernenl Group is an n11portant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paylng
1 

head*of•household jobs. 1 be!k:ve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating tllern away to be moved to another city or reglon 

Given Reserve Management Group's roie in supporting environmental responsibH1ty1 sustainabiHty1 and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my full support for General i!l, LLC 



R  003543

TO WHOIV1 IT IV1AY CONCERN. 

fv1y ~amc is _ _AJfr_eclo._ :.Radri9ui!..:1.-. - . ~nd I am writi~g to express my sup~ort 
ror t(eserve Management LJroup and construction of General Ill, ccC at 11600 ~- Burley Avenue on tne 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycHng industry keeps iarge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets, A commitment to recycling also reneves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materiai in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recyded materials, Companies such as General 1!1, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that cnsures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managl'menl Group is an important economic. engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head"of*househoid jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather th8n regulating them away to be moved to another city or region 

Given Reserve Management Group':.r role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabH!ty1 and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fuii support for Genera! ll!, LLC 



R  003544

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

name is _ftrr:1ilid __ J1uo_o;z _ _ ___ and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyding c.dso relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group 1s an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of-househoid ! believe !t should be a high priority to such in the city of 

Chicago rather thvn them away to be moved to another dty or 

Given Fieserve Management Group's rofe In supporting environmental responsibilltyj sustainab!lity 1 and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fuli support for Genera! LLC 



R  003545

TO WHOM !T MAY CONG:RN, 

My name is_- --S}~f.n_ltil YlLLIB (l. . and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemem Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of iandfiHs and off of city 

streets< A commitment to recycling also rel!eves stress on Lhe environment by reducing the need for 

vlrgln matedal in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life l try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management Group is an important cconorn!c engine that providt;s hundreds of good 

paying, head•of•househOicl jobs, I belicve it should be a high priority lo keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another cfty or region. 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuU support for Genera! HI, LLC 



R  003546

TO WHOM !T MAY SON CERN' 

My name is -,,,,~\\\~'{,,fJ1_ffiJJ\/\ , and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General IIL LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obso!ete Items out of landfills and off of 

streets. A commitment to recycling afso relieves stress on the environment by reduclng the need for 

rnaterial in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life i try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Managc.iment Group is an nnportant econornic eng!nc that provldE0s hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household ! believe It should be 0 priority to keep such jobs in the of 

Given Heserve Management Group's rofe in supporting envlronmentcti responsibility, sustalnabillty, and 

economic growth, I want to rdterate my full su:JD!Jrt for Genera! LLC 



R  003547

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is --- _L\\tu\}U,YL,'.:t~Q\l{U __ ___ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and co'dstruction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycllng mdustry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete items out of !andfllls and off of clty 
streets. A commitment to recycling also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday Hfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further, Heserve Managcmenl Group is an irnportant cconom!c engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of~househo!d jobs_ I believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to bP moved t:o another dty or region, 

Glven Reserve Management Group':, role in supporting environmental responsfb!lity, sustainabiHty1 and 

cconomk growth, I want to re\terate my full support for General l!l, LLC 



R  003548

TO WH0fv1 IT fv1AY CONCERN. 

. /~l ·,}!FJ,/}/11 fq...o!n/?L l:1/ I·? . . . 
My name 1s --·- ~----------l~- --/1-(JLL fJ.L----6/:._.. _JL ,_,_1J.~L.t..,,-::::-------- and I am w n t! ng to express my sup po rt 
for Reserve fv1anageme t Group and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast S!de of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyding also reHeves stress on the envi·ronment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life i try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve fv1anagement 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycied materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Heserve Managernent Group is an important economic. engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-,of-houschold jobs_ I be!leve it shoufd be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

G!ven Reserve Managernent Group's role !n supportlng envlronmenta! responsib1Hty 1 sustainabil!ty, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for General Ht, LLC. 



R  003549

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

My name is -- . . .. D.1.tiiL ti £1a ·--··· and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve iv1anagement Group and construction of Genera! lif, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps iarge amounts of obsolete items out of landfitls and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyd!ng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

vlrgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday ilfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Grnup are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materia!s in the marketplace. 

Further1 Heserve Management Group 1s an irnportant economic enginc that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head*of*houschold jobs. I believe it should be a high pdorlty to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them 3\Nay to be moved to another City or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group':i role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabdity 1 and 

economic growth, l want to reiterate my full support for General 11!, LLC 



R  003550

TO WHOM 11 MAY CONG:RN. 

My name s --·· - . . G1u1SL1il'liiZcc-_ .. ·--- and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemenr Grou/fand construction of General Ill. LLC at 11600 S. Bur!ey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side ot Chicago. 

1 he metals recycling industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyding also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

vlrgin materia! in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life t try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycied matedals. Companies such as General lH, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued aval!abinty of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an 1mpor·tant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than regulatrng them away to be moved to another city or region 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responstb1i1ty1 sustalnabi!lty, and 

economic growth, i wcmt to reiterate my fu(! support for Genera! Ill, LLC 



R  003551

My name ls --- ~,o __ \j\ L j t no_ __ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Manageme t Group and construction of General l!I, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycHng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of clty 
streets, A commitment to recycllng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnaterial in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday llfe ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled mater!aLs in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is cm rrnportant economic cnglne that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of•houschoid jobs, i beiieve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago ratht?r than regulating thern away to be moved to another city or region 

G!ven Reserve Management Group's role ln supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General II!, LLC 



R  003552

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

name is~ _ Jjj\£\i\ ~······•·-··· _ ·--- ·- and i am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Gro~and construction of General ill, LLC at 11600 S. Buriey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The meto!s recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of 

streets. A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

materiai in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday llfe I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled mater[als. Companies such as Genera! 1!1, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vitai parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management 

paying, head-of"'houschold 

Chicago rather than 

1s an nnportant economic engfne that provides hundreds of good 

I believe it shou!d be a priority to such in the clty of 

them away to be moved to another City or region, 

Given Reserve Management Group's role ln supporting environmental responsib!lity, sustainability, and 

economic growth, 1 want to reiterate my fuH support for Genera! HI, LLC 



R  003553

TO WHOM lT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_ -- Y-l(J)Jj)J.) t(}'f{t,~ - ---~ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Generai ill, LLC at 11600 S. Buriey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of iandfilis and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling a!so relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyded materials< Companies such as General l!i 1 LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Heserve fv1anagcment Group ,s an important cconornk: Qngine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I be!leve it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the City of 

Chicago rather than regulating them 2,1,t✓ ay to be moved to another Clty or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!c in supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnability, and 

economic: growth, I want to reiterate rny full support for Genera! l!I, LLC 



R  003554

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _And~-~~--~~llcLk- ___ ,,_and! am wrlt!ng to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chlcago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, :n my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Furthe( Reserve Management Group is an important cconorn!c engine that provides hundreds of good 

pay!ng1 head-of~houschold jobs, I believe !t shou!d be a high prionty to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region, 

Given F~eserve Management Group's ro!E !n supporting environmental responsib!lity 1 sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my full support for General U!, LLC 



R  003555

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name is __ _CL_.1.JJ.~ ___ Sluc..d.t. ____ ,___ ___ and I am wrlt!ng to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The meta!s recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of clty 

streets. A cC?mm1tment to recyd!ng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday 11fe I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, ! believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another dty or reglon. 

Given Reserve Managen1ent Group's role in supporting envlronme:nta! responsibility, sustainabinty, and 

economic growth, 1 't✓ant to re!terate my ful! support for General 11! 1 LLC 



R  003556

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

name ls Lv, 'i Oclv::u:t1,, ___ ~ __ ,, ___ and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 111, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyded materials. Companfes such as Genera! !l!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Gmup are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyc!ed materials in the marketp!ace. 

rrn,thrr. Reserve Management Group 1s an important economic. engine that 

paying, head"of-househo!d ! believe it should be a pr!ority to 

Chicago rather than them away to be moved to ~Jnother city or 

rm,1rl1°, hundreds of good 

ln the City of 

Given Reserve Managernent Group's role in supporting cnvlronmenta! responsibHlty 1 susta!nabitity, and 

economic growth_, ! want to reiterate my full support for Genera! LLC 



R  003557

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name ls _-JJdt-;,t::,"1,;J;l._-JJ'...J.,l2i1:_ ___ ,_, ____ and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General I!!, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyciing also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material ln the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life I try to rer:vcie and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General 11!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials ln the marketplace. 

Further, Heserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head·of· household I believe it should be a priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than them away to be moved to another city or 

Given Reserve Group's ro!e !n supporting environmental responslbl!ity, sustalnabi1ity 1 and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my full su1uµ1u1 for Genera! LLC 



R  003558

TO WHOM iT fv1AY CONCERN; 

My name is _,._WL1.Al __ M~~19._______ _ ___ 2nd I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve fv1anagement Group and construction of Genera! Iii, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chlcago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete iterns out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recyc!ing also re!ieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, 1n my everyday life l try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as Genera! Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials In the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management Group is an ,mportcmt econornic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe it should be a higl1 µrionty lo keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or reglon_ 

Gfven Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responsfbnity1 sustainabinty, and 

economic growth, ! want to reiterate my fuU support for General HJ, LLC 



R  003559

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

My name is -----~.h..u_ii; _____ Sr_JL/°J_~J, ~-·--~- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General IIL LcC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling Industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling abo relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material In the manufactudng of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketp!ace. 

Further1 Reserve fv1ancigcrnent Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head~of--houscho!d jobs. I believe it should be a h!gt·, priority to keep such jobs !n the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role in supporting environmental responslbillty, sustainability, and 

t:conomlc gro;,vth, I want to reiterate my fuH support for General Hl 1 LLC. 



R  003560

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN; 

My name ls ~£_eiL1.J . .t:£. .. ~ ... ~-_LaI:.C~.~ ------ and ! am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11500 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturlng of new goods. in my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyc!ed materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managernenl Group LS an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying1 head~of.·houscho!d jobs, i believe it should be Ll high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another· City or region 

Given Reserve Management Group's role ln supporting environmental responsfo!Hty, susta!nab!!lty, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my full support for General !!! 1 LLC 



R  003561

TO WHOM iT fv1AY CONCERN: 

My name is L<1_6
0
_-,, Gd 1 1J,L- ----- and 1 am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S. Budey Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycilng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of !andrnls and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recyding also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufactudng of new goods. In my everyday Hfe I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of thcse goods made from 

recyded materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Grouµ is an 1rnportant econorntc engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs, I believe tt should be G high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group':: role in supporting environmental responsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my full support for Genera! In, LLC 



R  003562

TO WHOM IT MAY CONClRN; 

My name ls _____ AJ-Cdl,,,,~---~-------------------------- ____ and I am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps iarge amounts of obso!ete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyclfng also relleves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnateda! in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday !ffe i try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyded materials< Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued sivailability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further1 Reserve Managcrnenl Group iS an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

pay!ng, head-of*houschold jobs. I believe it should be a high priority to keep such Jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating thern a1,vay to be moved to another City or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's ro!e in supporting environmental responsibHity, sustainability, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate rny full support for Genera! !!i 1 LLC 



R  003563

TO WHOM !T MAY CONCU\N. 

----- and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and constructlon of General HI, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The meta!s recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 
streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by redudng the need for 

vlrgln material in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday Hfe ! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materiais. Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availabiiity of these goods made from 

recycled materials fn the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve iv1anagcmenl Grauµ is an important economic. engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-houschoid jobs, J beHeve it should be zi high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago ratht:r than reguiating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group\ rofe in supporting environmental responsibi!lty, sustalnability, and 

economic growth, 1 want to reiterate my full support for Genera! !11 1 LLC 



R  003564

TO WHOM IT MAY CONG:RN: 

My name is -----,QL~---~:i.____ _ ___ and lam writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Croup and construction of General iii, LLC at 11600 S, Buriey Avenue on the 

Southeast S!de of Chicago. 

The metais recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commftment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufactudng of new goods. fn my everyday life! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaitabi!ity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further 1 Reserve Management Group is an important econornic cngin0 that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-houschoid jobs_ ! believe ft should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or reg1on. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental respon.sibillty1 sustalnabl!ity, and 

economic growth, l \Vant to reiterate my fuil support for General Hi, LLC. 



R  003565

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is __ __BJc.k:J ___ ~~.CJ.£4..,_ ------and! am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Managemen' Group and construction of Genera! Ill, UL at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyc!ing also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnaterlai in the manufacturing of nev.i goods. In my everyday life! try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaifab11ity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further 1 Heserve Management Group ;s an nnportant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head•-of..-household Jobs_ ! believe it should be u high priority to keep such jobs ln the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Glvcn Reserve Management Group1s role in supporting environmental responsib1Hty 1 sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate my ful! support for General IH, LLC 



R  003566

TO WHOi\11 IT fvlAY CONCERN: 

My name is ~·--•--/JI&- Zv,,ri, -- ~---•-•*-··-- -~--~-~~ and 1 am writing to express my support 
for Reserve fvlanagemem Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 5. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyd!ng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin rnaterial in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve fvlanagement 

Grnup are vita! parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managernenl Group is an nnportant economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of.-houschoid jobs. i believe it should be J high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Managemc:nt Group's rofe in supporting environmental responsibility, sustalnabHity, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my fuU support for Genera! il!, LLC 



R  003567

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, 

My name ls ___ L~~---~, ____ and! am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recycHng also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin materiai in the manufacturing of new goods. In my everyday life I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled matedais. Companies such as General Ht LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Furthcr1 Reserve Managcrnenl Grauµ is an important cconornic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head,0H1ouschoid Jobs. I believe it should be a higl1 priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another City or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group':, role in supporting env!ronmontal responsibHity 1 sustainability, and 

economic grov,;th, I want to reiterate my fuH support for C1t:nera! HI, LLC 



R  003568

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is _ ... dz1£.Lc;,L_-6.,,dil!>c= ~ ----·· and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Managemen° Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycHng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landflHs and off of city 

streets, A commitment. to recycling also relieves .stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. !n my everyday life! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials< Companies such as Genera! Hi, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued avaUablllty of these goods mude from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further1 Reserve Management Group is an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of"-houschold jobs. 1 beHeve it shou!d be a high priority to keep such jobs In the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them a.way to be moved to another dty or region, 

Given Reserve Managen1ent Group'~ role in supporting cnviromnental responslbillty, sustainab!Hty, and 

economic growth,! want to reiterate my fu!! support for Genera! lit, LLC 



R  003569

TO WHOM iT MJ\Y CONCERN, 

My name ,s __ ,£~--- --~,.....£1=;, ____ and 'am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LL( at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recyding also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, !n my everyday nfe I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recycled materials. Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Grnup are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an important econornfc engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. i believe it should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be: moved to another city or region. 

Given Reserve Management Group's role In supporting environmental responsibility, sustainabnity1 and 

economic growth, l want to reiterate my fuil support for Genera! lil, LLC 



R  003570

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_ -c~°'-L-_Ch_o..\le.2-. ---- and I 2m writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General 1!1, LLC at 11600 S. Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago. 

The metals recycHng industry keeps !arge amounts of obsolete items out of !andfills and off of dty 

streets" A commitment to recycling a!So relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods, In my everyday !ife I try to recycle and purchase 

products made from recyc!ed materials. Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled mater!als in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group is an nnportant economic engine that providts hundreds of good 

paying, head~of+houschold Jobs. I believe it should be a high prionty to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another city or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group's role ln supporting env!ronrnentai r·esponsibility, sustainability, and 

economic growth, i want to reiterate rny full support for Genera! HJ, LLC 



R  003571

TO WHOM iT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is_ ':t],i!:ltc.L __ __lo_drJqo_e,,b ______ and I am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and con51ruction of Genera! Iii, LLC at 11600 s_ Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago_ 

The metals recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environrrient by reducing the need for 

virgin mateda! in the manufacturlng of new goods. in my everyday life! try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials_ Companies such as General Iii, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled rnateria!s In the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Management Group 1.s an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-household jobs. I believe !t should be a high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them av,;ay to be moved to another city or reglon, 

Given Reserve Management Group',s role fn supporting environmental responsibHity, sustainability, and 

economic growth, l want to reiterate my fuU support for Genera! ii!, LLC 



R  003572

TO WHOM IT Mt\Y CONCERN, 

My name is _____ ::;J""e- 1J~'""--- C__u'L-__ _ _ ___ and i am writing to express my support 

for Reserve Management Group and construction of Genera! Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

1he metc1ls recycling industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of city 

streets, A commitment to recyding also reHeves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General II!, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group are vital parts of a supply chain that ensures the continued availability of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace. 

Further, Reserve Managcrnent Group LS an important economic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head-of-i1ousehoid Jobs. I believe it should be" high priority to Keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them away to be moved to another clty or region_ 

Given Reserve Management Group'~ ro!e in supporting envi1onmentdl responslbHlty, sustalnabillty, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate my full support for General HL LLC 



R  003573

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

My name is ---~.r:r~e.c'l.-£;.L. ___ .E._aJ.A,t~J.5 .. -. _____ ,,_ and i am writing to express my support 
for Reserve Management Group and construction of General Ill, LLC at 11600 S, Burley Avenue on the 

Southeast Side of Chicago, 

The metals recycHng industry keeps large amounts of obsolete items out of landfills and off of clty 

streets. A commitment to recycling also relieves stress on the environment by reducing the need for 

virgin material in the manufacturing of new goods. in my everyday life I try to recyde and purchase 

products made from recycled materials, Companies such as General Ill, LLC and Reserve Management 

Group arc vital parts of a supp!y chain that ensures the continued ava!labnity of these goods made from 

recycled materials in the marketplace, 

Further1 Reserve Management Group ;s an important econornic engine that provides hundreds of good 

paying, head"of"houschold Jobs, i believe it should be" high priority to keep such jobs in the city of 

Chicago rather than regulating them avray to be moved to another city or region_ 

Given Heserve Management Group 1
'.) role In supporting environmenta! responsiblnty, sustainability, and 

economic growth, I want to reiterate rny ful! support for Gc::neral !l!, LLC 
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